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Abstract
This dissertation describes the creation of new and novel electronic assessment systems and
the creation of a new generic model of assessment.
The electronic assessment systems can be used by more than one teacher or student at any
one time. Audio, visual and data recordings (including teachers comments) are immediately
stored with student records so they are instantly available anywhere as a resource for
monitoring progress and assisting student learning.
Research work began by selecting a leading assessment system called ESAAMS Version 2.
Although it was possible for that software to be installed on many computers, each instance
of the software required its own separate database. New assessment practises in schools
required this information to be shared between teachers and students and so it was
necessary to investigate the underlying assessment models being used.
ESAAMS Version 2 was tested by the author and by teachers, and questionnaires and
interviews with teachers were also conducted and used to identify areas that could be
improved or expanded. From that, a first new model of assessment was created.
A new prototype electronic system called Kumquat was created to implement the first
model. Kumquat allowed students to assess their own work and students could also build a
portfolio of work. Kumquat was tested by several schools and results were collected and
analysed to identify areas of the electronic assessment system that could be further
improved or expanded. A second prototype electronic assessment system called Guava was
then created from an analysis of feedback from Kumquat users.
Further questionnaires were used and other assessment systems were reviewed to create a
prototype generic assessment model. Guided by the results from testing the two new
electronic assessment systems (Kumquat and Guava), a more focussed literature review was
conducted and, from that, a new and final generic model of assessment was created.
A third new electronic assessment system called Kiwi was described using the results from
the literature searches, the new ideas and results from the two new electronic systems
(Kumquat and Guava) and the final generic model of assessment created during the
research. Kiwi would allow peer-assessment and more fluid sharing of student assessment
information between teachers. Future research work was suggested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This Dissertation describes the creation of new, improved and novel electronic
assessment systems and the creation of a new generic model of assessment.

The term 'assessment' could be used in many aspects of education such as suitability and
effectiveness or aspects of institutional performance. For example: Abate [n.d.] gave a
definition of assessment that focused on the evaluation of program quality, rather than
evaluation of student activity and learning. However, much of the literature considered
assessment where the performance of individual students was judged by teachers
[Brookhart & Durkin, 2003]. It is this form of 'student assessment' that is discussed in this
Dissertation because student assessment plays an integral role in teaching and learning
[Shepard, 2000].

Some electronic student assessment and data management systems existed at the start
of the research. Some of these allowed teachers to record audio and video evidence of
students' work to enhance and develop learning and streamline assessment. However,
the software and the systems were generally limited; for example, most leading systems
could only be used by one teacher at a time on a single PC.

The new electronic assessment systems presented in this Dissertation can be used by
more than one teacher or student at anyone time. In addition, audio, visual and data
recordings (including teachers' comments) are immediately stored with student records
so they are instantly available anywhere as a resource for monitoring progress and
assisting student learning.
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t.t.Research Aim and Objectives
The thesis set out and described in this Dissertation is that:

New multimedia electronic student assessment systems and ontological
models of assessment could be created to assist teachers
During the research, new and novel electronic assessment systems were created in order
to assist teachers more effectively. These new systems were designed in consultation
with teachers and were tested by them. Ontological models of assessment for these
systems were also created. Those models were extended to create generic models of
assessment that could be applied to any electronic assessment system.

Specific objectives were to:

•

Discover and list gaps in existing electronic assessment systems.

•

Discover and list gaps in existing models of assessment.

•

Create new models of the assessment process, culminating in a generic model of
assessment.

•

Create new electronic assessment systems.

t.2.Methodology
A basic working system called 'Electronic Student Assessment And data Management
System' (ESAAMS) existed at the beginning of the research and a prototype system
(ESAAMS Version 1) had been created in 2001. ESAAMS Version 2 was first mentioned in
Lassauniere [2003]. The research described in this Dissertation began in 2003 and
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extended and developed that early work, so that new generic assessment models and
then new assessment systems could be created.

A review of assessment software was conducted before the beginning of the research
described in this Dissertation and no comparable systems were found. Some software
systems were available for recording the results of students' summative assessments and
attendance information but there were no software systems for capturing and storing
more complicated information such as audio/visual work. Other, non-software based,
methods of capturing and storing students' audio/visual work were available and
established in classroom practice [Ofsted, 2003].

ESAAMS Version 2 allowed teachers to capture student work using various audio and
video capture devices (such as video cameras and microphones) attached to Teacher PCs.
This system was teaching-centred, suitable for a range of teaching fields, and allowed
quick and efficient management of student work.

A model of assessment in ESAAMS was created during the research and that is described
in Chapter 3.

1.2.1. First Assessment Model
The version of ESAAMS that existed at the beginning of the research (Version 2) was
tested at the collaborating company and then distributed to teachers for further testing.
Mackrill [2004] created and distributed a questionnaire to teachers who had used the
system and results were collected. Follow-up interviews were conducted with teachers
to gain more detailed information about specific areas. New components of assessment
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were identified during this research and a first model of assessment that contained these
was created and is described in Chapter 3.

1.2.2. New Electronic Assessment Systems
A new central database and an Intranet ePortfolio (IEP) web application were created and
combined additional tools to create a new assessment system called Kumquat. Kumquat
implemented the components of assessment identified during the testing of ESAAMS
Version 2 and that were shown in the First Assessment Model.

ESAAMS Version 2 could be installed on many computers within a school but each
computer needed its own separate database. This caused problems because these
separate databases contained some information that was common to a whole school (not
just a particular teacher). The new Kumquat system included additional tools that
allowed different teachers in the same school to share some student information.

Kumquat was tested by teachers and new bugs and enhancement requests were
recorded in a bug-tracking system. A new assessment system called Guava was created
to correct problems identified during testing of Kumquat.

1.2.3. Generic Assessment Models
Literature about questionnaire design [Bourque & Fielder, 1995; Marshall, 2005] was
reviewed and a new questionnaire was created and distributed electronically to users to
elicit further feedback about Guava.

A search for existing assessment systems was also conducted. Two systems were
reviewed to identify new components, which were added to a new Prototype Generic
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Assessment Model. The new prototype generic model of assessment included
components identified by beta testers, questionnaire respondents and from other
assessment systems.

In order to identify areas of the prototype generic model of assessment that could be
improved or expanded, a further review of assessment systems described in the literature
was conducted. From that, a new and Final Generic Assessment Model was created that
contained new components of assessment. This was achieved by comparing the
prototype model with assessment systems, practices and topologies described in the
literature. New components of assessment were identified and included in the Final
Generic Assessment Model.

1.2.4. Future Systems
The design of a new system called Kiwi that would implement the new final generic model
of assessment is described in Chapter 8. Bugs and enhancements reported by teachers
during the testing of the Guava system were reviewed and possible methods of
implementation are proposed. Areas for further requirements analysis were identified
and methods for testing this new system are presented. Although a theoretical study has
been completed for Kiwi, the whole software has not been completed or tested.

Figure 1.1 shows the research process. The emboldened line indicates the new systems
and models created during the research.
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1.3.Research Claims
Research into assessment, models of assessment, and electronic assessment systems has
been undertaken. New electronic assessment systems and generic models of assessment
have been created. The research work brought the following successes:

•

Existing electronic assessment systems were investigated and gaps identified.

•

Existing models of assessment were investigated and gaps identified.

•

New ePortfolio interfaces were created.

•

Prototype generic models of assessment were created and tested.

•

A new electronic assessment system (called Guava) was created.

•

A final generic model of assessment was created.

•

An extended new electronic assessment system is described in this Dissertation.

A key contribution to knowledge was the creation of new electronic assessment systems
(Guava and Kiwi) and the prototype and final generic models of assessment.

1.4.0verview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 gives an overview of educational instruction in the UK, concentrating on
student assessment. Existing models of assessment and visual modelling methods are
then reviewed. The Chapter then describes available hardware and software, computer
programming and testing methodologies. Finally, an early assessment system called
Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System (ESAAMS) Version 2 that
was available at the beginning of the research is described.
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Chapter 3 describes the testing of ESAAMS Version 2 described in the previous chapter.
The collection and analysis of results culminate in the creation of a first model of
assessment.

Chapter 4 presents the design and creation of a new Intranet ePorfolio (lEP) and central
database that were combined with additional tools to create Kumquat. Kumquat
implemented the new components of assessment identified during the testing of ESAAMS
Version 2 and that are shown in the First Assessment Model in the previous Chapter.

Chapter 5 describes the design of a new system called Guava, which corrected problems
identified during the testing of Kumquat and introduced additional functionality.

Chapter 6 explains the testing of Guava at a collaborating company called Counterpoint
MTC Ltd. and by three schools. Then the creation of a questionnaire and the collection of
results is described. Finally, new components of assessment are identified and a new
prototype generic assessment model is presented.

Chapter 7 reviews assessment methods and practices described in the literature. A new
and Final Generic Assessment model that contains new components of assessment is
described.

Chapter 8 proposes a new system (called Kiwi) that could be created to implement the
Final Generic Model of Assessment described in the previous Chapter. New database,
background service and user interface components are suggested and described. Areas
for further requirements analysis are identified and methods for testing this theoretical
new system are also suggested.
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Chapter 9 describes the research findings and discusses the successes and failures ofthe
research, as well as providing recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This Chapter reviews types of instruction and assessment in education in the United
Kingdom (UK). It then describes existing assessment systems and revises the hardware
and software technologies related to the creation of the new systems described in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5, including computers, databases, software development and testing
techniques. Finally, an existing assessment system called ESAAMS Version 2 is
introduced.

2.t.Educational Instruction in the UK
A variety of titles and types of school and educational institutions in the UK were
investigated. In broad terms, educational instruction was divided into:

A. Pre-Primary level (typically 3-4 years of age)
B. Primary level (typically 5-11 years) & Secondary level (typically 11-16/18 years)

c.

Tertiary level (typically 16/18 years of age and above)

Some institutions straddled these divisions (for example: community schools/colleges and
middle schools). Some institutions divided these up further (for example: sixth form
colleges). [National Stone Centre, 2004]

A.

Pre-Primary Level Education

Pre-primary level education was not compUlsory. Pre-primary institutions included
nursery schools and some preparatory schools.
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B.

Primary & Secondary Level Education

Primary & secondary institutions were divided into state maintained and independent
institutions (with a gradation between the two). Typically, state maintained (or semimaintained) institutions included nursery schools, primary schools, infant schools, junior
schools, voluntary controlled schools, voluntary maintained schools, comprehensive
schools, secondary schools, middle schools, foundation schools, specialist subject
colleges, academies and beacon schools [Trowler,2003]. Independent institutions were
often titled with a personal (often founder's) name or place name and the word 'school',
or 'trust'. 'High' schools and 'grammar' schools were often, but not always, independent
establishments [National Stone Centre, 2004].

State schools with 'specialist status' began to be established after 1994. Specialist schools
focused upon excellence in certain subject areas and were able to claim substantial extra
government funding for equipment etc. In return for this support, schools were set
challenging achievement targets [Tomlinson, 2005]. These secondary level institutions
initially concentrated upon technology and were known as 'Technology Colleges'. These
schools were intended to attract partnership support from local industry and thereby lift
standards, particularly of inner city schools. Specialist schools specialised in arts,
business, computing, engineering, English, enterprise, geography, history, languages,
mathematics, music, science or sports subjects.

Specialist schools should not be confused with Special Schools. Special schools were
traditionally attended by students with special educational needs. These needs included
emotional or behavioural learning difficulties on account of physical or sensory disabilities
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or socially challenging behaviour. Some individual pupils attended both special and
conventional schools as subject matter and provision permitted [National Stone Centre,
2004].

Non-state (non-maintained) schools accounted for 7-8% of the school population in
England. These were mainly private sector/independent schools, plus a small element
(approximately 100, 000 pupils) of home-based tutors. Although institutions in this sector
were not required to apply the National Curriculum (NC), most utilised this format to
ensure compliance with independent school inspection criteria.

The NC was introduced as a nationwide curriculum for primary and secondary state
schools following the Education Reform Act 1988 and is described in Section 2.1.1. The
NC formed a base for most published course texts and publicly recognised examinations.
Even where NC usage was not universal, there was a tendency for such schools to employ
the NC for the more 'technical' subjects, especially science [National Stone Centre, 2004].

C.

Tertiary Level Education

In the UK, education up to the age of 16 was compulsory [National Stone Centre, 2004].

Sixth form colleges could be related or totally separated from secondary schools.
Community colleges could include primary, secondary and sixth form education on a
single campus, but as separate entities. Sixth form colleges offered a wider range of
subjects and course schemes than conventional secondary schools offering tertiary level
courses. [National Stone Centre, 2004]
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Further education colleges tended to provide the same variety of courses as sixth form
colleges and additionally, a greater range of vocational studies and training opportunities.
Courses also often reflected local industrial patterns. [Trowler,2003)

Universities were the main degree awarding and academic research bodies. Universities
also offered a range of non-degree and modular courses, which could often build into a
degree. Most were three or four-year courses. Some students were required to
complete a 'foundation' year or access course where entry qualifications gained
beforehand were insufficient. 'Foundation degrees' could be upgraded to standard or
honours degrees after completion of further study. Many universities had formed links
with various industries. In these relationships, students and course providers gained
experience from visits to production sites, work placements, sandwich courses and
practical 'real life' projects. Conversely, industry had opportunities to trial and recruit
staff and opportunities to commission research at various levels to resolve problems,
improve efficiency and develop new products. There were many sources of financial
support to underpin relationships between universities and industry including bursaries
and studentships from government sponsored research councils. [National Stone Centre,
2004)

2.1.1. National Curriculum
The Education Reform Act 1988 required that all students were taught a standard
curriculum of common content [UK Government, 1988).

Students were required to take a number of NC tests. These were compulsory at the end
of school years 6 and 9 (age 11 and 14) and there were optional tests for years 3, 4 and 5
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of primary school and years 7 and 8 of secondary school. The outcome of these tests was
expressed as NC levels [National Foundation for Educational Research, n.d.].

There were eight NC levels. The lowest was Levell, which described the achievements of
pupils of approximately five years of age. The highest was Level 8, which was attained by
the most able students at the age of 14. There was also a description of 'exceptional
performance' above Level 8, which only a very few pupils were expected to attain.
Students moved up through the levels at a rate of approximately one level for each two
years of instruction. Students at the end of year 2 were expected to achieve at least Level
2, and children at the end of year 6 were expected to achieve at least Level 4. By the end
of year 9 students were expected to have attained Level 5 or 6. After that, pupils started
their General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) courses in year 10 and the NC
levels no longer applied [National Foundation for Educational Research, n.d.].

NC levels were used by teachers to make their own assessments of students, based on
their ongoing work rather than on a test. The NC included level descriptions for each
subject. Teachers judged which level was the best overall description of students'
achievement [National Foundation for Educational Research, n.d.].

2.1.2. Student Assessment
The term 'assessment' could be used in many aspects of education such as suitability and
effectiveness of teaching practices or aspects of institutional and teacher performance.
Abate [n.d.] gave a definition of assessment that focused on the evaluation of program
quality, rather than evaluation of student activity and learning. However, much of the
literature considered assessment where the performance of individual students was
14
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judged by teachers [Brookhart & Durkin, 2003]. It is this form of 'student assessment'
that is discussed in this Thesis.

Assessment activities helped students learn and gauged student progress [Wiliam &
Black, 1996]. The literature discussed two primary forms of student assessment:
'formative' and 'summative'.

Formative assessment provided specific and diagnostic feedback to students to improve
during learning rather than aiming to determine success or failure only after the event
[Topping et al., 2000]. Topping et al [2000] suggested that formative assessment was
most helpful if it yielded rich and detailed qualitative feedback information about
strengths and weaknesses, not merely a quantitative mark or grade. Summative
assessment was used to record a student's level of achievement at a given point in time
as a grade [Wininger, 2005].

Both formative and summative functions of assessment have needed evidence of
performance or attainment that has been interpreted and acted upon, in some way.
These actions may then directly or indirectly generate more evidence so that this process
was iterative. The key agents in this process were the assessed and the assessor, often
called the teacher and the student [Wiliam & Black, 1996].

2.1.3. Audio Assessment
Feedback could powerfully influence student learning [Rotherham,2007]. Rust [2001]
suggested that teachers were under pressure to find and use assessment techniques that
were both efficient and effective. Audio feedback using tape could be advantageous
15
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because information could be conveyed to students more quickly than with written
comments. Rotherham [2007] suggested that teachers had not implemented audio
feedback because of limitations with audio cassette technology and that many of these
could be overcome by using digital technologies. MP3 recorders could be used to record
verbal feedback for students. Comments could then transferred to a computer and
uploaded to a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) system where students were able to
access this feedback. Rotherham's work addressed many of the original impediments and
was tested by students who received audio feedback [Rotherham, 2007].

2.1.4. Discussion
This Section reviewed educational instruction in the UK and the National Curriculum. The
use of audio recording in student assessment was introduced. The models and systems
described in this Dissertation were designed to allow formative and summative student
assessment of the levels and subjects described in the NC. The Kumquat, Guava and Kiwi
systems described in this Dissertation recorded audio feedback using digital technologies.

2.2.Existing Models of Assessment
A literature review was conducted to examine existing models of assessment. Models of
e-Iearning systems and some specific aspects of assessment were reviewed:

A. Cloete's Electronic Education System (EES) Model
B. Middle School Assessment Model
C. Vera's Autonomous Learning and Cooperative Assessment Model

The purpose and limitations of each of these models is discussed in this Section.
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A.

Cloete's Electronic Education System (EES) Model

Cloete [2001] described a four-tiered Electronic Education System (EES) model that could
be used as a basis for designers, developers and facilitators to construct e-Iearning
systems suitable for their individual e-Iearning environments. This model included an
'evaluation plane' that consisted of a 'summative evaluation sub-plane' and a 'formative
evaluation sub-plane'. However, this model did not describe the processes performed in
either of these sub-planes.

Instructional
Layer
~UQltkwloJ .

Mlddk..Mlar'C "'

Figure 2.1- Cloete's [2001] four-tier Electronic Education System model

B.

Middle School Assessment Model

Sargent [2000] described an assessment model that was tested in a middle school
classroom. This model included sequenced tasks undertaken during a unit of instruction
and assessment. Assessment information recorded and conveyed between participants
(for example: objectives, results and feedback) was also described in this model. A
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specific method of marking was used. This model was not shown diagrammatically but a
flow chart interpretation of Sargent's model was created during the work described in
this Dissertation and as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Teacher presents
outcomes to be
accomplished
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they plan to complete. !

Students work on
required activities.
_ _ _ .... _____ -~- .. ~.

Students recalculate
i Students receive graded
their points and evaluate '••_ _--.;1 activities from teachers 14------.j
progress towards their
: and record these in their
chosen unit grade.
!
Performance Monitor.

!

.J

Students work on
optional activities.

IL_____ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•
Yes

More Activities to
Complete?

I

No

i

•
(

Unit End )

Figure 2.2 - Flow chart representation of Sargent's [2000] Middle School Assessment
Model
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C.

Vera's Autonomous Learning and Cooperative Assessment Model

Vera, Arias & Buitrago [2001] proposed an Autonomous Learning and Cooperative
Assessment Model. This model was created to represent assessment processes applied
to students learning second languages.

i2. Establishing Goals

i----r----------.

.----'_ _ _ _ _ _ _------1!

3. Choosing Strategies

1. Diagnostic Stage
A. Identifying
strengths and
weaknesses
P

:~::n~,ng

8

______________ ---_
4. Strategic Assessment of: !
• Production
• Abilities

::

81

of autonomous learning and
assessment

117. Handling of results
,and feedback
!
L--_ _ _ _ _ _ _='--"'"

cooP8ra~. . ~. . . ~-=_
5. Knowledge of test
design, administration

6. Feedback and
self-assessment
_____ _

Figure 2.3 - Vera et a/'s [2001] model of autonomous learning and cooperative
assessment
Vera et ai's model suggested eight steps occurred in every assessment. However, these
authors did not describe how this model had been applied or tested.

2.2.2. Discussion
This Section reviewed existing models of assessment described in the literature. This
Dissertation describes generic visual models of assessment that improved and extended
the models described in this Section.
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2.3.Visual Modelling Methods
Larman [2002] cited Tufte's [1992] suggestion that an extraordinary percentage of the
human brain was involved in visual processing and that this was a motivation for visual or
graphical presentation of information. Larman [2002] suggested using diagrams was an
effective way of communicating information about system structure. Such visual models
were an effective method for comprehending and communicating complex systems
[Booch et 01.,2000].

Silvert [2001] suggested that modelling was an essential and inseparable part of all
scientific and intellectual activity. Models relied on underlying assumptions that needed
to be identified. Models needed to be validated against these assumptions [Silvert,
2001].

Some visual models are considered.

2.3.1. Flow Charts
Flow charts were visual models that showed operations performed in an information
processing system and the sequence in which those operations were performed in a
diagram. Standardised symbols were used to represent various types of processes and
data stores [IBM, 1970]. A general example that identifies typical flow chart symbols is
shown in Figure 2.4.
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Start

r::nuallmport

L__~~_. __ .___.__ _

Process 1

Database

Decision

Process 2

Document

End

Figure 2.4 - A general example of a flow chart

2.3.2. Unified Modelling Language (UML)
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) was used for specifying, visualizing, constructing,
and documenting the artefacts of software systems [Chester & Tewkesbury, 2008]. UMl
could also be used for business modelling and other non-software systems. Different
types of visual models or diagrams provided multiple perspectives of systems being
analysed or developed. UML was a popular choice for modelling object-oriented systems
[Booch et al., 2000].

The fundamental types of diagrams were:

A. Use Case Diagrams
B. Class Diagrams
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C. Behaviour Diagrams
D. Implementation Diagrams

Use case diagrams were used during development of the systems described in this
Dissertation.

A.

Use Case Diagrams

Use cases were created from a list of functional requirements that described what a
system did. These diagrams were concerned with "what" a system did, rather than "how"
it was done. [Larman, 2002]

The key components of Use Case diagrams were:

•

A system boundary that defined the limits of the domain being modelled.

•

Actors: people or external systems that interacted with the system being
modelled to fulfil their goals (primary actors) or provide services (supporting
actors).

•

Use Cases: requirements that the system being modelled needed to fulfil.
[Larman, 2002]

An example of a UML Use Case diagram is shown in Figure 2.5.
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System

Actor 1

M External System

Actor 2

Figure 2.5 - An example of a UML Use Case diagram

B.

Class Diagrams

Class diagrams were used to specify the software classes and interfaces in a software
solution. Diagrams could include methods and attributes for each class. [Larman, 2002]

Figure 2.6 shows an example of a UML class diagram that includes methods and
attributes. This diagram includes classes that represent a person and their associated
personal and financial information.
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Bank

I accountNumbednteger I
0.. 1
customer
Person
isMarried : Boolean
isUnemployed : Boolean
birth Date : Date
age: Integer
firstName : String
las\Name : Stnng
sex: enum {male, female}
income(Date): Integer

manager
0."
managed Companies
employee

employer

0."

I

0."

stockPrice() : Real

I
I

wife

ro.y-

husband 0.. 1

Company
name: String
numberOfEmployees : Integer

Job

title: String
startDate : Date
salary: Integer

Marriage
place: String
date: Date

Figure 2.6 • An example of a UML Class Diagram
Reproduced from Booch et 01. [2000]

C.

Behaviour Diagrams

System behaviour could be described using a number of diagram types including
statechart diagrams, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams and interaction diagrams.
These diagrams could be used to illustrate sequencing and workflow [Booch

et 01., 2000].

Figure 2.7 shows the key components of activity diagrams, which included:

•

Initial State symbols represented the point that control flow started, before any
actions.

•

Action symbols represented a task or process.

•

Decision symbols were diamond shapes with one incoming arrow and with two or
more outgoing arrows. Decisions represented alternative controls flows based
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upon a condition. All possible outcomes appeared on one of the outgoing arrows.
The same symbol was also used to merge decision branches back together.
•

Transitions represented actions performed concurrently between a fork transition
and join transition symbols.

•

Control Flows were used to show the sequence in which actions were performed.

•

Classes represented data that was accessed or modified by actions.

•

Object Flows connected classes and actions, show the general direction of data
flow.

•

Partitions: Activity diagrams could be divided visually into partitions that were
separated from neighbouring partitions by vertical solid lines on both sides. Each
partition represented responsibility for part of the overall activity. Each action
was assigned to one partition.

•

Final State symbols represented the point that control flow stopped, after actions
had been completed.
[Booch

e

-

Initial State
Final State

----7

Control Flow

-7

Object Flow
::Class

A
y
V

Transition (Fork)

Partition

(Action)
Transition (Join)

Decision

Figure 2.7 - Symbols used In UML Activity diagrams
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Figure 2.8 shows an example of a UMl activity diagram for order processing system for an
e-commerce website.
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Figure 2.8 - An example of a UML Activity diagram
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D.

Implementation Diagrams

System implementation could be described using component diagrams and deployment
diagrams. These diagrams were used to show how components of a system were
physically organized and related.

Figure 2.9 shows an example of a deployment diagram for a meeting scheduler program .

.
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.#
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reservations
"
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Joe'sMachine:PC

\
\

8 :

Planner

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- V /

Figure 2.9 - An example of a UML Deployment Diagram
Reproduced from Booch et al. [2000]

2.3.3. Concept Maps
Concept maps were a type of visual model for organizing and representing knowledge.
They included concepts, enclosed in circles or boxes, and relationships between concepts
indicated by a connecting line linking two concepts. Words on connecting lines were
referred to as linking phrases. Linking phrases specified a relationship between two
concepts. [Novak & Canas, 2006]
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Concepts were "a perceived regularity in events or objects, or records of events or objects,
designated by a label". The label for most concepts was a word, although sometimes
more than one word or symbols could be used. Propositions were statements about
some object or event in the universe (either naturally occurring or constructed).
Propositions contained two or more concepts connected using linking phrases to form a
meaningful statement. Sometimes these were called semantic units. [Novak & Canas,
2006]

Concept maps were hierarchical with the most inclusive, general concepts at the top of
the map and more specific, less general concepts below. The hierarchical structure for a
particular domain of knowledge depended on the context in which that knowledge was
being applied or considered. Therefore, concept maps were usually constructed with
reference to a particular question, called a focus question. [Novak & Canas, 2006].

An example of a concept map is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10 - An example of a concept map
Reproduced from Novak & Canas [2006]

2.3.4. Data Flow Diagrams
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) was a visual modelling method that described the flow of data
through a network of transforming processes and data stores. There were four principal
symbols in data flow diagrams:

i.

Processes denoted a transformation from a number of inputs to a number of
outputs.

ii.

Data Flows: represented by arrows. Connected one process to another. Data
flows were always unidirectional.
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iii.

Data Stores represented temporary or long-term storage of data.

iv.

External Entities were not part of the system being modelled. These were used to
show where data originated from and where it was ultimately output to.

[Robertson & Robertson, 1998]

Data flow diagrams were principally used in structured design and analysis. DFDs were
limited because they did not describe any control or timing aspects of the system being
modelled. Therefore, other models such as control flow diagrams, state transition
diagrams and decision tables needed to be used to complement DFDs. [Gane & Sarson,
1979]

An example of a DFD that includes each type of symbol is shown in Figure 2.11.

l

~=-~
Entity A

:
I

1
---~

Data Store B
Extemal
Entity B

Figure 2.11 • An example of a DFD

2.3.5. Discussion
This Section reviewed different visual modelling methods. UML was selected for
modelling the new assessment models described in this Dissertation because it allowed
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complex models to be described in separate diagrams that each focussed on a specific
aspect of the models.

2.4.Computer Hardware
A computer was a machine that manipulated data according to a set of instructions. One
of the first computers was the 'Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer' (ENIAC)
[Goldstine & Goldstine, 1946]. Originally, the ENIAC did not use stored programs.
Instead, engineers programmed the ENIAC by changing electrical wiring between internal
components. Vacuum tubes were used to implement computing logic. Computers such
as the ENIAC began to be replaced in 1959 by a second generation of computers, which
used transistors. A subsequent generation of computers that used Integrated Circuits (IC)
and multi-processor, multi-programming technologies began to emerge in 1965. [Rosen,
1969]

Microprocessors were ICs that contained an entire Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a
computer in a single microchip. Microprocessors allowed computers to be smaller and
faster, and led to the creation of the first Personal Computers {PC}.

Originally, PCs were desktop machines. However, advancements in technology led to the
creation of smaller portable hardware devices such as laptops, notebooks, and tablet PCs.

A tablet PC was a type of notebook computer. Tablet PCs relied on digital ink technology,
using a digitiser to capture the movement of the special-purpose pen and record the
movement on the LCD screen. A tablet PC is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 - Photograph of a Philips Tablet PC
Reproduced from http://www.doctorsgadgets.com/wpcontent/uploads/2007/03/philips_tablet.jpg
Tablet PCs allowed software to be used whilst walking around in non-office based
environments. [Jarrett & Su, 2003]

2.4.1. Discussion
This Section described the computer hardware technologies related to this research. The
new systems described in this Dissertation contained specific functionality that allowed
them to be used on tablet PC hardware.

2.S.0perating Systems
An Operating System (OS) was an interface between computer hardware and users.
Operating systems were responsible for management and coordination of activities and
the sharing of a computer's resources. [Tanenbaum, 2001]

Three of the most popular systems are described.

2.5.1. Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows was an operating system for IBM PC's that provided a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) and a multitasking environment. The first version was released in
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November 1985. Version 2 included overlapping windows and icons to represent programs
and files. [Bellis, n.d.]

Windows Version 3 was released in 1990. This version included an improved program
manager and icon system, a new file manager, support for sixteen colours, improved
speed and reliability and extended memory addressing. Version 3 also provided a viable
platform that allowed programmers to create Windows-compatible software. [Bellis,
n.d.]

Windows 95 was released in August 1995 and was intended to be easier to use. It
included an integrated TCP/IP stack, dial-up networking and long filename support. It was
also the first version of Windows that did not require MS-DOS (MicroSoft Disk Operating
System) to be installed. [Bellis, n.d.]

Windows 98 was released in June 1998. That version integrated a web browser and made
navigation through the file system similar to navigating the WWW. [Bellis, n.d.]

Windows NT 3.1 was released in 1994 and a subsequent version, Windows NT 4, was
released in 1996. Windows NT was designed to run on multiple instruction set
architectures and multiple hardware platforms. Windows NT's core components were
fundamentally different from previous versions of Windows. However, Windows NT 4's
GUI was designed to match that of Windows 95. [Tanenbaum, 2001]

Windows NT 5.0 was released in 1998 and marketed as Windows 2000. Different editions
were available for servers and workstation PCs [Bellis, n.d.]. This version also included a
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new file system that supported disk quotas and file-system-Ievel encryption [Tanenbaum,
2001].

Windows XP was released in October 2001. Windows XP used the same core as Windows
2000 but provided a significantly redesigned GUI and enhanced multimedia and
networking capabilities. [Barber et 01., 2001]

Windows XP Tablet PC Edition was an

as derived from Windows XP Professional and

included utilities and basic drivers created specifically for tablet PC hardware. This

as

required hardware to have a tablet digitizer or touch screen device, hardware control
buttons, scrolling buttons, and at least one user-configurable application button.
Windows XP Tablet PC Edition provided a Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP) that converted
handwriting into text. Speech recognition functionality was also incorporated into the
TIP. This allowed users to dictate text using speech in certain supported applications and
control the GUJ. A Tablet API that allowed programmers to access and manipulate lowlevel data captured by tablet PC hardware was also provided (Jarrett & Su, 2003].
Windows XP Tablet PC Edition was superseded by the Windows Vista

as, which improved

support for tablet PC hardware.

Windows Vista was released in January 2007. This version included new audio, print,
display, and networking subsystems. Many changes to memory manager, process
scheduler and I/O scheduler components were made to reduce security exploits
[Hargreaves et 01., 2008]. A screenshot of Windows Vista is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 - Screenshot of Windows Vista

2.5.2. Windows 7
Windows 7 was released in October 2009. The taskbar is this version could be customised
by users. Program icons were larger and could be 'pinned' anywhere along the taskbar
for repeated use. Jump lists that extended out from icons in the taskbar and start menu
showed often used or recent actions. Multi-touch screen navigation allowed users to
directly reposition, resize, and flip through objects on a screen, such as windows and
photos, using their fingers. This screen navigation was able to distinguish between
various gestures and combinations of fingers [Mossberg, 2009].
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2.5.3. Unix & Linux
UNIX was created by programmers at Bell Laboratories in the early 1960s and proved to
be a reliable

as.

[Bell labs, n.d.]

linux was a generic term referring to a number of Unix-like operating systems based on a
common kernel created in 1991 by linus Torvalds. linux was predominantly known for its
use in servers, although it was installed on a wide variety of computer hardware,
including embedded devices, mobile phones, PCs and supercomputers [Bovet & Cesati,
2000]. Many distributions included GUI's. Popular distributions included Red Hat, SuSE
and Ubuntu. A screenshot of Ubuntu linux is shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 - Screenshot of Ubuntu Linux
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2.5.4. Mac OS
Mac as was a series of operating systems developed by Apple Incorporated for its
Macintosh computers. 'Classic' Mac as was released in 1984. This as was characterized
by its lack of written commands; it was a completely graphical

as.

In 2000, Mac as x was

released. Unlike 'Classic' Mac as, this new version was a Unix-based operating system
[Sanchez, 2000]. A screenshot of Mac as

x is shown in Figure 2.1S.
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Figure 2.1S - Screenshot of Mac OS X
Reproduced from Wichary [n.d.)
Since that first version, seven subsequent versions have been released. These revisions
increased hardware support and included new applications, such as iTunes (an mp3
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store/player), QuickTime (a multimedia player), and AppleWorks (an utility suite) [Apple
Inc., 2009, Poelstra, 2004].

2.5.5. Discussion
This Section reviewed operating systems relevant to the research described in this
Dissertation. The new systems described in this Dissertation were created for the
Windows OS because this platform was used by many schools [Smith et al., 2008] and
provided Application Programming Interfaces (APls) for audio and video capture and
tablet PC hardware.

2.6.Computer Networks
Computer networks were groups of computers and peripherals linked together.
Computers on networks were called hosts. The smallest networks were Local Area
Networks (LANs) where hosts were connected within small geographic areas (for
example: a room or building). Larger networks, called Wide Area Networks (WANs) used
telephone lines or radio waves to link hosts that were distant from each other. [Halsall,

1995]

2.6.1. Client/Server Architecture
Many networks used a client/server architecture in which hosts were differentiated into
clients and servers. Servers provided access to network resources such as files or
peripherals. Clients were hosts that requested services provided by servers. [Halsall,

1995]
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2.6.2. The Internet
In 1973, the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated
a project to interconnect the LANs associated with a small number of research and
university sites with those of DARPA. The resulting internet was called ARPANET. This
internet grew as more computers were added at each site and more LANs were
connected with ARPANET. Other internets were eventually interconnected with
ARPANET and the combined internet was called the Internet. [Halsall,1995}

2.6.3. World Wide Web Technologies, Intranets and XML
The World Wide Web (WWW) evolved from a project at the European Centre for Nuclear
Research (CERN) where Berners-Lee et al built a prototype system that became the core
of the WWW.This system was intended to allow collaborators from remote sites to
contribute to a pool of human knowledge on a common project. Collaborators published
documents formatted using HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML). Hyperlinks embedded
in these documents linked to other relevant documents. [Berners-Lee et a/., 1994}

The WWW was a system of servers connected to the Internet, called Web servers. These
stored documents which could be transmitted to clients using HyperText Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and viewed using Web browsers. Documents were identified by a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [Shelley, 1996}.

Intranets were private networks that used Internet protocols to securely share information
to a specific group of users. Typically, the term referred specifically to an organization's
internal website. Schools used Intranet sites to share information between teachers and
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students that could not be published on WWW servers because of its sensitive nature or
because of copyright restrictions. [Whalley & Trew, 1998]

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) evolved from HTML and was a standard format for
data encoding that could be extended for specific software applications and platforms.
Web services allowed disparate and heterogeneous applications to exchange data using
XML documents and existing web protocols. The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
was a specific web service protocol implementation that used XML documents and
existing transport protocols, such as HTIP and SMTP. [Curbera et al., 2002]

2.6.4. Discussion
This Section reviewed computer networking technologies relevant to the research. The
new systems described in this Dissertation used client/server topologies and Intra nets.
The Guava system described in Chapter 5 used SOAP web services. The Kiwi system
described in Chapter 8 used Internet and World Wide Web technologies.

2.7.Computer Programming
Computer programs were sets of instructions and rules that manipulated data. These
instructions and rules were composed of sets of symbolic expressions, called statements,
from programming languages. These statements prescribed tasks to be performed.
Computational processes, in correctly working computers, executed programs precisely
and accurately. Computational processes were used for intellectual work and answering
questions. [Abelson et al., 1996]
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Programmers anticipated the behaviour and results of programs that they created.
Programmers could make errors (called bugs or glitches) in programs that could have
complex and unanticipated consequences. Programs could be structured so that
unanticipated problems did not lead to catastrophic failures. When problems did arise,
programmers could debug their programs to correct errors. Computer programs were
designed in a modular manner, so that individual parts could be constructed, replaced,
and debugged separately. [Abelson et al., 1996J

2.7.1. Structured Programming
Structured programs were hierarchical, nested structures of statements [Wirth, 1974J.

The primary goals of structured programming were to:

i.

minimize the number of errors that occurred during programming

ii.

reduce the effort required to correct errors in sections of deficient code or to
upgrade sections of code when more reliable or efficient techniques were
discovered.

[Jensen, 1981J

2.7.2. Object-oriented Programming (OOP)
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) was created to improve the design process and
reusability of program code. Morris et al. [1999J identified the fundamental concepts of
object-oriented programming as:

A. Encapsulation,
B. Inheritance and
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c.

Polymorphism.

A.

Encapsulation

OOP allowed tangible and conceptual entities in the problem domain to be represented
as objects [Pressman, 2000]. Encapsulation was achieved by packaging relevant data and
methods together as individual, identifiable objects. Methods typically accessed or
manipulated objects' data. A class was a template that could be instantiated as a number
of objects and was the basic element of OOP. Encapsulation aided program design by
allowing details of an object's implementation to be hidden from other objects.
[Armstrong, 2006]

B.

Inheritance

Inheritance in OOP allowed the definition and implementation of one class to be based on
that of other existing classes. Inheritance allowed programmers to create 'child' classes
that contained more specific instances of abstract concepts than classes at the top of a
class hierarchy.

C.

Polymorphism

Polymorphism allowed different implementations to be hidden behind a common
interface. This allowed methods with the same name from individual classes to respond
differently. [Armstrong, 2006]
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2.7.3. Component Technologies
Program functionality could be encapsulated in generic, reusable, self-contained packages
called components. These components could be developed by different people, at
different times, and possibly with different uses in mind [Madiajagan, 2006].

Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) was a software component technology developed by
Microsoft. OLE was initially used for the creation and management of compound
documents but its architecture was broadened to enable extended code reuse and to
create a multi-purpose plug-in model that supported a wide range of component
software. Microsoft introduced further technologies that built upon OLE architecture
including Component Object Modelling (COM), Distributed COM (DCOM), shell
extensions, and Active X technologies [Brockschmidt, 1996]. These OLE-based
technologies were replaced by the Microsoft .NET platform [Richter, 2000].

Microsoft .NET was a new software development platform that provided a common OOP
framework, replaced arcane Application Programming Interface (API) constructs,
supported rapid application development and many database systems [Richter, 2002] and
was platform independent [Easton & King, 2004]. Programmers were able to write
programs using a number of high-level languages such as Visual Basic .NET and Visual C#
[Richter, 2002].

Java was a high-level programming language and software development platform created
by Sun Microsystems [Gosling & McGilton, 1996].
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2.7.4. Discussion
This Section described computer programming and software technologies relevant to the
research. An OOP methodology was selected for this work because of its ability to
encapsulate data and functions in re-usable components. Microsoft .NET was used for
this work because of its support for OOP, database systems and rapid application
development.

2.a.Databases
A DataBase (DB) was a collection of information organised in such a way that programs
could store, retrieve and manage information efficiently. Traditional DBs stored data in
tables. Tables had many fields and many records. A field was a single piece of
information. A record consisted of a complete set of fields. [Chapple, n.d.]

Database Management Systems (DBMS) were required to store, maintain, and access
information stored in databases [Moulder, 1973].

2.8.1. Entity Relationship Modelling
Entity-Relationship (E-R) modelling was a semantic modelling method for relational
databases, originally defined by Chen [1976]. Entity-relationships were represented in
diagrams that could be used as a tool for database design. E-R models had 3 main
components: entities, relationships and attributes. Entities in E-R models were
implemented as tables and attributes were implemented as fields. [Po P.-S. Chen, 1976]

Relationships could be 'One-to-Many', 'One-to-One' or 'Many-to-Many'. Figure 2.16
shows examples of each type of entity relationship.
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Figure 2.16- Example of 3 different entity relationships
Reproduced from Chester [2000]
Some DBMSs included tools that allowed database tables and relationships to be
modelled and created visually. For example: Microsoft SQL Server incorporated a 'SQL
Server Management Studio' tool [Whalen et al., 2006].

2.8.2. Database Normalization
Database normalization was the process of refining a relational database to prevent
update anomalies and data inconsistency [Kent, 1983]. Normalization involved
converting relational database tables from one form into another form that stores the
same data but in a different format [Beeri et al., 1978]. Database normalization consisted
of five 'normal forms', which were guidelines for designing database tables [Kent, 1983].

2.B.3. Database Platforms
Microsoft Access was a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) created by
Microsoft. Microsoft Access was intended for use by individual or small groups of users.
Users were able to create databases without any specialist knowledge of database design
or administration. Microsoft Access contained 'Wizards' that aided users by stepping
through difficult tasks. However, problems of data security, reliability, and management
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became acute when Microsoft Access databases were used by more than 15 users.
[Haught, n.d.]

Microsoft SQL Server was an enterprise-level RDBMS created by Microsoft. Unlike
Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server supported larger databases, server-side cursors,
and the use of stored procedures as scripts and as triggers [Graefe, 1996]. SQL Server
also employed more sophisticated security and had good performance and reliability
when used by more than 15 users. [Haught, n.d.]

Microsoft Desktop Engine (MSDE) was based on Microsoft SQL Server that could be
redistributed royalty-free with other Microsoft development tools [Lamers

et 01.,2004].

Oracle Database was an enterprise-level RDBMS that provided functionality comparable
with Microsoft SQL Server [Loney, 2004]. Oracle provided tools that allowed
programmers to create stored procedures and triggers using Java [Petri, 2005].

MySQL was an open source RDBMS that could be used as a library within an application
or as a standalone database engine. MySQL was intended to perform well with nontransactional tables. MySQL did not contain as many tools for programmers as Oracle.
[Petri, 2005]

2.8.4. Discussion
This Section introduced databases and E-R modelling for relational databases. Specific
database platforms were reviewed. Microsoft SQL Server and MSDE were selected for
this work because they provided entity-relationship modelling tools and close integration
with the selected programming language.
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2.9.Human-Computer Interaction
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) was a discipline concerned with the study, design,
construction and implementation of human-centric interactive computer systems. The
purpose of HCI was to systematically apply knowledge about human purposes, human
capabilities and limitations, and machine capabilities and limitations so as to extend the
reach of users. Another goal was to enhance the quality of interaction between humans
and computers. [Preece

et 01., 1994]

Effective interface design was a multidisciplinary process requiring a holistic view of
design problems. The capabilities and disciplines required to meet those goals included
graphic and industrial design, an understanding of organisational dynamics and
processes, an understanding of human cognitive, perceptual and motor skills, a
knowledge of display technologies, input devices, interaction techniques and design
methodologies, and an aptitude for elegance in system design [Baecker & Buxton, 1987].

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was a means for a human to interact with a computer via
a visual representation of data and processes. Use of graphics in user interfaces
promoted the exploration and understanding of complex domains. GUls could also be
referred to as WIMP because they contained Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers [Hix &
Hartson, 1993].

The components of WIMP GUls were:
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i.

Windows: Different areas into which screens were divided. Users could run
different programs or display different files, move windows around the display
screen, and change their shape and size.

ii.

Icons: Small pictures that represented commands, files, or windows. By moving a
pointer to an icon and pressing a mouse button, users could execute commands or
convert icons into windows. Users could also move icons around the display
screen.

iii.

Menus: Lists of options that users could select to execute commands.

iv.

Pointer: A symbol that appeared on a display screen and was moved by users with
a pointing device such as a mouse or trackball to select objects and commands.

Usability concerned the extent to which users were able to interact with computers to
perform tasks successfully and without difficulty [Ravden & Johnson, 1989].

2.9.1. Desktop & Web Application GUls
Arno [2004] classified GUls into two categories:

A. Desktop Application GUls
B. Web Application GUls

A.

Desktop Application GUls

Desktop application GUls provided a rich collection of visual elements that enabled users
to view and input data efficiently [Paulson, 2005]. However, desktop applications needed
to be installed on pes before they could be used. Desktop application could typically only
be used by one person at a time.
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B.

Web Application GUIs

Web application GUls were accessed using web browser software and so did not need to
be installed on PCs before they could be used. However, these GUls had a limited set of
visual elements and were typically slower to use [Paulson, 2005]. Web applications were
stored on a website and could be used by many people simultaneously.

2.9.2. Discussion
This Section introduced key concepts of HCI and GUls. The new systems described in this
Dissertation used WIMP and desktop & web application GUls to represent data and
processes visually.

2.10.

Software Testing

The IEEE [1990] defined software testing as liThe process of operating a system or
component under specified conditions, observing or recording the results, and making an
evaluation of some aspect of the system or component". Good testing involved much

more than just running the program a few times to see whether it worked. Thorough
analysis of the program under test, backed by a broad knowledge of testing techniques
and tools were prerequisites to systematic testing. [Kaner, 1993]

2.10.1.

Methods of Testing

Methods of testing used during the research described in this Dissertation included:

A. Unit Testing
B. Structural Testing
C. Functional Testing
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D. Acceptance Testing
E. Beta Testing

A.

Unit Testing

Software programs could be tested in individual separable parts. A unit was the smallest
testable part of an application [IEEE, 1990}. In OOP, the smallest unit was a method,
which belonged to a class. Unit testing could be performed by executing individual
methods with a range of parameters and checking that expected results were output.

B.

Structural Testing

Structural testing involved examination of the internal mechanism of a system or
component [IEEE, 1990). Typically testers had access to the program source code and
could consult it during testing. Structural testing was also referred to as 'white-box'
testing [Patton, 2001}.

C.

Functional Testing

Functional testing ignored the internal mechanism of a system or component and focused
solely on the output generated in response to specified inputs and execution conditions
[IEEE, 1990}. Functional testing was also referred to as 'black-box' testing because the
tester did not have any knowledge of how the software operated internally [Patton,
2001}.

Functional testing covered how well systems executed functions according to their
requirements. This included user commands, data manipulation, searches and business
processes, user screens, and integrations. Functional testing included obvious surface50
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type functions and 'back-end' operations such as security functions and system upgrades.
[Hildreth, 2004]

D.

Acceptance Testing

Acceptance testing was conducted to determine whether or not a system satisfied its
acceptance criteria and enabled users to determine whether or not to accept a system.
[IEEE, 1990]

E.

Beta Testing

During beta-testing software was released to groups of participants who used it in their
own environment to perform their real-world work and record their own problems. Betatesting was used to ensure programs had few faults. Some studies had shown betatesting to be a cost-effective alternative to other forms of testing. [Smilowitz et al., 1994]

2.10.2.

Test Cases

A test case was a documented set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected
results for a particular objective, such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify
compliance with a specific requirement [IEEE, 1990].

2.10.3.

Discussion

This Section described software testing methodologies relevant to the research. Those
methods were used during testing of the new systems described in this Dissertation.

2.11.

ESAAMS Version 2

This Section describes a software system called an Electronic Student Assessment And
data Management System (ESAAMS). A prototype system (ESAAMS Version 1) had been
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created in 2001 by Lassauniere & Tewkesbury. ESAAMS Version 2 already existed at the
beginning of the research work described in this Dissertation and was first mentioned in
Lassauniere [2003]. ESAAMS Version 2 allowed teachers to capture student work using
various audio and video capture devices, such as video cameras and microphones,
attached to a teacher's computer, and enabled quick and efficient management of
student work [Chester et 01.,2009]. The research described in this Dissertation extended
and developed that early work, to create a new generic assessment model and then a
new version of ESAAMS. The new first assessment model is described in Chapter 3 and
the new version of ESAAMS (called Kumquat) is described in Chapter 4. This Section
introduces the concept and describes the design of ESAAMS Version 2, which was already
available at the beginning of the research. The administrative processes are described in
AppendixA.

2.11.1.

KAAN & ESAAMS

Lassauniere [2003] described the creation of the Keyboard And Audio Network (KAAN)
system. KAAN was a hardware and software system that assisted music teachers in
monitoring and supporting students and recording their work during lessons involving
portable keyboards. KAAN's hardware allowed audio to be flexibly routed around the
classroom. Software was written to control the KAAN hardware system and incorporated
an information system for administrative purposes. Audio recordings could be associated
with student records, for instant review. The KAAN system was marketed by a
collaborating company called Counterpoint MTC Ltd. [Chester, Lassauniere
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KAAN was expensive (installation costs for a single classroom were typically in excess of
£10,000 GBP) and specific to music departments using portable keyboards. Mackrill
[2004] recognised the potential for a system based on the same embedded information
system that could be used in any teaching field.

A review of assessment software was conducted by Mackrill at the collaborating
company. Software systems were available for recording the results of students'
summative assessments and attendance information [Capita Education Services, n.d.] but
there were no software systems for capturing and storing their audio/visual work. Other,
non-software based, methods of capturing and storing students' audio/visual work, such
as audio cassettes and video tapes, were available and established in classroom practice
[Ofsted, 2003].

Audio cassettes and videos were a useful and inexpensive recording medium. However,
access to specific tracks was difficult, due to the time required to wind to the desired
point in the tape and the inaccuracy of tape counters. The length of each track was often
thirty seconds, or less. Therefore, it was almost impractical to replay specific recordings
by individual students, or groups of students, in the classroom, over a period of time;
even with detailed written index records.

The problem was mitigated by the use of MiniDisc technology because of the digital
nature of the medium and the associated ability to quickly locate specific tracks.
However, the challenge of cataloguing disks and managing access to historic work
remained.
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Mackrill [2004] suggested that to achieve effective assessment, mobile technology
recording devices would be needed to collect and store this information for later use.

This review led to the creation of a new system called Electronic Student Assessment And
data Management System (ESAAMS). The KAAN software had allowed teachers to
capture students work through KAAN hardware. ESAAMS allowed teachers to capture
student work using various audio and video capture devices, such as video cameras and
microphones, attached to the teacher's computer. This made ESAAMS suitable for a
range of teaching fields, other than just music. Captured audio and video were stored as
files. Associated information about student work, such as a title/description, grade and
comments, was stored in a relational database for reporting purposes. Collectively, this
information was referred to as a 'student workpiece'.

The new information system was teaching-centred and allowed quick and efficient
management of student workpieces.

2.11.2.

Validation of Concept and Initial Requirements

The concept of ESAAMS was presented to a music advisor. The concept was received
with enthusiasm, so it was then decided to present it to a group of music teachers
teaching at secondary level. Initial requirements for the solution were discussed and it
was determined that:

•

audio and video clips needed to be captured, stored and associated with students.

•

user interfaces should be intuitive and suitable for teachers with basic IT
experience.
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•

editable marking schemes should be included.

•

the ability to export and import work was important.

•

users should able to import student information from school management
systems.

•

the system should store data securely with a back-up facility.

•

there should be a facility to generate reports on students' work.

[Mackrill, 2004]

2.11.3.

Software Language, Database & Media Capture

Technologies
The programming platform selected was Visual Basic 6. This was because Visual Basic 6
was particularly suited to creating applications with extensive user interfaces and had
some object-oriented abilities.

Microsoft Access 2000 was selected as the database because it was a relational database
system that could be interfaced from within Visual Basic using Structured Query language
(SQl) to query the database.

A format and method for recording, playing-back and storing audio and video data
needed to be identified. It was clear that data would need to be stored in a compressed
format because it was likely that a large amount of data would be stored on teacher
computers. Windows Media Player 9 and Windows Media Encoder 9 components were
selected because they provided data compression, were compatible with the
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programming platform, and provided a common set of components for dealing with
audio and video data.

2.11.4.

Unified Modelling Language Analysis

Initial system analysis was conducted by Lassauniere at the collaborating company using
Unified Modelling Language (UML). The Use Case (UC) diagram shown in Figure 2.17 was
created to describe the high-level functional requirements of ESAAMS and its key actors.
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Electronic Student Assessment & Data
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Figure 2.17 • ESAAMS Version 2 Use Case Diagram
(produced by Lassauniere but never published)
It was intended that this model would be used as a basis for building test cases during
functional testing and validation, as described in Section 3.2.
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2.11.S.

Data Storage

Three aspects of data storage were considered:

A. Database Analysis & Design
B. Audio & Video Data Storage
C.

Data Security and Privacy

A.

Database Analysis & Design

A database specification was determined from the UML Use Case model by Lassauniere
and Tewkesbury. The database structure was created with Microsoft Access 2000 using
E-R analysis, as described in Section 2.8.1. The principal database entities identified were:

•

Student

•

Unit

•

Teacher

•

Activities

•

Class

•

Register

•

Classroom Layout

•

Group Workpiece

•

Marking Scheme

•

Resource

•

Lesson

•

Imported Result

Suitable attributes for each of these entities were identified and each entity was created
as a table in the new database.

Further analYSis was conducted to determine the relationship involving these entities,
and finally, these entity relationships were created in the new database.
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B.

Audio & Video Data Storage

It was decided that audio and video data should be stored as separate files rather than as
data embedded within the database because:

•

manipulating audio and video data in the database would degrade performance.

•

the selected media software components only supported this mode of storage.

•

storing audio/video data as files provided a simpler method of importing and
exporting student workpieces.

A folder structure was considered to store the audio & video files. The first approach
considered class centred management, where students' work was stored in different
folders for each student class. It was found that this method was not appropriate
because classes could be renamed and students could move between classes.

A second approach was based on academic year folders in which work for all students
was stored in a folder named with the academic year that the work was recorded. As
soon as the program was used at or after the beginning of a new academic year, an
'academic year rollover' routine was triggered. This routine created a new academic year
folder. The former year's database was copied and each class group promoted to the
next year group. This method isolated old, unused data so that it could be archived.

C.

Data Security and Privacy

The ESAAMS database contained personal information about students and needed to be
secured to comply with the Data Protection Act [UK Government, 1998]. Therefore, each
ESAAMS user had to login to the user interface using a username and password
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combination with a minimum password length of 5 characters. As the system was to be
used in classrooms during lessons, and therefore often left unattended for short periods,
teachers were able to quickly 'lock' the UI with a single mouse click. After locking the
user interface, teachers were required to enter their password to resume using the
software. A facility to change passwords regularly was provided in case the password
became known.

The facility to add additional users who did not have 'Administrator' rights was
incorporated. This facility was intended to reduce the risk of accidental deletion or
alteration of workpiece and student information and other settings. The administration
of user information and security credentials is described in Appendix A.

The database contained sensitive information, such as students' personal details and
teachers' passwords. To prevent unauthorised access to this data and to ensure the
integrity of the database, an additional 'master' password was applied to the database
file to prevent it being opened directly using the Microsoft Office Access application. The
master password was a static shared secret between the database and the ESAAMS
software.

A backup facility was created by Lassauniere in case of hardware failure, data corruption,
or accidental deletion. This was achieved by providing an option to perform an
incremental backup of all files in the current academic year folder whenever the ESAAMS
program was closed. Users could choose a local destination for backups on a disk
connected to the teacher's computer. However, to achieve a higher level of protection,
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users were advised to choose a destination on a remote computer (through a mapped
network drive) or an external backup device (such as a USB hard drive).

A limitation of the incremental backup facility was that it did not perform a date
comparison check on files. For each file in the source academic year folder, it merely
checked if a file with the same name existed in the backup destination folder. Therefore,
after a file had been backed-up once, subsequent modifications to the original file would
not be backed-up as well. The exception to this rule was the database file, which was
copied during each backup. To ensure a unique file name in the destination (a constraint
of the operating system) the date of the backup was inserted in to the destination file's
name.

2.11.6.

Audio & Video Capture Hardware

Although the work described in this Chapter was primarily concerned with the creation of
a new software system, it was necessary to ensure that compatible audio and video
capture devices existed and could be used with ESAAMS.

It was important that the new system was able to capture data from a range of devices
that were inexpensive and portable. The creation of the ESAAMS software coincided with
rapid, widespread availability of microphones and USB web cams, which were supported
by the selected media capture technology (Windows Media Encoder 9).

There was large variation in the quality of the media that could be captured from these
devices. The collaborating company (Counterpoint MTC Ltd) researched a number of
microphones and web cams to advise users on the most suitable options.
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2.11.7.

Graphical User Interface

The principal areas and components of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) are outlined in
this Section.

During the Validation of Concept and Initial Requirements described in Section 2.11.2, it
was determined that the GUI should be intuitive and suitable for teachers with basic
Information Technology (IT) experience. In creating the GUI, the intention was that if a
user was familiar with basic Windows applications, such as Microsoft Word, and knew
how to use Microsoft Windows Explorer, then they should be able to operate the
program. This was achieved by using standard Windows GUI elements where possible
and splitting the main screen into an arrangement that was similar to other Windows
applications.

The main screen in the GUI was composed of a:

A. Main menu, providing access to all functionality.
B. Toolbar, providing quick access to frequently used functionality.

C. Classroom Layout, representing the physical position of desks and placement of
students in the classroom.
D. Pop-out window, on the right of the screen.
E. Status Bar.

These main areas of the GUI are outlined by a red border in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Main Window (created by Lassauniere)

A.

MainMenu

Figure 2.19 shows the Main Menu from which most of the program's functions could be
accessed.
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Figure 2.19 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Main Menu (created by Lassauniere)
The main menu was divided into seven sections. Some of these were only visible to
Administrators or when a class was being displayed. The functions available from each
main menu were:
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File: Classes and an external database could be loaded or closed from this menu.

Edit: All students could be selected and individual student details displayed from
this menu.

Class: How student names were displayed could be chosen. 'Lock Placing' and
other placing options could be selected. Student workpieces could be added.
Registration and reporting functionality could be accessed. Details of classes
could also be found in this menu.

Tools: The player and recorder could be accessed from this menu.

System: This menu provided options for changing the password, arranging new
Classroom Layouts and selecting various System Options.

Administration: New Classes and Marking Schemes could be added, deleted or
edited. Users and Teachers could be edited and the Academic Year Folder
location could be changed from this menu. This menu was only available when
the user was logged-in to ESAAMS as the Administrator user.

About: Information about the software and contact details of the collaborating
company.

B.

Toolbar

The toolbar, shown in Figure 2.20, contained buttons and drop down menus and was
divided into seven sections. However, not all of these were visible at the same time as
they were dependent upon having classes loaded and the system environment.
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Figure 2.20 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Toolbar
The functions available from the toolbar were:

Load Class: Classes could be loaded and students belonging to the class were
listed, together with any notes that have been recorded.

Edit Class: Students could be imported or removed. Registration and reporting
functions could be accessed and Class Workpieces displayed . A drop-down menu
also allowed access to Class Properties, Reporting and Workpieces.

Registration: Information about student attendance during lessons.

Edit Student: Students' personal and workpiece information could be viewed and
changed.

Player: Audio or video material could be selected and played .

Recorder: Audio, video or still images could be captured and stored.

Keyboard: Displayed the on-screen keyboard (Tablet PC only) .

C.

Classroom Layout

The representation of each desk displayed the number of the desk, the students placed at
the desk (none, one or two per desk) and their names. Pale blue coloured arms indicated
a boy, pale pink a girl and grey if no gender had been assigned to a student. Figure 2.21
shows a screenshot of two female students placed at desk number 9.
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Malstro. Green, .

Figure 2.21- Screenshot of two female students placed at a desk
A number of main menu options were also accessible by right-clicking on objects in the
Classroom layout. The menu displayed was context sensitive, changing with the type of
object selected at the time. Additionally, student record cards could be opened by
selecting a student icon in the Classroom layout.

D.

Pop-out Window

The pop-out window was displayed on the right-hand side of the main window. It
contained three tabs: Notepad, Browser and Resources. Figure 2.22 shows these tabs at
the top of the pop-out window.

'-SQams

o

NotePad

Resources

Remember to record the class this lesson they have sports day next week.

Figure 2.22 - Screenshot of Top Section of ESAAMS Version 2 Pop-out Window
The Notepad was a quickly accessible area for teachers to record brief comments,
observations or reminders. The Notepad was cleared every time a class group was
loaded. However, before clearing the notepad, the user was provided with the option to
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save the notes to the database. If the user chose to do so, the notes were associated with
the loaded class and could be viewed through a Class Manager interface.

The Browser tab contained a web browser. When this tab was selected, the pop-out
window expanded to fill the whole of the main window. The web browser allowed
teachers to collect resources from the web that could support their teaching.

The Resources tab allowed teachers to store and manage relevant, supporting, audio and
video media clips. This functionality is described in Appendix A.

By default, the pop-out window was hidden and was only displayed when the user moved
the mouse cursor to the extreme right-hand side ofthe main window. When the user
moved the mouse cursor outside of the pop-out window area, the window collapsed
again, out of sight.

If the user wished the pop-out window to remain open, they were able to 'pin' the
window by toggling the pin icon button in the top left of the window. When pinned, the
pop-out window would remain open, even when the mouse cursor was moved outside of
the pop-out window area.

E.

Status Bar

The status bar was used to display information about the current state of the ESAAMS
program in an unobtrusive way. For example: when a class was been loaded, information
about the progress of the operation was displayed in the status bar.
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There was a small check box in the left corner of the Status Bar (Figure 2.23) that locked
the placement of students to prevent accidental misplacement of students from their
assigned desks.
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Figure 2.23 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Status Bar

2.11.8.

Tablet PC Features

As described in Section 2.4, tablet PCs were computers that allowed teachers to use
software whilst walking around classrooms and other teaching environments. If ESAAMS
detected that it was running on a tablet PC then some aspects of its GUI were adapted to
take advantage of the input methods.

On tablet PCS, the toolbar contained an additional'On-Screen Keyboard' icon. Teachers
could click this button to open an on screen keyboard that allowed text to be input letterby-letter by tapping the relevant buttons on the screen with the stylus.

A number of windows allowed text to be entered using handwriting recognition. A small
button was added to the left of each text entry field that supported handwriting
recognition. Upon clicking one of these buttons, users were presented with a resizable
popup window, shown in Figure 2.24. Users could write in to this area. After writing and
pausing for a few seconds, the handwriting was automatically converted to printed text.
The font for printed text could be changed by clicking on the 'Settings' icon (depicted as a
spanner).
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When handwriting entry was completed, users could click the 'Done' button to copy the
entered text into the field and close the recognition popup window.
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Figure 2.24 - Screenshot of handwriting text entry in ESAAMS Version 2

2.11.9.

Discussion

This Section described a software system called ESAAMS Version 2 that already existed at
the beginning of the research work described in this Dissertation. The research described
in this Dissertation extended and developed that early work, to design and create new
systems and new generic models of student assessment.
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2.12.

Existing Computer Aided Assessment Systems

This Section describes two computer aided assessment systems that existed at the
beginning of the research described in this Dissertation. These systems are also shown
on a timeline of assessment systems described in this Dissertation in Appendix F.

2.12.1.

Questionmark Perception

Questionmark Perception was a computer aided assessment system that allowed
teachers to author and deliver computer based tests to students.

Questions were created by teachers and stored in question banks. Tests were
constructed by selecting questions from those question banks. Questions were displayed
to students through a web page. Students answered questions by selecting options from
mUltiple choice lists or entering text using a computer keyboard. Teachers could schedule
tests to be accessible during specific time periods and could specify a time limit for
completion.

Tests were marked by the Perception system upon completion. Results were shown to
students immediately and recorded in a database. Reports could be generated from
these results and viewed by teachers [Baklavas et aI, 1999].

2.12.2.

MapleTA

Maple TA was another web-based computer aided assessment system for authoring and
delivering computer based tests to students [Currier, 2003] that was similar to
Questionmark Perception [Heck, 2004].
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Teachers authored questions that were answered by students through web pages.
Answers to questions could be simple, such as a multiple-choice selection, or complex,
such as a free-form entry of mathematical expressions and formulae. Maple TA was able
to evaluate responses to determine if they were mathematically equivalent to the correct
answer. Maple TA could also generate questions from templates so that the same
fundamental question could be given with different numerical values for each student in
order to reduce cheating [Heck, 2004].

2.12.3.

Discussion

This Section described two computer aided assessment systems that existed at the
beginning of the research described in this Dissertation. These systems assessed students
by evaluating textual or numerical answers to questions created by teachers. Unlike
ESAAMS Version 2 (see Section 2.11), neither of these systems allowed audio or video
responses from students to be captured and recorded.

2.13.

Chapter Discussion

This Chapter reviewed the background technologies, systems and models used in this
research.

Section 2.1 described the context of this research and the existing framework for
educational instruction and assessment in the UK. Section 2.2 described existing models
of assessment and Section 2.3 described a number of methods of modelling found in the
literature.

Technologies used during the research were discussed in Section 2.5 (Operating Systems),
Section 2.5.5 (Computer Networks), Section 2.7 (Computer Programming), Section 2.8
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(Databases), Section 2.9 (Human-Computer Interaction) and Section 2.10 (Software
Testing).

Finally, Section 2.11 introduced a software system called an ESAAMS Version 2 that
existed at the beginning of the research work described in this Dissertation and was first
mentioned in Lassauniere [2003]. ESAAMS Version 2 allowed teachers to capture
student work using various audio and video capture devices, such as video cameras and
microphones, attached to a teacher's computer, and enabled quick and efficient
management of student work. The research described in this Dissertation extended and
developed that early work, to create new assessment systems and new models of
assessment.
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Chapter 3

First Models of Assessment

This Chapter describes the creation of a new First Generic Model of Assessment.

ESAAMS Version 2 was described in Section 2.11 and a model of the assessment
processes in that system was created at the start of the research described in this
Dissertation. ESAAMS was tested by the collaborating company and then distributed to
schools to be tested by teachers. Mackrill [2004] created a questionnaire and collected
results from teachers. A review of that questionnaire and a critical evaluation is
presented in this Chapter. New components of assessment were identified from the
testing results, questionnaire results and interviewing teachers. A first model of
assessment that includes these new components was created and is described in this
Chapter. That first model of assessment formed the basis of the later prototype and final
generic models.

3.1.ESAAMS Version 2 Assessment Model
A model of the assessment processes in ESAAMS Version 2 was created at the start of the
research described in this Dissertation. This model was represented in 3 diagrams:

I.

Use Case Diagram

II.

'Record & Assess Student Work' Activity Diagram

The assessment activities shown in Figure 3.2 are described in detail in Section 3.1.1.

III.

Class Diagram
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I.

Use Case Diagram

Figure 3.1 shows a use case diagram, which contained a single use case, 'Record & Assess
Student Work'. This use case diagram contained less use cases than the diagram shown
in Section 2.11.4 because that diagram contained many use cases related to
administrative activities and were not relevant to assessment.

Student Assessment
"uses ..

Teacher

Student

Figure 3.1 - Use case diagram from ESAAMS Version 2 Assessment Model

II.

'Record & Assess Student Work' Activity Diagram

An activity diagram that showed assessment processes conducted by teachers is shown in
Figure 3.2.
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........

~ "Evidence of Student Work I

/'

1::Toacher Assessment of Work

I

Figure 3.2 - 'Record & Assess Student Work' Activity Diagram from ESAAMS Version 2
Assessment Model
The assessment activities shown in Figure 3.2 are described in detail in Section 3.1.1.

III.

Class Diagram

Audio and video records of student work were captured by teachers and these were
represented in the ESAAMS Version 2 Assessment Model by an 'Evidence of Student
Work' class. A teachers assessment of a student's work was represented by a 'Teacher
Assessment of Work' class. A teachers assessment and associated evidence were
represented as a 'Student Workpiece' class. A class diagram that showed these
relationships between classes was created and is shown in Figure 3.3.
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IEvidence of Student Work

I Student Workpiece

I

1-----1 Te8c::her Assessment of Work
1

I

1

ICollection of Student WorkplaC::8s I
Figure 3.3 - Class Diagram from ESAAMS Version 2 Assessment Model

3.1.1. Assessment Activities
ESAAMS Version 2 provided functionality for a 'Teacher Defines or Selects Marking
Scheme' action (top centre in Figure 3.2).

Typically, the outcome of an assessment of student work was recorded as a categorised
mark. Each categorised mark was part of an ordered list, which was referred to as a
'Marking Scheme'. For example: in the UK, the results of a GCSE (General Certificate of
Secondary Education) qualification were recorded as one of six marks: 'A', 'B', 'C', '0', 'E'
or

'u' (ungraded) where 'A' was awarded to the highest performing students and 'u' to

students who had failed.

The ability to have editable marking schemes was one of the initial requirements
identified by teachers. To facilitate this, a 'Marking Scheme Manager' that enabled
administrators to add and edit customised Marking Schemes was created. Marking
Schemes consisted of captions (marks given to students, for instance 'A' to 'E' or '0' to
'20') mapped to a specific percentage range. A screenshot of the Marking Scheme
Manager displaying a customised marking scheme is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Done

Figure 3.4 - ESAAMS Version 2 Marking Scheme Manager
A marking scheme had to be selected before the result of an assessment could be
recorded.

A new marking scheme could be created using the Marking Scheme Manager by selecting
an option from the main menu. To prevent accidental modification or deletion of
marking schemes, this function was only available to administrators.

Teachers were able to capture multimedia evidence of student work using various audio
and video capture devices, such as video cameras and microphones, attached to the
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teacher's computer. The audio and video captured was stored as a file. Associated
information about students' work (such as a title, subjects, skills and comments) was
stored in the database.

After capturing evidence, captured media and associated comments were reviewed and a
mark for the work was stored. Marking of student work was not necessarily performed
immediately after capturing evidence. Therefore, assessment was considered to be
formed of two separate activities:

A. Capture of Evidence of Work
B. Teacher Assessment of Work

A.

Capture of Evidence of Work

Student work could either be captured directly from audio and video devices or imported
from an existing, external file. At the end of this task, student work was stored as a media
file and associated information was stored in the database.

Recording of a new workpiece could be initiated by selecting one or more students in the
Classroom Layout and clicking the 'Recorder' button in the main tool bar. Figure 3.5
shows the recorder window displayed.
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r

.!J ~
Figure 3.5 - ESAAMS Version 2 Recorder

The recorder provided buttons for commencing, stopping and restarting the recording of
a new workpiece. By default, only audio was recorded. However, users could elect to
record video as well by selecting a 'Video' checkbox (assuming that the correct camera
hardware and software drivers had been installed). In video mode, a real-time preview of
the camera output was displayed in the upper part of the recorder window.

The recorder window provided options for muting the audio input and launching an
'Advanced Controls' window (Figure 3.6) that allowed users to configure the audio and
video capture devices used for recording and to specify the quality of the media capture.
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Advanced Controls
Devices

• I Mic Volume

Audio ['Creative Sound Blaster PO

MlCfopnone monitollng ~

Video

I

:::I

Quakty

Audio
Video Highest quahty video

Figure 3.6 - ESAAMS Version 2 Advanced Controls Window
Also, a Workpiece Editor interface was created (Figure 3.7) to provide a user interface for
teachers to enter additional information.

Workpiece detdils [For selected student(s)]
-

-

Wor"" Title:
Bittersweet Symphony

Waf""
Mar

A

SkI$.. i ~ing

Date. 12104/2008

3

C~nts:

E~~~ocs-«d
~~
--'~·~
d~
f.------------------

NaoonaI CwIClAm Lus:

I
Attached Workpieces

Load

Figure 3.7 - ESAAMS Version 2 Workpiece Editor
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During recording, the Workpiece Editor window was displayed alongside the Recorder
(Figure 3.8). This allowed teachers to work efficiently by allowing additional information
to be entered while recording was in progress.

II

WOItq)IeCII del4ill{for Mlllcled ,tudenl(,)}
w~

SI.l:

_
T~
~

______________________

I

C....-enu

I
At

d'Noo

"""
_eH
______

Figure 3.8 - Capturing Student Work in ESAAMS Version 2
When clicking the 'stop' button in the recorder window, users were prompted with a
'Recording Action' dialog window (Figure 3.9). Users could choose to create a new
workpiece in the database or to save the captured media as a disassociated file that could
be associated to one or more workpieces at a later time.
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SlIYe WOIk ~ a file ONLY

• \iave WOI as afie ANi) attactik)~database leoord~
Please select studeflts to attach wod<. to
B HOOPER . KarI
B JONES. Josroa

Ca-oceI

Done

Figure 3.9 - ESAAMS Version 2 Recording Action Window
If the default option was selected, and more than one student was selected, then a
separate workpiece for each student was created in the database. However, some
information was stored in a common database record, shared between each of these
workpieces. The following data were shared between workpieces:

•

Workpiece Title

•

Marking Scheme

•

Skills

•

National Curriculum Links

•

Group Comments

Therefore subsequent updates to this information for one student affected all students
within the group.
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However, the following data were copied to each workpiece:

•

Mark

•

Date

•

Comments

•

Attached Workpiece Media Files

Therefore, subsequent updates to this information for one student did not affect other
students in the group.

Capture of evidence of work was represented in the ESAAMS Version 2 Assessment
Model by a 'Teacher Records Evidence of Work' action, shown in Figure 3.2.

B.

Teacher Assessment of Work

When assessing a student workpiece, the teacher reviewed the captured media and
associated information using the Workpiece Editor and assigned a mark to the work. An
assessed workpiece could be given a mark from any marking scheme.

If a teacher needed to create a new marking scheme immediately before an assessment,
the Marking Scheme Manager could be opened directly from the Workpiece Editor when
creating a new workpiece.

Assessment of student work by teachers was represented in the ESAAMS Version 2
Assessment Model by a 'Teacher Assesses Student Work' action, shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.Testing of ESAAMS Version 2
ESAAMS Version 2 was tested at the collaborating company using a white box unit testing
methodology described in Section 2.10.1.B before being distributed to teachers. Testing
was performed at regular milestones of the system's development, ensuring that all
logical paths and data structures in the program code were correct. The system was then
tested by a testing team using black box testing methodology in two stages: Functional
testing and alpha testing.

3.2.1. Functional Testing
Functional testing was performed by grouping system functionality identified previously
in Section 2.11.2.

To assist with functional testing, a UML Test application was created by Lassauniere. This
application used a database to store test cases and results of their execution. A Graphical
User Interface (GUI) allowed an administrator to login and select a batch of test cases to
be executed during a test phase. Figure 3.10 shows test cases being selected for a test
phase. After selection, the application created another database that contained the
selected subset of test cases. This database was distributed to testers at the collaborating
company to execute the test cases.
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Figure 3.10 - Screenshot of Test Application: Administrator selecting test cases to be
executed by another user
Testers used the same application whilst executing test cases. The application displayed
the test cases to be executed in a logical order, as shown in Figure 3.11. Details of the
selected test case were displayed to aid the tester during execution of the test case.
These details included : a full description of the test, hints on paths or values to be tested
and the expected results of the test case. Testers were able to navigate through the
sequential list of test cases using 'next' and 'back' buttons. Different icons were used to
indicate which test cases had been executed.
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Figure 3.11- Screenshot of Test Application: Testers Interface
Testers could record one or more issues for each test case. An issue could be recorded as
either:

•

A 'Crash': a serious fault that caused the software to terminate abnormally.

•

A 'Bug': a fault that did not produce the expected result but did not cause the
software to terminate abnormally.

•

An 'Improvement': a potential improvementto an existing area offunctionality.
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•

'Unexpected': a behaviour that did not explicitly contradict the expected result
(and so could not be classed as a bug) but appeared unreasonable and needed to
be investigated further.

Figure 3.12 shows the window that testers used to record a new issue. For each type of
issue the Tester was required to enter a description of the issue. For Crashes, Bugs and
Unexpected issues, this text would usually contain:

•

The specific outcome or error message encountered .

•

Steps required to recreate the issue.

•

Particular values or ranges of values that produced the problem.
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Figure 3.12 - Screenshot of Test Application: Recording a new issue

3.2.2. Alpha Testing
When the system had passed all functional test cases, alpha testing was performed by the
consultants who had identified the initial requirements of the system after discussing
them with teachers.
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Initially, the consultants were given tasks to complete to become familiar with the
system. However, they were encouraged to explore the system independently so that
they could evaluate its overall intuitiveness, usability and stability.

These consultants were familiar with the requirements of the system, described in
Section 2.11.2, and were able to confirm that ESMMS met those requirements. Some of
these testers had teaching experience and were able to anticipate how the system would
be used. They provided feedback about user interaction that led to changes to the user
interface.

Results of this alpha testing were collected through a combination of direct observation
of users, email conversations and minutes and notes of meetings.

3.2.3. Beta Testing
A teacher was selected to be a beta tester for the system over a two month period. The
intention was that this would identify any functional or Human Computer Interaction
(HC!) issues with the system. The software was installed on to the teacher's laptop and
some initial training was provided.

The teacher reported that the student window was slow to be displayed (two or three
seconds) after it had been selected from the menu when a student had many workpieces
in their record card. This action was performed frequently by teachers and so it was
frustrating. This problem occurred because the system was loading both student and
workpiece data from the database before displaying the student window. The system
was changed so that only student details were initially loaded. Workpiece data was then
only loaded when the user selected the 'Workpiece' tab.
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3.2.4. Post-Distribution Testing
A setup programme that installed the ESAAMS software on to users' computers was
stored on a Compact Disc (CD) that was copied and distributed to teachers who used the
system from two to six months. Teachers used different hardware platforms; including
two users who used tablet PCs.

Problems encountered by users were reported to a technical support department at the
collaborating company by telephone and email. A bug-tracking system was used to
record and prioritise new bugs and enhancement requests from users. Users were not
able to access the bug-tracking system directly. Instead, new bugs and feature requests
were entered by the technical support department at the collaborating company to
ensure that the information recorded was sufficiently detailed, consistent in terminology,
not duplicated and correctly prioritised.

MacKrili [2004] created a questionnaire and conducted interviews with teachers who had
used ESAAMS. Mackrill's [2004] work attempted to answer these questions:

1.

Were teachers able to use ESAAMS and incorporate it into their practice?

2.

Did the use of ESAAMS support the teacher in the classroom?

3.

In what ways did using ESAAMS change teacher practice?

4.

In what ways did using ESAAMS change teaching and learning?

5.

Did the technology work?

The outcome of the bug-tracking system is given in Section 3.2.5 and the outcome of
Mackrill's questionnaire and interviews are given in Section 3.2.6.
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3.2.5. User Feedback
A number of enhancement requests were reported and recorded in the bug-tracking
system. These enhancements were separated in to 4 categories:

A. Student Work Portfolios
B. Batch Import of Student Photo's

C. Multiple Marks
D. Verbal Commentaries

A.

Student Work Portfolios

In the UK, the use of portfolios for the collection of assessment evidence had been a
feature for a number of years [Beetham, 2008]. The UK government had adopted a
strategy to implement student portfolios in every school by 2008 [DfES, 2005].

Users suggested that it should be possible to create a portfolio of work for each student
using ESAAMS. The portfolio would be a subset of a student's workpieces. It was
intended that such a portfolio could be made available to students, parents and possibly
future teachers of a student. It was suggested that CD writing functionality could be
added to ESAAMS so that student portfolios could be distributed on CD.

B.

Batch Import of Student Photo's

Many schools had digital photographs of students before the introduction of the system.
ESAAMS provided functionality to import student photographs. However, importing had
to be done on an individual, student-by-student basis and was time-consuming for a large
number of students. Users suggested that it should be possible to import photographs in
batches on a class-by-class basis, instead.
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C.

Multiple Marks

ESAAMS allowed teachers to create numerous marking schemes. A marking scheme
could contain any number of customized marks and percentages. However, a student
workpiece could only be associated with one mark, from any marking scheme. A number
of teachers requested increasing this to three separate marks, from a number of different
marking schemes, for each workpiece. Teachers wanted to do this because they wanted
to assess different skills or competencies within the same assessment.

D.

Verbal Commentaries

Verbal commentaries were preferred by some teachers because it was faster than
entering written comments, particularly on tablet PC systems where a keyboard was not
available.

ESAAMS did not explicitly provide functionality for recording verbal commentaries from
teachers. Instead, teachers needed to record their verbal commentary as a file and then
manually attach the file to the relevant workpiece later. Although this was possible, the
process was time-consuming and often negated any time-saving originally intended.
Teachers wanted this process to be simplified so that they were able to record verbal
commentaries of students work quickly.

3.2.6. User Questionnaire
A questionnaire was a method of data collection that was completed by respondents in
written format. Questionnaires were useful when they yielded quantitative data that
allowed numerical analysis [Marshall, 2005].
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Mackrill [2004] created a paper questionnaire that was sent to 34 users in 26 schools that
were thought to be using ESAAMS. A covering letter explaining the purpose of the
questionnaire and a pre-paid return envelope were also included. Completed
questionnaires were received from 15 users. However, three returns were from nonmusic subject teachers so were disregarded as they fell outside the bounds of Mackrill's
work.

Results from users' responses were collated in a spreadsheet and the analysis presented
in Mackrill [2004]. Those results showed that:

•

Teachers were able to use the key features of ESAAMS and incorporate it into
their practice. However, there were some bugs in the system.

•

ESAAMS supported the teacher in the classroom.

•

ESAAMS had aided student involvement and engagement in the assessment
process.

3.2.7. Review of Questionnaire
Mackrill's questionnaire was reviewed to identify:

•

any bias in the methodology used.

•

the limits of the information obtained.

•

improvements for future questionnaires.

A review of literature on questionnaire design was conducted. The following aspects of
questionnaire design and distribution discussed were reviewed:

A.

Question Types
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B.

Question Order

C.

Wording & Language

D.

Presentation

E.

Distribution

F.

Piloting

G.

Purpose & Relevance

A.

Question Types

Open questions required a response to be written in words. Open questions were used
when the response being sought needed to be narrative, qualitative information. Closed
questions offered respondents a choice of alternative replies from a list. Marshall [2005]
suggested that closed questions were preferable to open questions because they were
simpler to analyse. Mackrill's questionnaire contained a mixture of open and closed
questions and, in some cases, the wrong type of question had been used. For example:
Question 3 asked respondents if they used any other assessment/management software
at the school. This was an open question that invited teachers to give a written response.
Previous literature [Lassauniere, 2003] had identified a number of common assessment
systems and it would have been more appropriate to list these as a closed question.

The questionnaire contained a number of preliminary questions, which were
unnumbered. These questionnaires were used to check that the response was valid to be
included in data analYSis.

Question 6 asked respondents what type of microphones they used with ESAAMS and
question 7 asked respondents what type of video capture devices they used with
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ESAAMS. Both questions presumed that respondents used these methods of recording.
However, as recognised in Question 5, respondents may not have used these methods,
making one or more of these questions irrelevant. Marshall [2005] suggested that such
presuming questions were biased.

B.

Question Order

Marshall [2005] suggested that correct sequencing of questions was important and that
response rates could be increased by placing easy, non-threatening, closed questions
nearer the beginning of questionnaires.

In Mackrill's questionnaire, a number of questions had been misplaced according to
Marshall's [2005] criteria. For example: question 3 required a written response. Also, the
preliminary questions were placed at the beginning of the questionnaire.

C.

Wording & Language

Many questions contained ambiguous meaning. For example: Question 1 attempted to
gauge respondents' experience of ESAAMS by asking when respondents had first started
using the program. However, this was not useful in determining how much experience
the respondent had had with the software because the term, 'using the program', was
ambiguous. For example: Some respondents may have believed that installing the
software on to their computer alone could be considered as the first 'use' of the program.
Furthermore, this question did not give any indication of how frequently the software had
been used since this date.

The first part of question 5 appeared to be asking the respondent to rank the three listed
media capture options in order of use. However, Mackrill's results showed that 5
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respondents did not do this and, instead, rated each individual option. The phrasing of
this question was ambiguous and may have caused this apparent difference of
interpretation of the question.

Question 10 contained a number of leading statements (for example: 'The program is
intuitive to use'). Marshall [2005] suggested that leading statements in the phrasing of
questions could cause an 'acquiescence bias' in results.

In some questions, there was some ambiguity about what time frame the respondents'
should consider in their answers. For example: In question 4, when asking what features
the respondent used, it was not clear if the timeframe was the past six months or during
the current academic year.

D.

Presentation

Jenkins & Dillman [1995] suggested that space was as important as content in
questionnaire presentation and that poor formatting reduced response rates. The
questionnaire should have an un-crowded appearance and enough room should be left
for full responses to open questions as well as sufficient spacing between questions
[Jenkins & Dillman, 1995].

The questionnaire was printed on two pages. The author may have intentionally
compressed the layout to make it appear shorter because, in parts of the questionnaire:

•

a smaller typeface had been used.

•

some questions (for example: question 5) had been amalgamated into one rather
than being presented as two separate more succinct, questions.
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•

lists of options appeared to have be inexplicably short in some closed questions.

•

respondents were asked to answer the final question on the reverse side of the
questionnaire pages.

Mackrill may have chosen this formatting in order to encourage potential respondents to
complete the questionnaire. Edwards et al. [2004] acknowledged that reducing the
apparent size of the questionnaire was likely to achieve a greater response. However,
some of the formatting choices may have adversely affected the response rate and made
the data harder to analyze.

E.

Distribution

The majority of respondents had not elected to join a research project but had simply
purchased a software program that they believed would assist them in their roles as
teachers. As a result, the sample group was spread around the country and self-selecting,
based on their interest around this topic. [Mackrill, 2004]

The questionnaire was distributed to teachers by post with an accompanying cover letter.
Teachers were invited to complete the questionnaire and return it in a pre-paid, selfaddressed envelope provided. Although the letter advertised the availability of the
questionnaire electronically, teachers needed to specifically request this by emailing the
questionnaire administrator.

Carlbring et al. [2007J suggested that there were obvious advantages with Internet
administration of questionnaires. For example: completion of all items could be made
obligatory before submission; missing values could be handled; and data could be
recorded in a format suitable for analysis. Other advantages associated with Internet
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administration include reduced costs, as well as the opportunity to access a larger and
more diverse population. However, it was important that potential respondents had
Internet access and had sufficient IT proficiency to access the questionnaire [Marshall,
2005].

By the nature of the system used, it was clear that all the respondents had access to pes.
Internet and email access was also prevalent in schools [BESA, 2006]. It would therefore
been appropriate to distribute the questionnaire electronically (although a paper-based
version could have been made available on request as well).

F.

Piloting

Marshall [2005] suggested that a piloting stage was essential to check the reliability and
validity of the questionnaire. Piloting provided an opportunity to correct any wording or
instructions that caused confusion and to confirm that the data collected could be
analyzed. Respondents with knowledge of the area of research could be asked, via an
open question, if there were any areas they believed to be vital to the study area about
which they were not questioned or if there were questions that were irrelevant to the
research area.

During piloting, the time taken for respondents to complete the questionnaire could be
recorded, so that respondents in the main study could be informed of this. Marshall
[2005]

Mackrill's questionnaire was not piloted. Conducting a pilot may have identified
improvements to the questionnaire that could have increased the qualitative and
quantitative data collected for analysis.
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G.

Purpose & Relevance

Data collected through Mackrill's questionnaire was also used by the collaborating
company. It was unclear what the purpose of some of the questions was in the context of
Mackrill's research aims (for example: questions 6 & 7). However, the results of these
questions may have had commercial significance.

One of the aims of Mackrill's research was to identify how ESAAMS had changed teacher
practice and student learning. The questionnaire collected information about teacher
practice since teachers had started to use ESAAMS. However, no equivalent information
existed for teacher practice before they had started to use ESAAMS.

Mackrill's questionnaire could have been modified to ask teachers about their teaching
practices before they started using ESAAMS. However, Marshall [2005] suggested that
questions that relied on the respondent recalling activity more than 6 months previously
yielded less accurate data and should be avoided. Ideally, more accurate data could have
been collected by having another questionnaire completed by teachers before they had
used ESAAMS.

3.2.8. Interviews with Teachers
The questionnaire had not provided objective, quantitative data about changes to teacher
practice and teaching and learning (see Section 3.2.7). Therefore, it was necessary to
interview teachers to gain more detailed information about these areas. Interviews were
a more effective method of obtaining qualitative information than questionnaires
[Marshall,2005]. Mackrill [2004] interviewed two teachers to obtain additional data and
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feedback for the research. In the following Sections, these interviewees are referred to as
Teacher 1 and Teacher 2.

Teacher 1 confirmed that the system was simple to use because it adhered to wellestablished conventions for Windows applications.

Teacher 1 confirmed that ESAAMS had changed teacher practice by allowing more
extensive use of audio and video in assessment. This teacher reported that, before
ESAAMS, students work was rarely reviewed because it took such a long time to locate
and retrieve. However, he described significant time savings when using ESAAMS,
which has made reviewing students' work feasible.
Two new areas of functionality were requested:
A. Workpiece Templates
B. Student Recording & Self-Assessment

A.

Workpiece Templates

Teacher 1 reported that he frequently recorded similar assessments for different students
within a short period of time (typically the duration of a single lesson). Because the
workpieces were similar, he needed to re-enter identical information frequently. This
task was particularly time-consuming when using a tablet PC, as it was usually slower to
input text without a keyboard.

Teacher 1 suggested that this problem could be overcome by allowing users to create
'Workpiece Templates' where fields that were often the same could be preset for new
workpieces.
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It was also suggested that Workpiece Templates could also contain learning outcomes
and assessment criteria to help teachers during assessment.

B.

Student Recording & Self-Assessment

The introduction of a student recorder was suggested by Teacher 2. This function would
allow students to record their own work. However, the security and integrity of existing
data would need to be protected by disabling access to other students' data and other
areas of the program. Allowing students to record their own work unsupervised would
provide the teacher with more time to concentrate on other classroom teaching
activities.

This teacher also suggested that it would be beneficial to allow student self-assessments
to be recorded and added to the workpiece. Teacher 2 believed that this would enable
students to "take ownership for their own learning" and therefore increase student
engagement and motivation.

3.3.First Assessment Model
A model of assessment in ESAAMS Version 2 had been created and is described in Section
3.1. During the testing of ESAAMS, described in Section 3.2, users identified new
functionality that could be added to the system. Some of these functions were
administrative tasks. However, several new assessment processes were also identified. A
new first generic model of assessment was created to include these newly identified
components.

The First Assessment Model was represented in 3 diagrams:
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i.

Use Case Diagram

ii.

'Record & Assess Student Work' activity diagram

iii.

Class Diagram

A single 'Record and Assess Student Work' use case was modelled in a UML use case
diagram, shown in Figure 3.13.

Student Assessment
"uses ..

.. uses»

Student

Teacher

Figure 3.13 • First Assessment Model Use Case Diagram
A 'Record & Assess Student Work' activity diagram that described activities performed in
that use case is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Student

Teacher

. Evidence of student Work

Figure 3.14 - 'Record & Assess Student Work' activity diagram showing new assessment
action and class components (highlighted in yellow) in the First Assessment Model
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A class diagram that showed how the classes in the model related to each other was
created, as shown in Figure 3.15.

IEvldence of Student Work

I
, - - - - - - - - - 1 Taachar Assassment of Work

\,
I Student Workpiece

1------1 Combined Assessment

1

.1

I

1
1

\L-._____--I

Student Asseument of Work

I

ICollection of Student Work pieces I

IStudent Portfolio I
Figure 3.15 - First Assessment Model Class Diagram
The new assessment activities were:

A. 'Teacher Defines Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria'
B. 'Student Records Evidence of Work'

C. 'Student Assesses Own Work'
D.

'Teacher Selects Work for inclusion in Student's Portfolio'

A.

'Teacher Defines Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria'

Section 3.2.8.A described how teachers had identified a need to create workpiece
templates, so a new 'Teacher Defines Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria' action
component was added to the model. Learning objectives and evaluation criteria had to
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be defined before a suitable marking scheme was selected or the result of any relevant
assessments could be recorded.

B.

'Student Records Evidence of Work'

Section 3.2.8.B described the introduction of a process that would allow students to
record evidence of their work, rather than being dependent on teachers. Therefore, a
new 'Student Records Evidence of Work' assessment action was added to the model.

C.

'Student Assesses Own Work'

Section 3.2.8.B suggested that teachers also wanted students to be able to submit their
own assessment of their captured work, expecting an increase in student engagement
and motivation. Therefore, a new 'Student Assesses Own Work' assessment action was
added to the model.

D.

'Teacher Selects Work for inclusion in Student's Portfolio'

Section 3.2.5.A described how teachers wanted to create portfolios containing a subset of
students work. A new 'Teacher Selects Work for inclusion in Student's Portfolio' action
was added to the model to reflect this. It was unclear who would be able to view these
portfolios and what assessment processes might be involved in this.

3.4.Chapter Discussion
This Chapter described the methodology and results of testing the Electronic Student
Assessment And data Management System (ESAAMS) Version 2, which led to the creation
of a first model of assessment.
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ESAAMS was tested by the collaborating company and by a teacher who was a betatester. That teacher reported that ESAAMS was slow to display student information.
ESAAMS was changed so that this information was displayed faster and then distributed
and tested by more teachers. Mackrill [2004] distributed questionnaires and collected
results from teachers who had used the system. A critical review of Mackrill's
questionnaire was conducted to identify the limits of the data obtained. The review was
also used when creating a later questionnaire in Chapter 6. No new components of
assessment were identified from Mackrill's questionnaire. However, new assessment
planning and student self-assessment components were identified from follow-up
interviews with teachers conducted by Mackrill [2004]. Additional feedback was recorded
in a bug-tracking system. That feedback included requests to add portfolios of student
work to ESAAMS. The new components of assessment identified from the testing,
questionnaire and interview results were described and included in a new first model of
assessment. That first model of assessment formed the basis of the Kumquat system
described in Chapter 4 and later, generic models.
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Chapter 4

Kumquat System

This Chapter describes the design and creation of a new central database and an Intranet
ePortfolio (IEP) web application that were combined additional tools to create Kumquat.

The creation of ESAAMS Version 2 by lassauniere [2003] was described in Section 2.11.
Chapter 3 described the testing of ESAAMS by the collaborating company, which led to
the creation of a first model of assessment during this research. Kumquat implemented
the components of assessment in that first model of assessment.

Two versions of Kumquat were created: a 'Standalone' version for use by one teacher at a
time on a single PC, and a 'Multi-user' version.

ESAAMS Version 2 could be installed on many computers within a school. However, each
computer required its own separate database. This caused problems because these
separate databases contained some information that was common to a whole school (not
just a particular teacher) and there was no mechanism for synchronising changes to this
information across these disparate databases. Kumquat Multi-user version provided
additional tools & functionality that allowed different teachers in the same school to
share some student information. These additional tools were collectively known as MultiUser Supplement for ESAAMS (MUSE).

Some components of the new system were stored on a server because they needed to be
accessible to teachers and students. Figure 4.1 shows the main components of Kumquat
on teacher PCs and servers. In many schools, teachers were not able to install software
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on servers, so a system administrator was usually responsible for installing and
configuring server components.

Some changes were also made to the main executable program by Lassauniere so that
toolbar and menu options that were only relevant to the Multi-user version were hidden
when the program detected that it was running in a Standalone environment.

4.1.New Software Components
The new software components were:

A. Central Database
B. Intranet ePortfolio Web Application
C. Additional MUSE Tools (created by Lassauniere)
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Student PCs

Described in

I

l

Described in

r----In-tra---L-n-e-t------, ~Section 4.1.B

Section4.1A~

Central ..----'~ ePortfolio (IEP)
Database
Web
Application

l

Described in
Section 4.1 .C~'-----'----.

Server

Application

Teacher pes

Figure 4.1- Diagram showing new components of the Kumquat Multi-User System

A.

Central Database

Sharing of information between users required a new central database to be created as a
single location for storing school-wide information. A number of database systems were
evaluated including 'off-the-shelf products and some open-source systems. Microsoft
Desktop Engine (MSDE) was based on the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 system and was
identified as the most suitable system because it provided close integration with the
Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) 6 and VB .NET programming languages used. Figure 4.2 shows
the new central database that was stored on a server.
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Server
Intranet ePortfolio
(IEP) Web
Application

MUSE Server Application

Database
Backups

Teacher pes

MUSE Client
Application

Main Application

Local
Database

Figure 4.2 - Diagram showing Kumquat Multi-User System software components
Microsoft Access contained a database 'upscaling' tool that created a Microsoft SQL
Server 2000 compatible database from an existing Microsoft Access database. This tool
was used to create the new central database. Therefore, the new database had the same
structure as original ESAAMS Version 2 databases. A 'StudentUser' database table was
created to store login information used by students to access their ePortfolio's.
Additional database views and stored procedures to access and modify data were also
created.
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B.

Intranet ePortfolio Web Application

A new web-based application was created to allow students to view an electronic
portfolio (ePortfolio) of their work from any computer within a school's computer
network. This Intranet ePortfolio (IEP) web-application was located on a server and users
interacted with it by using a web browser.

The IEP web application used Microsoft Internet Information Services ("S) to serve pages
to requesting clients. Application code was written using Microsoft VB .Net.

Four central aspects of this application are described:

i.

Installation & Configuration

ii.

Student ePortfolios

iii.

Student Account Administration

iv.

Student Account Activation

IV.

Installation & Configuration

System administrators installed IEP on a server. IEP did not need to be installed on the
same server as the central database. Microsoft liS and .Net Framework needed to be
present on the server before the IEP web application could be installed.

Figure 4.3 shows a configuration page that system administrators were redirected to
when browsing to the IEP web site for the first time. Unspecified settings were
highlighted on this page with a warning icon. To prevent unauthorised users from
configuring the system, administrators were only able to configure IEP by using a web
browser on the same server where IEP was installed.
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Figure 4.3 - Screenshot of IEP Server Configuration Page
In the Server Configuration page, system administrators needed to specify the name of
the server where the central database was located. System administrators also needed
to specify a location where the databases from teacher PCs were backed-up. System
administrators also needed to specify the domain used by the school for all student email
addresses (for example: someschool.someplace.sch.uk). This was used to validat e email
addresses entered during student account activation .
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After configuration, teachers were able to login using the same username and password
as the main application to create and administer student login information. Students
were required to login to view their ePortfolio with a username and password. It was not
possible for teachers to view student ePortfolios using IEP; teachers were only able to
administer student login information using this web application. Instead, teachers were
able to view student ePortfolios using the MUSE Client application described in Section C.

V.

Student ePortfolios

Students were able to view ePortfolios of their work after entering a username and
password. Student portfolios contained a subset of their entire collection of work and
associated teacher or student assessments. Portfolios were not editable and students
were not able to submit self-assessment reports through the IEP web interface.

The information displayed to students was sourced from the central database. Student
ePortfolio's contained work from many academic years, in different subject areas,
recorded on different teacher PCs.

After logging-in, students were able to select an academic year from a list in the bottom
left pane of the ePortfolio. An adjacent subject list was automatically refreshed to show
all the subjects that were covered by the ePortfolio for that particular academic year.
After selecting a subject (or selecting 'All Subjects'), the workpiece list was updated to
show all the relevant ePortfolio workpieces. Finally, students selected a Workpiece to
view full details. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a Student ePortfolio. This portfolio
shows a workpiece called 'Blues Improvisation' within the '2008-2009' academic year.
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Figure 4.4 - Screenshot of a Student ePortfolio

Details of a selected workpiece were displayed in the top left pane of the ePortfolio.
These details included: the name and date of the workpiece and whether it was
completed or not. The details displayed changed to show 'Skills', 'National Curriculum
Links', 'Teachers Name', 'Marking Criteria' or 'Objectives' when the mouse pointer was
moved over a relevant toolbar icon.

Any attached files were displayed alongside an icon portraying their type, in the centre
left pane of the ePortfolio. Students clicked on the name of the attached file to view or
play it.
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Written Teacher Assessment comments for a selected workpiece were displayed on a
'Teacher Assessment' tab. This was the default view and was initially selected for any
workpiece.

Additional icons were displayed if the teacher had marked the workpiece, or if either an
audio comment had been recorded or an ink comment written on a tablet Pc. Audio or
ink comments could be launched by clicking on the relevant icon.

Students could review their written Self Assessment comments for a selected workpiece
by selecting the 'Self Assessment' tab. Self Assessment comments were displayed in a
similar format to Teacher Assessments with additional icons for audio and ink comments.

Comments written by teachers for a group of students were displayed in a 'Group
Assessment' tab. A 'Group Members' icon was displayed. Clicking this icon displayed a
list of all students in the group in a separate browser window.

The Workpiece Editor window in the main application {see Section 3.1.1.A} was modified
to include an 'Include in ePortfolio' checkbox. Teachers were able to set this option to
determine whether particular workpieces should be included in student ePortfolios.

VI.

Student Account Administration

After logging-in, teachers were presented with a 'Student Account Administration' page.
Figure 4.5 shows this administration page containing a paged list of students. The name,
username and account status of each student were displayed in this list and teachers
could apply a filter to show only students in a particular class group.
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Figure 4.5 - Screenshot of IEP Server Configuration Page
The term 'Student Account' was used to refer to information about a student that was
used to control if and how a student logged-in to the system .

The 'Account Status' field gave information about students' ability to login to IEP. This
field could have one of three alternatives:
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1. Disabled. This was the default status for all new Student Accounts. In this state, a
student could not log in or attempt to activate their account.
2. Not Activated. A student's account changed to this state once it had been enabled
or reset. In this state, students were able to activate their account.
3. Active. When a student's account has been successfully activated, the account
status was shown as 'Active'.

Students' usernames were unique to each student. If a student's account had not been
enabled before then their username was blank. Usernames were created the first time
an account was enabled.

Teachers could enable student accounts by checking a checkbox to the left of their name
and clicking an 'Enable Selected' button at the bottom of the screen. Students were then
assigned a username and their Account Status was set to 'Not Activated'. Buttons at the
bottom of the list were used to select or deselect the entire list of displayed students.

Detailed information about individual students was displayed in a separate browser
window by clicking on a student's name. The student's account could be enabled or
disabled from this window.

VII.

Student Account Activation

A Student Account Activation process provided students with a quick and secure way to
start using their ePortfolio account. This process was helpful for teachers because it
required minimal time to administer. Teachers only needed to initiate the process;
distribution of usernames and passwords to students was handled automatically by the
system.
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The activation process required that every student had a secure school email account
(one that could only be accessed by the student it belonged to and not any other
student). During configuration of the Intranet ePortfolio applications, system
administrators specified a domain suffix common to all student email addresses.

During account activation, data about the session was stored by users' web browsers in a
cookie. Therefore, it was important that the browser window was not closed; otherwise
the activation process would need to be restarted. Students used a wizard interface to
progress through stages of the account activation process.

Students started activating their accounts by navigating to a web page where they
selected their name from a list of student accounts awaiting activation. Alternatively, if
the student already knew their username, then they could attempt to access their
ePortfolio through the standard login page. The system would detect that their account
status was set to 'Not Activated' and display a hyperlink to the activation page. Students
could also navigate to the 'Activate Your Account' page by selecting an icon in the title bar
of the login page.

Students needed to supply some information that was unlikely to be known by other
students to stop unauthorised access to student ePortfolios. It was decided to use
students' date of births because this information was already stored in the central
database. Using information that was not already stored in the central database would
have increased teacher administration time. On a subsequent page students entered
their email address. The system checked that the ending of the email address entered by
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the user matched the common domain suffix previously specified by the system
administrator.

IEP checked that the email address given was not already being used by another student.
If it was not, then an email containing an activation code was sent to the address given.
Activation codes were a string of 8 numbers and letters, randomly generated by the
system for each activation attempt. Upon receiving the activation code by email,
students entered their code into a textbox field in the account activation wizard. The
activation code had to be entered exactly as it was displayed in the email and was case
sensitive. The system checked that the code entered by the user matched the code sent
to their email address. If the codes matched, then the system had obtained enough
evidence to confirm identity and the student was required to enter a new password to
complete the activation process.

After entering a new password, the student was automatically logged-in and an email
containing the student's username and password was sent to their email address.

C.

Additional MUSE Tools

The main application, on teacher pes, regularly performed a backup routine that copied
local Kumquat databases to a backup storage location on a server. A new MUSE Server
application that copied data from each backed-up database to the central database was
created by lassauniere. This application was installed on a server (see Figure 4.1) by
system administrators.
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After installing the MUSE server application, it was necessary for system administrators to
configure it. During configuration, system administrators selected backed-up databases
that would be used as data sources during the compilation process.

After the system had been initially configured, MUSE Server needed to be run regularly to
ensure that data in the central database was up-to-date. Users were advised to do this in
accompanying documentation by creating a 'scheduled task' in the Windows operating
system.

All data in the central database was deleted each time the compilation process was
started. The only exception to this was the 'StudentUser table, which contained the login
information students used to access their ePortfolio's over a school's intranet. This
information needed to persist between database compilation sessions and so was not
deleted. A 'Students' table was then compiled by aggregating student data from each of
the backed-up database files. Duplicate records were avoided by ensuring that the
student registration 10 field was unique. In the case of duplicated student data, data was
processed in a 'first in wins' way (hence, duplicated student data was ignored). After all
student records had been compiled, each other database table was populated in-turn. It
was not necessary to check for duplicate data in these tables because the uniqueness of
data in the source databases could be guaranteed.

A MUSE Client application that was stored and executed on teacher PCs was created by
Lassauniere. This application produced 'MUSE reports', which could be viewed by
teachers, written to CD or published to a website. MUSE reports contained details of
students' workpieces from any subject and any academic year. The format and layout of
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MUSE reports was consistent with ePortfolios generated by IEP. However, MUSE Client
was only accessible by teachers. Reports sourced data from the central database and
could be generated for a number of students at a time.

When starting MUSE Client, teachers were prompted to login using the same username
and password they used to login to the main application. The MUSE Client application
could also be launched from the main application. Additional main menu and context
menu items were added to the main application to allow specific MUSE Client functions
(such as viewing a MUSE report for a selected student) to be accessed.

Figure 4.6 shows MUSE Client's application window. An unfiltered list of students in the
central database is shown in the bottom part of the window. Filtering options were
displayed in the top part of the window. Teachers could filter the list by specifying an
academic year, teacher, subject, class, or by searching for all, or part, of a student's name.
As these parameters were changed, the filtered list of students updated dynamically.
Students were selected by ticking a checkbox next to their name. Buttons were provided
to select or de-select all students displayed in the list.
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Figure 4.6 - Screenshot of MUSE Client in Kumquat Multi-user version
After selecting one or more students, teachers were able to generate MUSE reports for
the selected students. Reports were generated as HTMl documents that could be
displayed in a hypertext application (see Figure 4.7) or published to CD or a website.
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Figure 4.7 - Screenshot of a MUSE Report in Kumquat

Teachers with Crystal Reports authoring software were able to create their own
customised reports. These reports were similar to those for ESAAMS Version 2 described
in Section V. However, MUSE Client populated customised reports with data sourced
from the central database, rather than a local database. Therefore, MUSE Client reports
contained more information from different teachers, subjects and academic years.
Kumquat included a single report and a report template that could be extended by
teachers to create customised reports for their specific requirements.
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4.2.Workpiece Templates
Teachers were able to define Workpiece templates in the main application. Workpiece
templates allowed teachers to preset commonly used fields that would automatically be
populated for new workpieces, such as workpiece title, marking scheme, skills, subject
and year group). Workpiece templates could also contain learning outcomes and
assessment criteria to help teachers during assessment.

Figure 4.8 shows a new 'Workpiece Template' window with example values for a new
template.
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Figure 4.8 - Screenshot of New Workpiece Template Window in Kumquat

Teachers specified a name for each template and selected one ofthree categories; 'Adhoc', 'Prepared' or 'Exemplar'. Workpiece templates for each of these categories
contained the same data. However, assigning a template to a category assisted teachers
when selecting templates later. Ad-hoc templates were usually created during lessons if a
teacher identified a repeatable assessment opportunity. Prepared workpiece templates
were to be used for assessments identified during assessment planning. Exemplar
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workpiece templates were to be used for work that was identified during assessment
planning and was intended to be added to students' portfolios of work.

Teachers could specify the following fields to be used as defaults for new work pieces that
used the template: 'Title', 'Marking Scheme', 'Skills' and 'Subject'. Teachers could
optionally record learning outcomes and assessment criteria. Learning outcomes and
assessment criteria fields were displayed to students when they logged-in to the main
application. Any other relevant information about the task, template or assessment was
included in the 'Description' field. If the template was specific to a particular year group
this could also be specified.

Teachers could select a workpiece template when creating a new workpiece. Any preset
values, specified in the template were copied to the new workpiece. Teachers could set a
Workpiece Template as a default that would automatically be applied whenever a new
workpiece was created from a 'Workpiece Templates' tab in the pop-out window.
Default templates were marked by a red 'tick' icon.

Teachers and students were able to preview learning outcomes and assessment criteria
while creating a new workpiece by hovering their mouse over the appropriate labels in
the workpiece details window.

4.3.Audio Commentaries
An audio commentary feature was added to Kumquat. Teachers were able to record a
verbal commentary instead of, or as well as, a typed commentary using the main
application.
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The Workpiece Editor window was modified to include a new group of buttons that
allowed teachers start, stop, delete and review audio commentaries. Figure 4.9 shows a
section of the modified Workpiece Editor containing these new options.

Ui •• ents:
The st~ and teel are good and things cotJd easiy be developed
to include vocal hannonies.

National CwricuIu. Links:

I
I I"":'

r ___ ._" _

Figure 4.9 - Screenshot of Audio Commentary options in Workpiece Editor window

4.4.Student Recorder & Self-Assessment
New functionality allowed students to capture evidence of their own work using the main
application. By default, it was not possible for students to login to the main application.
An administrator had to enable student access by creating a new user with the user name
'Student'. All students logged-in to the main application using the same user name
(,Student') and a password specified when this user was created. Before students could
login, a class had to be loaded by a teacher or administrator.

After logging-in, students were presented with a reduced GUI. Figure 4.10 shows this
interface with a class of 5 students loaded. All toolbar buttons (except the recorder) were
hidden and all main and context menu options were disabled so that students could not
access or modify any information.
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Figure 4.10 - Screenshot of Kumquat's Student User Environment
Students were able to record audio and video evidence for a single student or for a group
of students using a Media Recorder window. Students could record video and audio
evidence of their work. Students could review a clip after it had been captured using a
playback facility.

A 'Student Recorder window was also presented to students. This window is shown in
Figure 4.11, alongside the Media Recorder window. Students were required to enter a
title for their workpiece and were able to enter optional written or audio comments.
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Figure 4.11 - Screenshot of Student Recording in Kumquat

If a teacher had set a default workpiece template then the workpiece title field was
automatically populated with the title preset by the teacher. However, students were
able to change this value. Students were also able to view the learning outcomes
specified in the workpiece template, by hovering their mouse pointer over the 'Work
Title' label. If the teacher had defined a marking scheme in the workpiece template then
students were able to select a self-assessment mark for their work from a drop-down list.
Students could view any assessment criteria specified in the workpiece template by
hovering their mouse pointer over the 'Marking Scheme' label.
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When students were ready to submit their work, they clicked the 'Done' button at the
bottom of the 'Student Record' window. Students were not able to view or change
workpieces after submission.

Submitted workpieces were stored in the same location as workpieces recorded by
teachers and accessible through student work cards. A 'Self Assessment' button was
added to the 'Workpiece details' window, which launched a separate window that
displayed self-assessments submitted by students. Teachers could modify existing fields,
completed by students, and add new information.

4.S.Deployment of Kumquat
Kumquat was marketed by the collaborating company as 'ESAAMS Version 3 Standalone
Edition' and 'ESAAMS Version 3 Multi-user Edition'.

Distributable CD media were created for both editions of the system. The CD for the
standalone edition contained a single setup program that installed the main application
on to teachers' computers. The CD for the multi-user edition contained setup programs
for each of the main components of the system, including: the central database, IEP,
MUSE Server, the main application and MUSE Client. A parent setup program was
created that allowed users to choose between a server and client installation, and then
launched the required setup programs in the correct sequence. Some components of the
system were optional, and users were able to specify which of these components should
be installed.
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4.6. Testing of Kumquat
Kumquat was tested before being distributed to teachers. White box and black box
testing methodologies were applied in a similar way as for ESAAMS Version 2 (see Section
3.2). Alpha testing was performed before the system was distributed to teachers.

4.6.1. Alpha Testing
Alpha testing was performed by consultants who had identified the initial requirements
of the system with the assistance of teachers (see Section 2.11.2). These users were
encouraged to explore the system independently in order to evaluate its overall
intuitiveness, usability and stability. These users were familiar with the requirements of
the system. Some of these users had teaching experience and were able to anticipate
how the system would be used.

One user identified an issue with the student account activation process: In order to use
IEP, students needed to have unique email addresses that ended with a common domain
suffix. Many schools did not provide students with email accounts. Therefore, students
could not activate their accounts using the account activation wizard. An alternative
method of creating secure username and passwords for students was required.

The Intranet ePortfolio web application was modified to provide an additional account
creation method. A new method of creating student accounts was added that allowed
teachers to produce a printable list of usernames and randomly generated passwords.
System administrators selected a preferred method of account creation during
configuration of IEP (see Section IV).
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4.6.2. Post -Distribution Testing
Kumquat was distributed to teachers who tested the system. Teachers and system
administrators contacted the support team at the collaborating company and new bugs
and enhancement requests were recorded in a bug-tracking system.

Installation and configuration of the server components was performed by schools'
system administrators. This process was not simple and resulted in a large number of
requests for technical support. Some components of the system were optional during
installation because they were not required for the whole system to function correctly.
Users were often unsure about which components needed to be installed. Each
installation required several setup programs to be run. The look and feel of these
programs was inconsistent and the order and the overall progress of the installation
process was unclear to users. Users were still required to complete some configuration
tasks manually (for example: creating an 'ESAAMSBackups' shared folder on the server)
after installation had been completed.

A MUSE Server application copied data from databases backed-up from each teachers PC
to the central database (Section 4.1.C). Some data was duplicated in two or more source
databases. Resolution of duplicate data was unclear to users and arbitrary. Student
registration numbers were supposed to be unique to each student. During the
compilation process, the MUSE Server application used student registration numbers to
match student information from different source databases. Many teachers did not use
unique values for student registration numbers so duplicate student records were created
in the central database.
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Users were by confused by terminology used to describe the different components of the
system. The term 'ESAAMS' was ambiguous because it referred to the main application
installed and used on teachers' PC's and the system (including all applications) as a whole.
Furthermore, ePortfolio's generated from the MUSE Client application and the Intranet
ePortfolio web application looked very similar but yet had different names: 'MUSE
Report' and 'ePortfolio', respectively.

Many schools created a scheduled task to run MUSE Server every 24 hours (usually during
night time when server load was minimal). However, users often viewed ePortfolios
shortly after creating new workpieces and were frustrated that additions and changes
were not applied immediately.

After installation, system administrators needed to configure IEP and MUSE Server.
However, system administrators found the process confusing and were unsure of what
values needed to be specified. IEP could be installed on a separate server to the central
database server. However, all users used the same server for IEP and MUSE Server. Extra
configuration was required to allow for multiple servers. As this functionality was not
used, it was decided that this part of the configuration could be removed.

One issue was apparent in Standalone and Multi-user installations of the system:
Kumquat used dynamic library linking to share executable libraries of program code with
other applications. Complex relationships with other software applications requiring
different versions of these libraries resulted in numerous crashes and bugs on some users
computers. This challenge was colloquially known as "OLL hell" [Eisenbach et al., 2002].
Resolving these conflicts could be lengthy and complex.
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It was decided to create a new system that corrected these problems.

4.7.Chapter Discussion
This Chapter described the design and creation of a new system called Kumquat. The
new system had new functionality that implemented the components of assessment
identified during testing of ESAAMS Version 2 (see Section 3.3). The new assessment
processes were: 'Teacher Defines Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria', 'Student
Records Evidence & Assesses Work' and 'Teacher Selects Work for inclusion in Student's
Portfolio'. Kumquat Multi-user version allowed different teachers in the same school to
share some student information. The system was tested at the collaborating company
and improvements implemented. The system was then distributed and tested by
teachers. Feedback was recorded in a bug-tracking system. Problems identified with
Kumquat included duplication of student information in the central database, confusing
and ambiguous terminology to identify components of Kumquat and an inconsistent and
unintuitive server setup program. It was decided to create a new system that corrected
these problems.
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Chapter 5

Guava System

This Chapter describes the design and creation of a new system called Guava. A previous
system, Kumquat, had been created and tested (Chapter 4). Guava corrected the
problems identified during testing of Kumquat that was described in Section 4.6 and
introduced additional functionality.

Two versions of Guava were created: a 'Standalone' version for use by one teacher at a
time on a single PC, and a 'Network' version for use by many teachers.

Much of the data stored in databases on teachers' PC's was unique. For example: it was
not possible for the same workpiece to be captured on more than one teacher PC.
However, some information was duplicated between databases (for example: students'
personal details). Teachers could import student information but changes to students'
personal details were not automatically updated in databases on other teachers' PC's.
Therefore, it was decided to create a single authoritative source for student & subject
information in the central database. All changes to students and subjects were made in a
central database through new user interfaces, although this information was also stored
in local databases so that teachers were able to work remotely when they were
disconnected from the server.

S.l.New Software Components
New software and database components were created to allow student information to be
administered centrally. Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the new system. Arrows in
this diagram show the direction of data flow between the components of the system.
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Figure 5.1 - Diagram showing architecture and key components of the Guava Network
System
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5.1.1. Main Application
A new version of the main application was created. In Kumquat, a MUSE Client
application allowed teachers to view student ePortfolios and report on data from a
central database, as described in Section 4.1.C. This application could be launched from
the main application or as a separate application. This behaviour was confusing to users,
so it was decided to embed MUSE Client functionality in the main application so that
these interfaces were no longer available separately.

A single main executable program was created for both versions of Guava. This program
detected when it was running in a Standalone environment and hid toolbar and menu
options that were only relevant to the Network version. In particular, in the Network
version of Guava, all student information was changed in the central database through a
new Intranet Web Application, described in Section 5.1.4. Therefore, interfaces for
modifying student information in local databases on teacher's PCs were hidden.

5.1.2. Importer Application
A new Importer application was created that regularly updated local databases on
teachers' PC's with the most recent student data from the central database. This
application was launched automatically when teachers' PC's were started. At start-up,
the user interface was hidden and the application ran in the background. Users were able
to double-click a small icon displayed in a notifications area to open the application's
main window, as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Importer

B
OK

Figure S.2 - Screenshot of Importer application during a database update
The number of errors that occurred during the import was shown (A). Users could click a
button that revealed a full list of errors (B).

5.1.3. Central Database Synchronizer Service
A new Central Database Synchronizer Service was created. This software component ran
in the background on a server as a Windows service. Unlike desktop applications, such as
the main application, service applications did not have a graphical user interface. System
administrators started and stopped services using a 'Window Services' console tool in the
Operating System (OS).

This database synchronizer service copied data from databases backed-up from teachers'
PC's to the central database and replaced the MUSE Server application. System
administrators did not need to create a scheduled task to execute the program
periodically. Instead, this service ran constantly and monitored a file system location on
the server for changes. When this service detected that one or more new backups had
been created, it started a compilation process to update the central database. This
meant that changes were reflected quickly in student ePortfolios.
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Data in database tables was deleted by the old MUSE Server application at the start of the
compilation process (see Section 4.1.C). However, in Guava, source databases were
stored for each record. Therefore, at the start of the compilation process it was not
necessary to delete all records in each table. Instead, only records that had been sourced
from the current backup database being processed were deleted. This reduced time
taken for the compilation process to run and minimized disruption to other components
of the system that consumed data from the central database.

logs were created during the compilation process and stored in the central database.
These logs recorded the start and finish times of database compilation sessions. Errors or
warnings encountered during compilation sessions were also recorded. logs could be
viewed through new user interfaces that were created in the Intranet Web-application
described in Section 5.1.4. General error and information messages outside the scope of
the compilation process were written to an event log in the Windows OS. System
administrators could view this event log using a Windows Event Viewer tool in the OS.

5.1.4. Intranet Web Application
A new web application was created to administer student and subject data and to allow
students to view electronic portfolios (ePortfolios) of their work. Users could access this
intranet site from any computer within a school's computer network. This new web
application replaced the Intranet ePortfolio (lEP) web application described in Section
4.1.B. Functionality provided by this new web application was divided into 4 areas:

A. Installation & Configuration
B. Student ePortfolios
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C. Student Administration

D. General Administration

A.

Installation & Configuration

System administrators installed the intranet web application on a server. The intra net
web application was installed on the same server as the central database and the central
database synchronizer service.

When first accessing the intranet site, users were redirected to the first stage of a new
configuration wizard. This wizard guided users through initial configuration of the
system. Titles of the seven stages of the wizard were displayed on the left-hand side of
the wizard. The current stage was emboldened and users navigated through the stages of
the wizard using 'Previous' and 'Next' buttons.

Figure 5.3 shows the second stage of the configuration wizard, in which system
administrators were prompted to create a central administrator account. Unlike
Kumquat, teachers were not able to login to the Intranet web-application; only central
administrators could login. The username of the central administrator ('Administrator')
was fixed and could not be changed. Central administrators were required to enter a
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password before progressing to the next stage of the wizard.
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Figure 5.3 - Screenshot of the Administrator Account Creation page of the Configuration
Wizard

In stage 3, central administrators defined year groups that were present in their school.
Administrators listed year groups in the order that students progressed through them. A
standard list of year groups was defined by default.

In stage 4, administrators defined subjects that were taught in their school. Four subject
templates were created and distributed with the system. Each template included
subjects from a key stage area of the National Curriculum . Administrators selected
subjects from one or more templates or added new subjects by typing them in.
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In stage 5, administrators imported student information from CSV f iles. This step was
optional and users were able to skip it. It was possible for CSV files to be imported later,
after the configuration wizard had been completed.

After selecting a file to import, the system displayed a preview of student data in a t able.
An example of a preview table generated from a CSV file is shown in Figure 5.4 (A). A
drop-down list option (8) allowed administrators to select how fields were delimited
(commas or tabs). Some CSV files contained field names in the fi rst line of the file. A
checkbox option (C) allowed users to specify that this first line should be ignored.
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Figure 5.4 - Screenshot of CSV Import Preview Page
Administrators needed to specify how fields in the central database corresponded with
columns displayed in the preview table. This process was known as 'mapping' . At the
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bottom of each column, a drop-down list of fields was displayed (0). For each column,
users selected a relevant field for the data displayed in the preview table. All students
needed to have a unique registration number. Some CSV files did not contain this
information. Therefore, an extra option (E) labelled 'Automatically generate Registration
IDs for Students' was provided. When selected, the 'Registration No' field was removed
from these drop-down lists and a new, unique, registration number was generated for
each imported student. Registration numbers were created by appending a random
number to the first five letters of students' surnames.

In the final stage, users selected a method for creating and distributing usernames and
password for students. The two options were: (1) 'Generate a list of passwords for new
students' or (2) .Email verification codes to new students'. If option 2 was selected, then
administrators were required to enter an address of an outgoing SMTP mail server and a
common domain suffix for email addresses used by students.

B.

Student ePortfolios

Students were able to login to this Intranet web-application to view ePortfolios of their
work using a username and password. Students were only able to view their own
ePortfolio and were able to change their password after logging-in.

C.

Student Administration

After logging-in to the web-application, administrators were presented with a 'Student
Administration' page. Figure 5.5 shows this page with a list of students on the right-hand
side and a number of links to other administration pages shown in a navigation bar on the
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left-hand side. Three drop-down lists at the top of this page allowed administrators to
filter the list of students by class, year group or login account.
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Figure 5.5 - Screenshot of Student Administration Page
Administrators could add and delete students by clicking buttons at the top of the list of
students. Figure 5.6 shows the 'Edit Student' page that administrators used to view or
edit a student's personal details, This page was opened by clicking a name in the list of
students displayed in the Student Administration page (Figure 5.5). Administrators were
not able to change student photos from this page. However, administrators could specify
that photos should not be recorded for a specific student by checking a 'Do not store
photos for this student' option . Student registration numbers were used to uniquely
identify students in the central database and in relationships between database tables.
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Therefore, it was not possible to change student registrat ion numbers after students had
been created .
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Figure 5.6 - Screenshot of Edit Student Page

A new page was created that allowed administrators to control how students logged-in to
the web application to view their ePortfolios. Administrators opened this page by clicking
a 'Change Login Account' link under names in the student list on the Student
Administration page. Administrators were able to change student usernames, email
addresses and account statuses. When student account activation was not used, a
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textbox for entering a new password and an adjacent 'Generate New Password' button
that allowed random passwords to be created was displayed.

A new page was created that allowed administrators to change student photos. This page
was opened by clicking a 'Change Photo' link under names in the student list on the
Student Administration page. Users were able to upload standard image files through
this page. However, this page did not provide an interface with digital cameras and
required photos to be imported from image files.

D.

General Administration

Administrators were able to use the web application to create, edit and delete subjects
and year groups in a way similar to the configuration wizard. Administrators were also
able to import one or more CSV files. A navigation bar on the left side of each page
provided quick access to these functions.

A 'Synchronisation Manager' page allowed administrators to check the status of the
central database synchronizer service. Figure 5.7 shows a screenshot of the
Synchronisation Manager page. The status of the synchroniser service was shown below
a short introduction message. A table listed databases that had been backed-up to the
server from teachers' PC's. These databases were used by the synchronisation service as
sources. Administrators could use this page to exclude source databases. links on the
right-hand side of the table allowed administrators to view logs from compilation
sessions.
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Figure 5.1- Screenshot of Synchronisation Manager Page

5.1.5. Student Photo Capture Tool
A new Student Photo Capture tool that allowed teachers to capture photos of students
and store this information in the central database was created . This tool needed to work
with many different types of cameras, so it used an existing Windows Image Acquisition
(WIA) interface provided by the Windows os.

Teachers interacted with WIA graphical user interfaces provided by the OS to capture
photos of students. Captured photos were saved to a temporary folder. Teachers were
able to capture many photos and select their preferred images. These selected photos
were serialised to XML and sent to a web service on a server using the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP). This web service saved these photos as files in a 'StudentPhotos'
folder. Student records in the central database were updated to include filenames of
these new photo's.
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Figure 5.8 shows the main window of the Student Photo Capture Tool. A list of students
was displayed on the left-hand side. Teachers selected the student they wanted to
capture a new photo for. Existing photos for selected students were displayed on the
right-hand side. Two drop-down lists at the top of the window allowed teachers to tilter
the list of students by class or year group.
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Figure 5.8 - Screenshot of Student Photo Capture Tool Main Window
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5.1.6. New Central Database
Kumquat's central database structure had some limitations so it was decided to create a
new central database to overcome these. Further systems analysis was conducted and
consultants at the collaborating company gave suggestions.

Design of the new database started by conducting systems analysis to identify new
system requirements. A list of entities that needed to be represented in the new
database was created. These entities and their attributes were initially identified by
examining existing Kumquat databases and objects in the main application. These
entities were normalized to the third normal form and entity relationship diagrams were
created. This work was conducted iteratively and was reviewed by other database
programmers at the end of each iteration. A database diagram designer in SQL Server
Management Studio was used to create the new database tables and relationships. Code
generation software was used with templates to generate stored procedures and reusable software components to access the central database. These components would
normally have to be created manually, so the use of code generation reduced the time
needed to create the stored procedures used by the new software applications described
in this Chapter [Chester, Tewkesbury et al., 2007].

Existing naming conventions and practices for database objects were reviewed. A
number of different practices were identified. However, many sources suggested that
consistent application of any chosen convention throughout databases was more
important than the rules of conventions themselves [Vieira, 2003]. The chosen
convention used singular names for database tables without prefixes for column names.
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Many of Kumquat's database tables used auto-incremented 10 fields as primary key
fields. Unique values were generated for new records by incrementing previous values.
This method of generation meant that these primary key values were arbitrary and only
useful for relating data between separate database tables; values of these primary key
fields had no significance to teachers or students. In many cases, auto-incremented 10
fields were used to identify entities that had existing, unique identifiers. For example:
students were typically assigned a unique student registration number by their school or
local education authority. Kumquat's local and central databases contained fields to store
student registration numbers. However, this information was not used as a primary key.
Therefore, queries that retrieved data using a student registration number from related
tables were more complex and took longer to execute because many tables needed to be
accessed. Guava's new central database structure avoided using auto-incremented
identity fields. This was achieved by using existing identities and composite primary keys
(primary keys consisting of more than one field).

Areas of system functionality were identified and each of these was analysed to identify
database entities and attributes:

A. Student Grouping and lesson Management
B. Assessment
C. Teaching Area layout Management
D. Users
E. Source Management
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A.

Student Grouping and Lesson Management

Some database tables were referenced by tables from many areas of system
functionality. These common entities included: Academic Years, Academic Stages and
Subjects.

The term 'Year' was ambiguous in Kumquat's databases, programs and accompanying
documentation. In some cases, the term referred to a period of time and usually
expressed in the format YYYY-YVYV (for example: 2007-2008). In other cases it
represented a group of students at a common level of education during a period of time
(for example: 'Year 8'). It was decided that the term 'Academic Year' would be used to
represent an annual period of time and the term 'Year Group' would be used to represent
a common level of education.

During systems analysis, use of the new system outside of mainstream UK schools was
considered. For example: use of the system in UK higher education institutions, North
America or Australia was considered. Some institutions preferred to use smaller periods
of time than years. For example: Many UK universities used a semester system. To allow
for these alternatives, it was decided to create an 'AcademicPeriod' table in the new
database that allowed different lengths of assessment to be represented. Given this
change, it was necessary to reconsider the name 'Year Group' as students would not
necessarily study at a common level of education for a whole year. Instead, it was
decided to use the more general term 'Academic Stage' and create a new database table
with this name.
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Kumquat's central database table structure was the same as local databases on teachers'
PC's. Local databases contained information for single academic years and were created
for every new academic year. However, the central database contained information for
many years. When data was compiled by MUSE Server from backed-up local databases
into the central database, information from many academic years was combined. Some
central database records (such as workpieces) contained an academic year field and could
be filtered. However, many records did not contain a field that associated them to an
academic year (for example: Lessons and Classes). Consequently, it was not possible to
filter this information for displaying to users or archiving. Similarly, some database
entities (for example: Students) were not associated with an academic stage, so common
filtering queries (for example: viewing all students at a particular academic stage) were
not possible. In Kumquat, academic stages were defined within the program code so this
list could not be modified by teachers. The new central database stored a list of year
groups that could be customised by central administrators.

In Kumquat, a list of subjects was stored in text files on teacher PCs. Storing this list
outside of program code allowed teachers to add, delete and change subjects. However,
this file was not synchronised between teacher PCs so duplication could occur. For
example: 'Modern Foreign Languages', 'MFL' and 'French' could be chosen by different
teachers as legitimate ways of classifying the same subject. In the new central database,
a 'Subjects' table was created to store this information.

Student attendance during lessons was recorded in the new database. This information
was stored in a 'RegisterEntry' table. Each RegisterEntry record included a field for
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comments that could be used to explain a notable registration status (such as an absence
or lateness).

A new 'ClassGroup' table was created. Class Groups represented groups of students at a
common academic stage who were taught for one or more lessons during a single
academic period. Class Groups could be associated to a subject, a teacher, and an
academic stage so that records could be filtered.

B.

Assessment

Teachers wanted to be able to attribute more than one mark to student workpieces. The
new database structure allowed a number of 'Aspects' to be stored. An aspect was a
particular skill or competency that could be assessed. Aspects had unique names.
Descriptions and links to relevant assessment criteria could also be stored. For example:
three aspects called 'Performing', 'Listening' and 'Composing' could be created and
separate assessments for each of these skills could be stored. It was anticipated that
some assessments would not use aspects and that existing student workpieces would be
stored in the new database. Therefore, it was decided that a default Aspect record with a
name of 'DEFAULT' would be created in new instances of the database.

A new database table called 'TeacherWorkpieceAspectAssessment' was created to store
assessments of student workpieces conducted by teachers. A new record was created for
each aspect that was assessed. A date/time field recorded the creation time of new
assessments and was included in this table's primary key. This meant that an aspect of a
student workpiece could be assessed many times by a single teacher. This would be
useful if additions or alterations to workpieces had been made or teachers were
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responding to a student self-assessment. This structure also allowed different teachers to
mark the same student workpiece, which could allow teachers to 'moderate' other's
assessments. Each record could contain a categorised mark from a marking scheme or a
numeric mark. Comments could be stored as text, a reference to an audio file and digital
ink. Another new database table called 'StudentWorkpieceAspectAssessment' was
created. This table stored self-assessments of students own workpieces. This table's
structure and relationships were similar to the TeacherWorkpieceAspectAssessment
table, although the 'Assessed By' field was unnecessary.

An 'Assignment' table was created. Assignments allowed tasks to be issued to students
with specific deadlines for work to be completed. A description of a task to be completed
could be stored. Each assignment could be linked to a Workpiece Templates.

C.

Teaching Area Layout Management

In Kumquat, teachers could view a plan of classrooms and students could be placed at
desks within a room. Boundaries of rooms were not shown on the screen and it was only
possible for teachers to view one room at a time. Teachers wanted to be able to view and
place students in more than one room during a lesson. For example: a music teacher may
wish to place some students in practice rooms external to the primary teaching room but
to be able to view all of these rooms on screen simultaneously.

Kumquat stored the position and orientation of students at desks in a classroom.
Teachers sometimes changed the layout of desks or placement of students for different
teaching activities. However, Kumquat's databases were not able to record alternative
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desk and student placement scenarios. Therefore, teachers needed to manually replace
desks and students between these activities. This was a time consuming procedure.

In Kumquat, students could only be placed at one type of object: a simple rectangular
desk that could be used by no more than two students. In practice, students used a
variety of workstations including: different shaped desks for various numbers of students,
PC workstations, music studio equipment and furniture. It was recognised that a new
database structure would need to be able to allow different types of workstations and
relevant student positions to be stored.

It was unclear how these should be implemented as tables and relationships in the new
database. This information did not need to be stored centrally because Guava did not use
it in central administration, student ePortfolios or reporting. It was harder to modify
existing database structure than to extend a database with new tables in the future so it
was decided not to implement these new concepts as tables in the new central database.

D.

Users

Guava was used by students and teachers.

In Kumquat, it was necessary to store student information in two tables ('Student' and
'StudentUser') because records in the Student table were rebuilt during database
compilations and usernames and passwords used by students to login needed to be
stored between central database compilations. In Guava, student information was not
sourced from databases on teachers' PC's. Instead, all student information was added,
modified and deleted directly in the central database. Therefore, in the new database all
student records were stored in a single table. This new 'Student' table contained
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students' personal details (for example: name, gender, date of birth, etc) and login details
(for example: username and password).

An 'AccountStatus' field was used to determine if students were permitted to login. This
field could have one of 3 values: 'Disabled', 'RequiresActivation', 'Active'. When this field
was set to 'Disabled', students were not able to login to the system or attempt to activate
their account. If this field was set to 'RequiresActivation' and an administrator had
chosen to use student account activation then students were prompted to activate their
account when attempting to login. If student account activation was disabled then
students attempting to login were denied access as though the 'AccountStatus' field was
set to 'Disabled'.

A 'PasswordExpiryDate' field allowed an expiry date for passwords to be stored. At the
end of this date, students would be required to change their passwords before they were
able to login. A boolean 'PasswordMustChange' field could also be set to require that
students changed their passwords before logging in.

Student account activation contained a number of stages. One of these stages required
students to enter a randomly generated code that was sent to an email address. During
this process, status information about this activation process was stored by users' web
browsers in a cookie. If students closed their web browser then this information was lost
and this activation process needed to be restarted. The new database contained two new
fields: 'ActivationStage' and 'ActivationVerifyCode'. These fields would allow this status
information to be stored so that student account activation could be resumed if the
users web browser was closed.
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A new database table to store information about teachers was created. This new table
contained fields similar to the 'Student' table such as 'AccountStatus', 'EmaiiAddress',
'PasswordExpiryDate' and 'PasswordMustChange'. This table stored information sourced
from backups of databases on teachers' PC's and information about a central
administrator account. Only central administrators were able to login to the Intranet
Web-Application. Therefore, the 'AccountStatus' field for all teacher records created
from database backups was set to 'Disabled'.

E.

Source Management

Guava contained a Database Synchroniser Service (see Section 5.1.3) that updated a
central database. Data in some database tables was modified by administrators through
web-based user interfaces (see Section 5.1.4). However, data in many tables was
compiled from databases backed-up from teachers' PC's.

In Kumquat, all records in the central database were deleted each time this compilation
process was started. This caused temporary disruption to the Intranet ePortfolio system
because data was unavailable while the compilation process was running (see Section
4.1.C). Central database compilation in Kumquat processed all backed-up databases at
regular intervals even if they had not been modified.

A new Database Synchroniser Service was created for Guava that ran continuously and
monitored for new or updated database backups. A compilation process was started
when a modification or addition was detected. Therefore, typically, only one database
was processed during compilation. This service did not require records from all backedup databases to be deleted. Instead only records created from the backup database
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being processed were deleted. For this reason, in central database tables where data was
sourced from backed-up databases from teachers' PC's, a 'SourceDB' field was added.
This field identified the database backup that had been used to source each record and
linked to a record in a 'BackupSource' table. Some tables could contain records that were
sourced from backups of databases on teachers' PC's and records that were created
directly in the central database. In this latter case, the 'SourceDB' field was set to be
'null' .

A new database table called 'BackupSource' was created. Records were created in this
table for backed-up databases by the Database Synchroniser Service. A UNC file path was
stored in a primary key to uniquely identify each database. An 'Added' field recorded the
date and time that new backup sources were discovered by the database synchroniser
service. A 'Status' field recorded backup sources that had been deleted or were new or
recently modified. A 'lastSynchroCompleted' field recorded the date and time that
backup sources were processed. A boolean 'InciudelnSynchro' field allowed backup
sources to be marked for exemption from future central database compilations.

A new 'UpdateSession' database table was created. Start and finish times of compilation
sessions were stored in these records. The database synchroniser service generated log
information during database updates. A new 'UpdateEvent' database table was created
to store these event messages. The date and time that events were created and a
message describing each event was stored. A single integer 'level' field recorded the
type of event (informational, warning or error). A 'Type' field contained a four digit
number that provided a quick way for expert users and support teams to identify events
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without needing to read entire messages. Log information recorded in these database
tables was displayed to administrators through a web interface (see Section 6.1.3).

Applications retrieved data from databases and temporarily stored information in
memory as data objects. The properties of data objects reflected table structures and
relationships in central databases. Major changes to the central database required
changes to be made to these data objects, which were used in many areas of the system.
Program code needed to be re-factored to work with new data objects, which took much
time. To work efficiently, it was desirable to make large changes to data objects
occasionally, rather than making smaller changes more frequently. Therefore, the new
database provided storage that exceeded the requirements of Guava and allowed new
functionality to be added to future versions of the system. Introduction of this new
database structure before implementation of new functionality in the rest of the system
reduced work needed to migrate user data in the future and meant that the new
database could be tested to ensure existing data requirements were supported.
Potentially, information in this new database could be shared between teachers by
creating new applications that accessed and modified data in the central database
directly.

New database views, functions and stored procedures were created to provide database
access to existing applications that worked with the old central database structure. These
database objects manipulated data stored in the new database format to appear as
though it were stored in the old database format. This was a more efficient approach
than modifying these existing applications to work with a new database structure.
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Applications were required to login to the central database to access and modify data.
Forcing applications to login to the database helped ensure that data was kept secure and
could not be corrupted by unauthorised users or erroneous program code. Two logins
were created and permissions that restricted access to database objects were set. For
example: direct access to database tables through T-SQL statements was denied. Instead,
applications were only able to access and modify content of database tables through
stored procedures.

5.1.7. Admin Assistant Service
A new 'Admin Assistant' software component was created. This software ran in the
background on a server as a Windows service and did not have a graphical user interface.
Administrators started and stopped services using a 'Window Services' console tool in the
operating system.

This Admin Assistant service had two functions:

A. Deletion of Redundant Logs in the Central Database
B. Execution of Academic Year Rollover Routine

A.

Deletion of Redundant Logs in the Central Database

Logs were recorded in the central database by the central database synchroniser service.
The Microsoft Desktop Engine (MSDE) database server did not allow databases to exceed
2GB in size. If this limit was reached then users were not able to store new information
and components of the system would become unusable. This Admin Assistant service
regularly interrogated the central database and deleted any logs that were over 45 days
old.
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B.

Execution of Academic Year Rollover Routine

The main application performed an academic year rollover routine at the beginning of a
new academic year that copied a former year's database and promoted classes to the
next year group. The Admin Assistant service performed a similar operation on data in
the central database that incremented Academic Stages associated with students and
created a new 'AcademicPeriod' record for new academic years.

5.1.8. Diagnostics Tool
When errors occurred in Guava applications, error messages were displayed. These
messages were also recorded in the operating system's event log. However, some
components of the system (for example: the Admin Assistant Service and the Intranet
Web-Application) did not provide a user interface that could display these error
messages. These components only recorded error messages to the operating system's
event log. Teachers or schools' IT administrators contacted a support team at the
collaborating company when they encountered error messages or abnormal system
behaviour. User reports of error messages were typically inaccurate, incomplete and not
easily reproducible on demand. In many cases, error messages displayed onscreen by
applications were simplified to be comprehensible to non-technical users and omitted
detailed diagnostic information that was useful to the support team. This information
was typically stored in the operating system's event log. However, many teachers were
not sufficiently technically competent to retrieve relevant information from this event
log. Therefore, a new application that could collate diagnostic information and send this
data to a support team at the collaborating company was created. This application was
deployed with the Standalone and Network versions of the system. In the network
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version, this tool was installed on clients and servers. This tool could be launched from
users' start menus.

~ eSAAMS ·1 Diagnosis Tool

'i:::.

Summary
Deployment Scenario: IServer

Installed eSMMS Products:

Diagnostic Reporting
Not Started

Options

------------

Start

Report Instaled Co~ts

Figure 5.9 - Screenshot of Guava Diagnostics Tool running on a server
Figure 5.9 shows the main window of this diagnostics tool. This application detected
instances of Guava installed on users' computers and displayed these with a version
number and an installation date (A), This application also detected whether it was being
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executed on a server, a client or a standalone computer. This deployment scenario was
displayed near the top of the window.

This application could compile a report in XML format that contained diagnostic
information from users' computers. Figure 5.10 shows the first part of an example
diagnostic XML report. Information in this part of the report included :

•

The Name, version, installation date of instances of the system installed and the
deployment scenario (as displayed in Figure 5.9).

•

Registration information entered by users during installation.

•

Information used by Microsoft Installer.

- <ServerReport>
<lnstaliedProducts>
- <lnstaliedProduct ProductJD-'6B3DIFOEEO:iFEA949A24FFFOAF619F9A' DlsplayName='eSAAMS Server' DlsplayVerslon='4.0 .2:i26"
InstaIiDate="20!OS/200S" InstaIiSource="C:\DOCUME"'l \ADMINI"'l \LOCALS"'l \ Temp\ml"l \ "
LocaIPackage="C:\WINOOWS\lnst"lIar\"l4cc.msl' RegCompany='Unlvaristy of Portsmouth' RegOwner='Slmon Cheste >
- <Components
>
... . ... _____ . . . . . . . 1..
. ,.. . \ ... _______ ... 11 _ _ ' - . . _ _ , _ . . . . . . . . . . . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ ............- .
1_ ,
_ _ _ _ ' ,_A. It... _ _ __ , _ .... _ -0. 1 • • _ _ _ I
' I ' _ &. _ _ _ _ &-t.

___

I~

Figure 5.10 - Extract of a header section from an example Diagnostics XMl Report
If the 'Report Installed Components' option (B), at the bottom of the main window was
checked then a list of files in the Guava system was included in diagnostic XML reports
created by the program. Figure 5.11 shows an extract from a list of components from an
example diagnostic XML report. Components were files or folders installed by setup
programs. Full paths to components were included in reports. Where components were
files, a modification date and time was included. Version numbers of components that
were .Net assemblies were also included with an 'lsPatched' attribute that indicated if
files had been updated since installation. Errors could occur if incompatible versions of
files existed on users' computers. This component information from diagnostic XML
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reports was used by support representatives to check that installation and patching
operations had been completed properly and that users had not made adverse changes
to Guava's file contents or locations.
Ld~\I'IUUIII':U IlItlt:l -

.

U"'t'/ J.,L/..tUUU ,&,,,."~ .,JU

I~

<Componant path ' C:\Progrom Fllas\CMTC\eSAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intronet\bin\CMTC.GeneroIUtility.dll'
LastMod,fledTlme='04/12/2006 13:44:00' FlhWer' I)n='2.1.2529.24290 ProductVer >lon='2 .1.2529 .24290 ' hPatch d='Flllse' />
<Component Path='C:\Progrom Flles\CMTC\eSAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intronet\moln\lmoges\top_bllr\esllllms_logo .jpg'
LastMod,fledTtme=' 12/01/2006 17 :12:14' />
<Component Path='C:\Progrllm Flles\CMTC\eSAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intronet\mllln\lmllges \left_frllme\nllt_ culT_ links .gl
LastModlfiedTlme='09/12/2004 15:02:54' />
<Component Path='C:\Progrllm Flles\CMTC\eSAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intrllnet\mllln\lmllges\left_frllme\lIttoch_fIIes_ bllr_ left.gl
LastMod,fiedTlme -'09/12/2004 15:02 :52' /
<Component Path='C:\eBAAMBOlltll\lmportFlles\' />
<Component Path='C:\Progrllm Fllas\CMTC\eSAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intr"net\m"ln\lm"ges\top_ bllr\topb"r_ bg .jpg'
LastMod,fiedTlme='09/12/2004 15:02:56' />
<Component path='C :\Progrllm Flies\CMTC\eBAAMS4\Server\eSAAMS Intrllnet\IIctlllllte\complete.lIspx'
LastModlfiedTlme =' 04/12/2006 13:41 :52' />
'Component Path='C:\Progrom Flles\CMTC\eS ...... MS4\Server\... dmlnAsslstServlce\CMTC .Gullllll .dll La,t"'" ,d,fiedTlme='Ol/12/2006
14:29 :2S ' FII.Version ' 4.0.2526.25151' ProductVerslon ' 4.0.2526.25151' (,Patched, ' Filise' />
.Component

~.t~ :~:~~B"'AMSD.?~II'.a~~~~.8 ~~~~~~~~/>

• _ . ... _ •.

Figure S,11- Extract of IComponents' section from an example Diagnostics XML Report
If the 'Report Windows Event Logs' option (C), at the bottom of the main window was
checked then a list of events raised by applications and services in Guava were included in
diagnostic XML reports created by the program. Figure 5.12 shows an extract from a list
of events generated by Guava. For each event the source of the event (an application,
service, database or web-application) was shown. Events shown in this example (Figure
5.12) were generated by the Admin Assistant Service (see Section 5.1.7). An incremental
'index' attribute showed the order that events occurred and indicated if any events from
other external systems had been recorded. The time and date of each event was
included and a message describing events was recorded. Figure 5.12 shows 3 events
generated as the Admin Assistant service started, checked for any redundant
synchronisation logs to be deleted and created a new Academic Year in the central
database.
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<Event Source='o8AAM8 Admin Asslstllnt 8orvla' IndeK='90" Mach,neName='WIN2003STD32" TlmeGenerated='20/08/2008 10 :37:58'
Message='Servlce stllrted successfullV .' Catogory='(O)' UserName='" />
<Event Source=' o8AAMS Admin Asslstllnt Servia' Ind~ ,='92' Mal hlneName= WIN2003STD32' T meGenerated='20/08/2008 10:38:58'
Message='oSAAMS Admin Asslstllnt Servia deleted log history Infonnlrtlon for 0 synchronisation sessions befol'8 06/07/2008.'
Category='(O)' UserName=" I>
<Event Source,,'oSAAMS Admin Asslstllnt Service' Index=' 93' Mact>meName='WIN2003ST032' TimeGenllrated='20/08/2008 10:38:59'
Message="oSAAMS Admin Asslstllnt Sorvlce successfully cre"tod lin now Academic Yo"r (nllmo: 2008- 2009).' Category='(O)'
UserName=" />
, c,,"O"\t

Co ",. ..... _' ""0 • • ",,,0 41'4_1" A .... lri . . . . O ..u ....

rft. ,...........

_' n .. _

hA ..

h, ....,.. ... I ....... n _. W'''.<''Jnn?oT'Tl?..., ·, T ........ r

........,. ...... ,..,4_'",n Ino ItPJnno .,n·?n • .;.o·

Figure 5,12 - Extract of 'Eventlog' section from an example Diagnostics XMl Report
Reports were generated when user's clicked a 'Start' button and saved to a folder on
users' computers. If the 'Send Reports by FTP' option (E) was checked then reports were
uploaded to a FTP server on the Internet managed by the collaborating company. Users
were able to send these files to support representatives at the collaborating company by
email. When this application was executed on a server, an option to include a copy of
their central database (0) was enabled. Progress was shown during this process by a
horizontal progress bar and a status label.

5,1.9, Forgotten Password Tool
Central administrators used a password to login to the Intranet Web-application. If a
central Administrator password was forgotten then users could telephone a support team
at the collaborating company to obtain an unlock key to enter to the main application. If
an administrator entered an incorrect password when attempting to login to the Intranet
web-application an error message was displayed and a hyperlink to an 'Administrator
Account Unlock page' was provided. To increase security, this page was only accessible
from a web browser running on the server where the Intranet Web-application was
installed.

Figure 5.13 shows this Administrator Account Unlock page. A 48 digit numeric 'request
code' was shown in a row of textboxes. Each box contained 6 digits and was labelled
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'Group A - H'. Users gave request codes to support representatives who used a code issuing tool to validate users' request codes and generate an 'unlock code'. Support
representatives gave unlock codes to users who entered this 48-digit code into a row of
empty text boxes at the bottom of the same page. Request codes were generated by
encrypting the current date and time with a pre-shared key. A different request code was
generated each time this page was displayed. Request keys were only valid for 5 minutes
after generation. This method was selected to prevent unauthorised users from resetting
central administrators' passwords and for its simplicity. If the company went bankrupt,
the company would have to give this code-issuing tool to central administrators so that
they still could use the system should they need to reset their password.

Account Unlocker

1m

-

If you have not already done so, please contact Counterpoint MTC Support by phoning: (01903)
538844 .
'Nhen asked for your Request Code, please give the followi ng number
Group A _ Group B _ Group C _ Group D _ Group E _ Group F _ Group G _ Group H
1042126

1079197

p92057

1118198

1058181

I09!rii6

1129159

p152....

Please enter the Unlock Code that you receive from Counterpoi nt MTC Support below and then eli ck
Next
Group A _ Group B _ Group C _ Group D _ Group E _ Group F _ Group G _ Group H

I

1

I

1

I

I

I

I
OK]

Cancel

Figure 5.13 • Screenshot of Guava Administrator Account Unlock page
This process was conducted through a telephone conversation. Only numbers were used
in these codes to reduce confusion caused by letters with similar pronunciation. These
codes were split into groups of 6 digits to avoid digits being accidentally swapped or
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omitted. After entering a valid unlock code, administrators were able to enter a new
password.

S.2.Deployment & Distribution
New setup programs were created for both versions ofthe system. The Standalone
version contained one setup that was run on teachers' PC's. The Network version
contained two setups: one that was run on teachers' PC's and another that was run on
servers. Unlike Kumquat, only one setup needed to be executed in each deployment
scenario. This simplified the installation process for teachers and system administrators.
Each setup and its support files were distributed on a single CD.

These new setup programs deployed files to target computers using Microsoft Installer
(MSI) installation packages. MSI was an engine for the installation, maintenance, and
removal of software on Microsoft Windows operating systems. MSI provided rollback
and versioning features that helped to avoid version conflicts between shared libraries,
known as 'OLL hell' [Eisenbach

et al., 2002].

Guava used software components created

and distributed by third-party providers, such as Microsoft Data Access Components
(MDAC) and Crystal Decisions reporting components. These components were available
as 'merge modules'. Merge modules were used to deliver shared code, files, resources,
registry entries, and setup logic to applications as a single compound file. All information
needed to install components was stored in a single file so the use of merge modules
eliminated many instances of version conflicts, missing registry entries, and improperly
installed files [Microsoft Developer Network, 2008].
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Guava's Intranet Web-application used Microsoft Internet Information Services (115). The
server setup program interrogated servers to ensure that 115 was installed. System
administrators were not able to setup Guava on a server until 115 had been installed.
Some components of Guava were written using the Microsoft .Net platform. Setup
programs interrogated target computers to check if Microsoft .Net Framework
components were present and installed them if they were not.

MSDE was installed on servers. A script was executed by server setups to create central
database objects on MSDE database servers. A default login account was created for
system administrators during installation of MSDE. However, this login was deleted from
the central database to secure its data from unauthorised access or modification by
applications external to Guava. A list of default subjects and academic stages were
imported into this central database from XML template files. A small command line
application that could be launched from the server setup program to import this data was
created.

S.3.Chapter Discussion
A new system called Guava was created. Guava corrected a number of problems
identified in previous systems. Two versions of Guava were created: a 'Standalone'
version for use by one teacher at a time on a single PC, and a 'Network' version. A new
Intranet Web application that allowed administrators to add and modify student
information in a new central database was created. A new Central Database Synchroniser
that ran on servers as a background service and compiled data into a new Central
Database was created. This service updated the central database with information from
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backups of databases from teacher PCs. An Admin Assistant service that deleted
redundant log information in the central database and performed an academic year
rollover routine on servers was created. An importer application that updated student
information on teacher's PC's was created. A new diagnostics tool that could collect and
send information from servers and teacher PCs to support representatives at the
collaborating company was created. Finally, new setups for both versions of the system
were created. Unlike Kumquat, only one setup needed to be executed in each
deployment scenario. This simplified the installation process for teachers and system
administrators.
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Chapter 6

Testing & Results and Prototype Generic Assessment
Model

This Chapter describes the creation of a new prototype generic assessment model.

A new system called Guava had been cre~ted and is described in Chapter 5. Guava
corrected problems identified during testing of Kumquat, described in Chapter 4. Guava
was tested at the collaborating company and by teachers at fifty schools. A questionnaire
was created and results were collected. New components of assessment were identified
and a new prototype generic assessment model was created and is described in this
Chapter.

6.1. Testing of Guava During Development
All software and database components of the system were tested before being sent to
teachers. Stored procedures, functions and database views in the central database were
tested to ensure that expected data were returned and that security permissions on
these objects were set correctly.

White box unit testing was performed at regular milestones of the system's development,
to ensure that all logical paths and data structures in program code were correct. The
system was tested by a testing team at the collaborating company using a black box
testing methodology.
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6.2.Beta Testing of Prototype
Three schools agreed to test the network version of the new system over a 5 month
period. Prototype systems were installed on to schools' servers and teachers' PC's and
some initial training was given to teachers and system administrators.

A prototype of Guava was installed at:

A. A Special School in Kent.
B. A City Learning Centre in South London.
C. A Secondary School in North London.

A.

Special School in Kent

The prototype system was installed at a special school in Kent in April 2006. This
prototype system was installed on two teacher laptops and a server.

During installation, a number of issues were identified.

Guava's importer application, which ran on teacher PC's, crashed while updating local
databases. Investigation revealed that this only occurred when the main application was
executing. This problem occurred because local database files were exclusively locked by
the main application. Errors also occurred if local databases had not been created when
the import application was started. Extra error trapping was added to the importer
application to handle these scenarios gracefully.

Guava's main application used Windows shared folders to upload backups of teachers'
databases to servers. Permissions were used to control access to Windows shared folders
on servers. System administrators typically achieved this by using domains. However,
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teacher laptops at this school used a version of the Windows operating system that could
not connect to a domain. Therefore, extra work was required to ensure that clients could
successfully be authenticated by servers to upload backups.

It was discovered that after restarting this school's server, the central database
synchroniser service stopped shortly after being started. Investigation of event logs
revealed that this service was failing to connect to the central database because the
database service was starting after the synchroniser service. The synchroniser service
was modified to have a dependency on the central database service. This meant that
starting the synchroniser service would also force the database service to be started. A
30 second delay was also added to the synchroniser service to allow time for the
database service to start. Extra error trapping was added to the synchroniser service to
handle this scenario gracefully.

During use by teachers, a number of issues were identified.

Guava's Intranet Web-application listed all students stored in central databases in a
Student Administration page. Typically, secondary schools were attended by an average
of 975 pupils [Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF), UK Government
2005] so student lists on this page were large and slow to be displayed. Buttons to add,
delete and perform other actions were located only at the bottom of this list. This meant
that central administrators were required to scroll up and down this page regularly to
perform simple tasks. This page was modified so that student lists were split into
separate pages containing no more than 100 students. Users were able to choose how
many students were displayed on pages from a drop-down list at the top of the 'Student
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Administration' page (see Figure 6.1). Additional buttons were added at the top of this
page to minimize scrolling.
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Figure 6.1- Screenshot of Student Administration page
A bug was found: A 'Don't store photos for Student' option allowed central administrators
to specify that teachers should not be able to add new photos for particular students.
However, when selecting this option, existing photos were not deleted. A fix for this bug
that deleted existing photos when this option was selected was created.

Common groups of students were usually taught by different teachers for different
classes. Class groups were created using the main application and this information was
stored in databases on teacher's PC's. Therefore, identical class groups needed to be
created more than once; once on each teacher's Pc. Any changes to class groups, after
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creation, also needed to be manually replicated between computers. These processes
were time consuming and repetitious. Teachers wanted to be able to create class groups
in central databases that could be imported into databases on teachers' PC's.

A default password policy required student and central administrator passwords to meet
minimum complexity requirements. These requirements were stored in a XMl
configuration file. System administrators were able to change these settings. However,
this was not intuitive and incorrect changes could cause components of the system to
stop working. Central administrators wanted new user interfaces in the Intranet Webapplication to change these settings.

In this school, central administration was performed by a teacher. This teacher was
confused because they used the same username to login to the Intranet web-application
as a central administrator and the main application as a local administrator. However,
these logins had different passwords (unless users had decided to use the same password
for each login account) and different password policies (unless system administrators had
changed the default password policy for central administrator accounts). Teachers and
central administrators wanted to be able to use a single username and password for
authenticating through any components, on any server or teacher PC, in the system.

Solutions for these last three issues required major changes to the system that could
cause regression errors. These changes are described in Chapter 8.
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B.

City Learning Centre in South London

The second prototype system was installed at a City Learning Centre in South London
three months later in July 2006. The system was installed on a server, two teacher PC's
and a teacher's laptop.

Guava's Intranet Web-application bound to TCP port 1027 on servers. However, this port
was unavailable on the school's server because it was being used by another website.
This port number was changed manually to another available port number and the server
setup program was modified so that this port would be used by default in future
installations.

C.

Secondary School in North London

The third prototype of Guava was installed at a secondary school in London a month later
in August 2006. The system was installed on two teacher laptops and a server. Two
teachers used the system. Teacher 1 was also a central administrator.

This school did not use student account activation and generated lists of usernames and
passwords to print and give to students instead. Teacher 1 reported that students
frequently confused characters such as zeros and the letter '0'. This teacher thought that
automatically generated passwords should just include numbers. This enhancement
request was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it could be fixed in a future
version.

When creating new classes using the main application, Teacher 2 wanted to be able to
filter students by a tutor group. A workaround was that this school did not use students
'middle names' field so this field was used to store students' tutor group names. The
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main application's 'Student Manager' interface had a filter that included this field so it
was possible to filter by tutor group. However, this problem was recorded in the bugtracking system so that it teachers would be able to filter students by tutor group in a
future version without resorting to this workaround.

Teacher 1 observed that the class list filter in the Intranet Web-application's Student
Administration page was occasionally empty or incomplete. This problem was difficult to
diagnose because it occurred briefly and unpredictably. This abnormal behaviour
coincided with compilation sessions and may have been caused by database tables being
rebuilt by the central database synchroniser service. This problem was recorded in the
bug-tracking system so that it could be diagnosed and fixed in a future version.

Teacher 1 had used the Kumquat system. Kumquat allowed teachers to add and edit
notes through a 'Student Editor' window (see Section I). In Guava, this interface was no
longer available because students were administered by central administrators through
web interfaces in the Intranet Web-application by central administrators. Teacher 1
wanted to be able to record notes about students such as 'no homework' and reasons for
lateness. This teacher wanted to use interfaces in the main application so that notes
could be stored and retrieved quickly during a lesson. This teacher wanted to be able to
review these notes when disconnected from the schools network. It was unclear if this
information needed to be shared with other teachers. This problem was recorded in the
bug-tracking system so that it could be analysed further and fixed in a future version.

Teachers selected workpieces to be included in student ePortfolios by selecting an option
at the bottom of a 'Workpiece Details' window in the main application. Teacher 1
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preferred all student workpieces to be included in ePortfolios and wanted this option to
be ticked by default. This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it
could be fixed in a future version.

Central administrators could import student information from previous versions of the
system but student photographs were not imported. Teachers had to upload
photographs for each student which was repetitive and time consuming for large
numbers of students. This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it
could be fixed in a future version.

A bug in the Intranet Web-application was discovered by Teacher 1. This teacher had
enabled student account activation but had not specified an outgoing email server. All
page requests to the Intranet Web-application passed through filtering code that ensured
that:

i.

A central administrator account had been created before users attempted to use
the Intranet web-application.

ii.

If student account activation was enabled, central administrators were directed to
configure incomplete email settings.

iii.

Pages in a '/local' folder were only served for requests originating from the same
server.

iv.

Requests for error pages were always processed without interruption.

Whenever this teacher attempted to access any page, a warning message was displayed
that configuration settings were incomplete. However, when this teacher attempted to
access the configuration page to correct this problem, the same error was displayed. To
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diagnose this problem, a flow chart diagram of this page filtering code was created. To
resolve this problem, a new decision component was added that allowed access to login
and configuration pages when account activation settings were missing or incomplete.
Figure 6.2 shows a flow chart with this new component indicated by arrow A.
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Figure 6.2 - Flow Diagram of Page Filtering Process in Guava's Intranet Web-application
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6.3. Testing of Guava
A corrected version of the new Guava system was distributed to 50 schools. Teachers and
system administrators contacted a support team at the collaborating company when they
encountered problems with Guava. Some problems were due to user error and were
corrected by this support team. Any problems that could not be resolved by this support
team, or requests for new or enhanced functionality, were recorded in a bug-tracking
system. Information from this bug-tracking system was used to identify what changes
needed to be made to the system.

Guava's diagnostics tool was used to investigate problems at schools. However, a
limitation with this tool was identified; many schools used proxy servers for internet
access. This diagnostics tool was not able to upload files using FTP when proxy servers
were used. In these scenarios, Guava's diagnostics tool was still used to collate
information into files that were then transmitted using other remote support tools with
integrated file transfer functionality. Support representatives could then analyse this
information when connections to schools' servers were unavailable.

Support representatives used remote control software to assist teachers and system
administrators, and to diagnose and fix technical problems remotely. In addition,
different methods of connecting to schools were investigated.

Initially, support representatives attempted to connect to school computer networks
using Virtual Private Networking (VPN) connections. Schools used internet connections
provided by Local Education Authorities (LEAs). These connections were protected by
firewalls administered by LEAs. Most of these firewalls blocked VPN traffic and schools'
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system administrators were not able to change these firewalls. A new service called ASAP
[ASAP, n.d.], which penetrated most firewalls was tria lied. However, teachers or system
administrators needed to complete a lengthy invitation process to initiate new
connections. Connections often failed during support sessions. It was inconvenient to reinitiate failed connections, particularly as investigatory remote support sessions were
often scheduled for periods when teachers were teaching and therefore unavailable.
Another service called LogMeln [Jordan, 2006] that did not require teachers to initiate
each connection was used instead.

A new knowledge base system was created that was accessible to users and support
representatives through a web site. Articles that described solutions to common
problems and troubleshooting advice were created. Articles typically described
symptoms with example screenshots and provided advice for resolutions, which could
include links to downloadable software patches. Users could search these articles for
specific keywords. Articles were classified by system name and version number. This
knowledge base provided answers to frequently asked questions. Figure 6.3 shows an
excerpt from an example knowledge base article. Symptoms of a problem are described
at the top of this article (A) and a screenshot shows an error message encountered by
administrators (8). This figure also shows a resolution section (C) that described steps
that administrators could take to fix this problem. Links on the right-hand side of this
page (E) allowed users to print this article or email a link to other people. Feedback to
support representatives about articles was achieved by allowing users to choose whether
articles were 'useful' or 'useless' (0).
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SYMPTOMS
When attempting to access eSAAMS Intranet, the following message is displayed :
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~
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Server Error in 'jeSAAMS' Application.
Configuration Error
Description: An error occurred cbTIg the processng of I!I configtnlion tie r.,...edto service this request . PIeI!Ise
review the specific error det. below and modfy yrA.If con~Sion tie appropletety.
Par ser Error Menage: LNecosTUed conf9lSion section 'comectlonSlmgs'
Sou n:e Error:

Li ne
Li ne
Line
Li ne
Li ne

11: <appSett i ngs>

12 : </appSetti nos>
13 : connectlonStrlngS)
<rermve name- "Local Sql Server"/>
14:
15: </connecti onStri ngs >

S o un:e File: C:'f'r(9'1WTI fIes'04TaesAAAIS4\Server'IeSAAMS 1rVanet\web.conftg

Une: 13

Ve r sio n I nfo nnatio n: MIcrosoft ./lET Frerneworlc Yerslon:1.1.4322.23OO; /IoSP./IET Yersion:1.1 .4322.2300

Local mane!:

This message

IS

usually encountered after completing the eSAAMS Server setup,

c

RESOLUTION
eSAAMS Intranet uses version 2 of the Microsoft ,Net Framework. Occaisionally, although the Framework is installed
correctly, Internet Information Services (lIS) will attempt to use a previous ersion of the Microsoft .Net Framework that
is not compatible with eSAAMS Intranet.
To resolve this problem please follow these steps ;

1. Open the Internet Information Services (115) Manager (accessible from Start > Administrative Tools)
2. USing the tree on the left hand Side, find the following node: Internet I nformation Services> local computer >
Web Sites > eSAAMS Intranet:> eSAAMS.
3. Right click on this 'eSAAMS' virtual directory and select ·Properties'.
4. In the window that opens, select the 'ASP .NET' tab.
S. From the 'ASP .NIT version drop-down list, select '2.0 .50727'.
6 . Click 'OK'.
7. In your web-browser, refresh the page.

Figure 6.3 - Excerpt from an example knowledge base article
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Instructions on how to use the Standalone version [Counterpoint MTC Ltd., 200Gb] and
Network [Counterpoint MTC Ltd., 2006a] version of Guava were distributed on CDs with
Guava's setup programs. These were also published on a website.

Two schools reported errors encountered because their central databases had reached a
2GB limit. These databases were reaching this limit because compilation sessions were
occurring frequently and database tables containing log information were excessively
large. Guava's admin assistant service deleted logs that were older than 45 days.
However, a more effective method of limiting the size of logs was required. Possible
methods included: allowing administrators to specify a custom time period or
automatically monitoring database files and deleting log entries when the database size
limit was approached. This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it
could be fixed in a future version.

If users did not have permission to access areas of the Intranet Web-application then they
were automatically redirected to a login page. However, no explanation for this
redirection was given to users. Users found this behaviour unintuitive and confusing.
This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it could be fixed in a future
version.

An administrator reported a bug that was identified when importing CSV files. Central
administrators could import students using interfaces in the Intranet Web-application.
This CSV file importer did not allow users to import files containing more than 12
columns. Users were initially warned during the preview stage that the excess columns
would not be displayed. However, if users proceeded with imports then an error
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occurred. This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it could be fixed
in a future version.

When importing CSV files, it was possible to specify a field that represented year groups.
Many CSV files did not include a year group field. Therefore, administrators had to either:
modify CSV files to contain a year group column using other tools (such as a spreadsheet
application), or manually specify year groups by editing individual student records.
Typically, administrators imported students in different year groups from separate CSV
files. It was decided that an option to assign all students to a specific year group should
be made available during the preview stage of CSV file importing.

CSV files that were uploaded to servers during imports were stored in a folder. These
files were deleted when imports were successfully completed. However, when errors
occurred or this import process was aborted then uploaded files were not deleted and
unnecessarily occupied disk space. Additional functionality could be added to delete
unused files periodically. This problem was recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it
could be fixed in a future version.

Central administrators viewed and changed information about students in a Student
Administration Page through the Intranet Web-application. Administrators selected
students on this page using check boxes next to student names. However, it was not
possible to make multiple selections over different pages; when changing page, previous
selections were lost. This was unintuitive and time-consuming to users. This problem was
recorded in the bug-tracking system so that it could be fixed in a future version.
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Students viewed ePortfolios of their work through the Intranet Web-application.
Teachers used interfaces in the main application to view student ePortfolios. Central
administrators also wanted to view student ePortfolios through the Intranet Webapplication interface. These potential improvements were recorded in a bug-tracking
system for implementation in future versions of the system.

6.4.Functionality for Users with Disabilities
Students and teachers who used Guava could have cognitive impairments or physical
disabilities. Cognitive impairments included: Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) and dyslexia (Murphy, 2005). Physical disabilities included: deafness, hearing
impairment, blindness and visual impairment, restricted mobility or speech/language
challenges [Beaton, 2006].

Beaton [2006] encountered a minimum of one disabled student per class during her work
and reported that there was frequently more than one student with a disability.

The selected operating system contained tools and options that could be used to assist
users of Guava. These tools included a magnifier tool for enlarging areas of the screen.
High contrast colour schemes and large fonts could also be configured and screen reader
tools audibly read text displayed on the screen [Murphy, 200S].

Guava included functionality that could assist users with disabilities. Guava allowed
feedback from teachers to be recorded and delivered to students as text or an audible
commentary. This allowed teachers to choose a medium that was suitable for students
with visual or aural disabilities.
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Students with some cognitive impairments were less capable of expressing their views or
recording their work as written text. Guava allowed audio and video media to be
captured and recorded. Feedback from a teacher who beta tested Guava (see Section
6.2.A) suggested that this may have provided a beneficial alternative to written work for
some students with disabilities.

The World Wide Web Consortium published guidelines for Web Content Accessibility.
These guidelines defined levels of accessibility and explained how to make web content
accessible to people with disabilities [Caldwell et 01,2008]. The web interfaces in Guava's
Intranet Web Application (described in Section 5.1.4) implemented some of these
guidelines. For example: Guideline 1.1 suggested that:

"For non-text content, provide text equivalents that serve the same purpose or
convey the same information as the non-text content, except when the sale
purpose of the non-text content is to create a specific sensory experience (for
example, music and visual art) in which case a text label or description is
sufficient. "
[Caldwell

et aI, 2008]

This guideline was implemented in Guava by using HTML 'alt' (alternative text) and 'title'
elements for pictures displayed in the Intranet Web Application.

6.S.User Questionnaire
Mackrill had created an earlier questionnaire [Mackrill, 2004] that had been distributed to
teachers who had used ESAAMS Version 2. The effectiveness of that questionnaire was
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critiqued in Section 3.2.7. Marshall [2005] suggested that validated questionnaires could
save resources and were more likely to give reliable results. Therefore, a brief review and
critique were conducted to determine if Mackrill's questionnaire was suitable to collect
information from users of Guava. It was decided that Mackrill's questionnaire was not
appropriate because:

•

Some parts of MackriWs questionnaire were no longer relevant because the
system had evolved since ESAAMS Version 2.

•

This critique of MackriWs questionnaire design had identified changes that could
lead to better quality data and a higher response rate.

•

Some questions in Mackrill's questionnaire were included to collect marketing and
sales data for commercial purposes and were not relevant to this research.

A new questionnaire needed to be created. A draft version of a questionnaire was
created using a desktop publishing (DTP) application and improvements were
implemented.

This draft was reviewed by a university lecturer. Literature about questionnaire design
was reviewed and changes made to the draft. Further reviews and changes were made
iteratively. A final version of the questionnaire was reviewed by staff at the collaborating
company and feedback was received. The final questionnaire is shown in Appendix C.

The following aspects of the new questionnaire's design and distribution are described:

A. Question Types
B. Question Order
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C. Wording & language
D. Presentation
E. Ethical Approval

F.

Distribution

G. Piloting

H.

Purpose & Relevance

A.

Question Types

Marshall [2005J suggested that closed questions, in which respondents were offered a
choice of alternative replies, were preferable to open questions because they were
simpler to analyse. Only two open questions were used in the new questionnaire.

B.

Question Order

Marshall [2005J suggested that correct sequencing of questions was important and that
response rates could be increased by placing easy, non-threatening, closed questions
nearer the beginning of questionnaires. Therefore, factual, preliminary questions were
placed at the beginning of the new questionnaire. Open questions and personal detail
questions were placed at the end of the new questionnaire.

c.

Wording & Language

Questions were phrased to be clear and succinct. Presuming questions were avoided and
questions were phrased to be independent of other questions. Closed questions
attempted to provide a wide range of options by including catch-all options (for example:
many questions had 'Other' or 'None of the above' options).
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Five questions included advice about how many options respondents should select.

D.

Presentation

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that space was as important as content in
questionnaire presentation and that poor formatting reduced response rates.

Use of white space in the new questionnaire was considered carefully to ensure that
questions were presented clearly and separately.

Questions and options were labelled to aid analysis of results. All controls that could hold
information from respondents were numbered for each question. To avoid confusion
between questions and these controls, all questions were labelled 'A-Y.

E.

Ethical Approval

A university technology Faculty Research Ethics Committee (FREe) monitored the
research and usual policy was adhered to [University of Portsmouth Faculty of Technology
Research Ethics Committee, 2006]. An Ethics Review Checklist was completed to identify
possible risks and to ensure this study conformed to the university's ethics policy
[University of Portsmouth, 2007].

F.

Distribution Method

The majority of respondents had not elected to join a research project but had simply
purchased a software program that they believed would assist them in their roles. As a
result, the sample group was spread around the country and self-selecting, based on their
interest around this topic.
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Internet and email access was prevalent in schools [BESA, 2006] and it was decided that it
was appropriate to distribute the questionnaire electronically by publishing it on a web
site. However, a paper-based version was prepared to be made available upon request as
well.

G.

Piloting

Marshall [2005] suggested that a piloting stage was essential to check the reliability and
validity of the questionnaire. This new questionnaire was tested by two teachers.
Feedback about question phrasing and layout was received and modifications were made
to the questionnaire. Data from web server logs and a CSV file that stored results were
used to calculate a typical time taken to complete this questionnaire. Email invitations to
teachers informed them of this typical completion time.

H.

Purpose & Relevance

Questions were devised to identify:

i.

how well Guava fulfilled the requirements of teachers.

ii.

new functions and components of assessment that future systems should provide.

Preliminary questions A to C were used to validate that participants could usefully
contribute to this study.

Questions 0 and E, attempted identify new functions and components of assessment that
future systems should provide by asking respondents if they used other software to
capture or assess student work and what features helped them to do this. Question E
was phrased as an open question because it was not possible to list all functions for all
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possible systems or predict functions for systems that respondents might specify in
question D's 'Other' option.

Question F attempted to discover what assessment practices teachers used without
Guava.

Question G attempted to measure how widely teachers used Guava and particularly what
aspects of assessment they used the system for.

Question H attempted to discover any reasons that meant teachers were not using all
functions of the system.

Question I was an open question at the end of this questionnaire that allowed
respondents to specify any additional features or additional assessment practices they
though the system should support.

Respondents were able to complete this questionnaire anonymously. However, Question
j

allowed respondents to supply contact information if they were willing to answer

questions to clarify any ambiguous responses or for subsequent follow-up questions.

6.5.2. Distribution & Collection of Results
This questionnaire was posted as a single page on a web site with an obscure URl so that
only invited respondents were likely to access this it. This questionnaire was not linked to
any other pages and was not indexed by any search engines. Respondents entered their
answers using check boxes and typing-in text. Respondents could edit their answers.
Users clicked a 'submit' button at the bottom of this web page when they had completed
all questions. Answers were stored in a CSV file on a web server. The date and time of
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each response was recorded in this CSV file. Security settings prevented this file from
being viewed. Each column in this CSV file contained a single checkbox option or text
answer and was labelled with the question letter and option number (for example: 'A2').
Answers that were answered by text had '_TEXT' appended to the column name.

All possible check box and text options were tested to ensure results were correctly
recorded in a CSV file.

Invitation emails were sent to 43 teachers who had used the system. No requests for a
paper version were received. Respondents were provided with a hyperlink to the
questionnaire on a website. Users were informed about how information would be used
and how their personal details would be used anonymously.

6.S.3. Processing of Results
A CSV file of results was downloaded from a web server and copied to a spreadsheet.
Results were transposed so that question options were shown in rows and responses
were shown in columns. Question options in this spreadsheet were identified by a letter
and number code. Original question and option text were added to this spreadsheet to
make results easier to interpret. For options where respondents checked an 'Other'
option and entered text, multiple rows were merged into one. Names and contacts from
respondents were removed and columns were labelled as 'R1' to 'R16'. Columns to show
the total number of positive responses, the potential respondents and the percentage of
positive responses were added next to descriptions of each option.

Background colours were added to indicate data that was valid for analysis for each
question. Red was used to indicate data that was excluded from analysis. Yellow was
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used for data that was excluded from numerical analysis but could be referenced during
analysis. Green was used to show data that was included in numerical analysis.

Some respondents had provided answers that were invalid. For example: Eight
respondents selected the 'Head of Department' (B2) option in question B. However, from
these respondents' subsequent answers to other questions, it was clear that they also
taught students and therefore should have also selected the 'Teacher' role option (B1).
These responses were corrected and marked by dark grey blocks in this spreadsheet.

This table of results is shown in Appendix B.

6.5.4. Analysis of Results
16 people (37.2% of invited participants) completed this questionnaire. The rate of
response was lower than Mackrill's [2004] questionnaire. However, the overall number
of qualified respondents was higher (16 people, instead of 12). Haralambos & Holborn
[1990] (cited in Aitchison [2000]) suggested that around 20% was a typical response rate
for questionnaire surveys. Another study [Baruch, 1999] reviewed 175 academic surveys
and concluded that the average response rate was 55.6%

Questions A to C were used to evaluate which questions respondents were qualified to
answer.
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Question A was: "Which of the following describes your organisation(s)?"

Option

Total

Total (%)

Primary School

a

0.00

Secondary School

14

87.50

Local Education Authority (LEA)

1

6.25

Junior/Middle School

a

0.00

Further Education/Sixth Form College

a

0.00

Other

2

12.50

Table 6.1- Summary of results for question A
Table 6.1 summarises the results of question A. Respondent 3 (R3) taught at a generic
special needs school (Music/Communication) that catered for pupils from National
Curriculum (NC) pre-levels (Pli - P8) to NC level 3. This level of teaching was significantly
different from typical secondary school levels (see Section 2.1). However, it was decided
to include this data in the results analysed because many other aspects of special needs
schools were comparable with secondary teaching. Another respondent (RS) taught at a
City learning Centre (ClC). ClCs taught students at secondary level [Department for
Children, Schools and Families (DCSF), UK Government, n.d.] so this respondent was
included in analysis of some questions.
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Question 8 was: "What are your roles in your organisation?"
Option

Total

Total (%)

Teacher

15

93.75

Head of Department

11

68.75

Teaching Assistant

0

0.00

IT Co-ordinator

0

0.00

Other: (Please specify)

4

25.00

Table 6.2 - Summary of results for question B
Table 6.2 summarises the results of question B. R9 was eliminated from analysis because
they were a technician who did not teach students. 11 respondents were also Heads of
Department (HOD), heads of faculty or Senior Management Team (SMT) staff.

Question C was: "Which "ersion(s} of ESAAMS ha"e you used?"
Total

Total (%)

ESAAMS Version 2

3

20.00

ESAAMS Version 3 - Standalone Edition

3

20.00

ESAAMS Version 3 - Multi-user Edition

0

0.00

ESAAMS Version 3 - Unknown Edition

1

6.67

ESAAMS Version 4 - Standalone Edition

8

53.33

ESAAMS Version 4 - Network Edition

5

33.33

ESAAMS Version 4 - Unknown Edition

1

6.67

Unknown version(s)

2

13.33

None

1

6.67

Option

Table 6.3 - Summary of results for question C
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Table 6.3 summarises the results of question C. R2 had selected the 'ESAAMS Version 4 Network Edition' option (C6). However, answers to subsequent questions showed that
this respondent had acquired this system but had not actually used it. Therefore, the
table of results was corrected to show this option as de-selected.

5 respondents (33.33%) had used Guava. R15 had also used the Standalone version of
this system. R3 had also used ESAAMS Version 2 and the Standalone version of Kumquat.

Question D was: "Halle you used any other software to capture and assess student
work?"
Question E was: "11 so, what are the key leatures that you halle used in this software?"
Total

Total (%,

SIMS

4

26.67

WebCT

1

6.67

I do not use any other assessment software

10

66.67

Classroom Monitor

0

0.00

KAAN

2

13.33

Other(s): (Please specify)

0

0.00

Option

Table 6.4 - Summary of results for question 0
Table 6.4 summarises the results of question D. R7, R15 and R10 had not selected any
options for question D. It was assumed that these respondents had not selected any
options because they did not use any other assessment software. The table of results
was corrected to show this.
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The most commonly used assessment system was SIMS (01). Comments for question E
showed that these teachers used SIMS for administrative tasks such as: viewing/editing
students' personal details, registering students and creating reports for students and
parents.

Questions F, G & H required that respondents must have used Guava network version.
Responses from 4 people were omitted from analysis of these questions because they
had not used the system or had used earlier versions of ESAAMS only. Another 5
respondents had used the Standalone version of Guava only. These responses were
excluded from numerical analysis. However, some components of Guava were common
to both Standalone and Network versions of the system so it was decided to include
written comments from these respondents when their comments referred to these
common components.
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Question Fwas: "Which of the following assessment practices have you used without
ESAAMS?"

Total

Total (%)

5

100.00

3

60.00

Handwritten feedback to students

4

80.00

Student Portfolios (Paper)

3

60.00

Typed feedback to students

3

60.00

Student Portfolios (Electronic)

2

40.00

Verbal feedback to students

5

100.00

None of the above

0

0.00

Option
Capturing audio or video evidence of students' work
Allowing students to record audio or video evidence of their
own work

Table 6.5 - Summary of results for question F
Table 6.5 summarises the results for question F. All 5 respondents had captured audio or
video evidence of students' work and given verbal feedback to students. Only 2
respondents had used electronic student ePortfolios.
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Question G was: "Which assessment tasks have you used ESAAMS for?»

Total

Total (%)

Creating, changing or deleting marking schemes

3

60.00

Recording students working individually

4

80.00

Recording audio clips of student work

3

60.00

Recording students working in a group

4

80.00

Recording video clips of student work

3

60.00

Creating or using workpiece templates

3

60.00

Recording still pictures of student work

2

40.00

4

80.00

Marking student work during recording

1

20.00

Allowing students to login to ESAAMS to record their own work

0

0.00

Marking student work immediately after recording

1

20.00

2

40.00

Reviewing and marking student work after recording

2

40.00

Recording more than one version of the same piece of work

1

20.00

Adding typed-in comments on students work

4

80.00

Others: (Please specify)

2

40.00

Adding handwritten comments (Tablet PC only)

0

0.00

Adding spoken comments as an audio recording

1

20.00

None of the above

1

20.00

Option

Importing work captured or recorded with other software
applications

Allowing students to view their ePortfolios through ESAAMS
Intranet

Table 6.6 - Summary of results for question G
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Table 6.6 summarises the results for question G. The most frequently conducted
assessment tasks were recording students' work individually and in groups, importing
work captured or recorded with other software applications and adding typed-in
comments on student work. None of these teachers allowed students to login to the
main application to record their own work.

Question I was: "Are there any features or assessment practises you think ESAAMS
should support? If so, what are they?"

R15 commented that the features of the system were good and changing to reflect
changes in assessment practices in recent years. This teacher thought that there was a
large emphasis on teachers to direct assessment procedures and students were not
involved any further than simply viewing their work. The system allowed students to
record work using the main application on teachers' PC's. However, this teacher did not
think it was feasible to give students access to this program. This appears to be
confirmed by respondents' answers to question G. R15 suggested that the student
ePortfolio interface could be extended to allow students to record their own work.

Comments from R2 and R3 suggested that improvements to the systems speed and
reliability were needed.

6.6.Review of Questionnaire
The new questionnaire was reviewed to identify:

•

any bias in the methodology used.

•

the limits of the information obtained.
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•

improvements for future questionnaires.

A further review of literature on questionnaire design was conducted. The following
biases, limits and improvements were identified:

i.

Respondents should have been asked to specify a type of organisation if question
A's 'Other' option (A6) had been ticked. This was because it was not possible to
determine if these responses should be included in analysis of results without
referring to data from other questions.

ii.

Question B included an 'IT Co-ordinator' option (B5). This option was unnecessary
as only responses from teachers were expected and considered in analysis of this
questionnaire.

iii.

Eight respondents selected the 'Head of Department' (B2) option in question B.
However, from these respondents' subsequent answers to other questions, it was
clear that they also taught students and therefore should have also selected the
'Teacher' role option (B1). Reasons for this were unclear. A short suffix to this
question instructed participants to 'tick at least one option'. However, this
instruction may not have been sufficient for this question. Replacing this text with
'tick all options that apply' may have emphasised the desired response.

iv.

Eight questions required respondents to select at least one option. However, in
question 0, 3 respondents did not tick any options. This may have been because
the '1 do not use any other assessment software' option (03) was not located at
the bottom of this list, where these typical'catch-all' options were located in
other questions. Some responses were invalid because answers for different
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questions contradicted each other. For example: R14 selected the '1 do not use
any other assessment software' option (03) but yet answered question E.
Validation logic could have been added to challenge respondents about these
incomplete or invalid answers and allow corrections to be made before submitting
responses.
v.

Question F attempted to discover what assessment practices teachers had used
before they started using Guava or were using without using the system. Choi &
Pak [2005] suggested that questions that relied on the respondent recalling
activity more than 6 months previously yielded less accurate data and should be
avoided. Ideally, respondents would have additionally been surveyed before using
Guava so a more accurate comparison of assessment practice before and after use
of the system could be made.

vi.

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that questionnaires should be ended by
inviting respondents to comment on its content, to make suggestions about what
might have been missed by the surveyor and to comment about the questionnaire
itself. These questions were often referred to as 'ventilation questions' because
they allowed respondents to express how they felt about the topic or the
questionnaire. This question did not include any ventilation questions. Results
showed that many respondents had used questions H & I for this purpose. Not
providing additional space for respondents to express these concerns may account
for why some responses to questions H & I were irrelevant and out of context.

vii.

Question J, which asked respondents to optionally provide contact information,
was placed at the end of the questionnaire. Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested
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that many people found these questions boring and were less likely to complete
questionnaires where these questions were placed at the start. Questions A & B
are arguably also demographic questions and should have been placed at the end
of the questionnaire.
viii.

Graesser et al. [2000] suggested that questions should consist of 12 words or less.
Questions I and J contained more than 12 words. Question I could have been rephrased to be more succinct. However, question J did not need to be re-phrased
as it did not contribute to data that were quantatively analysed.

ix.

Question H was a closed question that provided respondents with 6 options. Five
of these options included statements that were leading (for example: 'Yes, the
software is not intuitive'). Choi & Pak [2005] suggested that leading statements in
the phrasing of questions could cause bias in results. This bias could have been
reduced by re-phrasing these statements as neutral questions (for example: 'How
intuitive was the program to use?') and using Discrete Visual Analogue Scales
(DVAS) instead [Uebersax, 2006].

x.

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that it was necessary to include general
instructions that introduced questionnaires and emphasized that surveyors were
interested in respondents' ideas, opinions and experiences. These kinds of
instructions were particularly important when respondents consciously or
unconsciously thought that their answers would be used to provide them with
access to services. Results for questions H & I indicated that some respondents
may have been motivated by a belief that their answers would have them receive
additional technical support services.
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xi.

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that attempting to fit questionnaires to no
more than 2 pages could reduce response rates and was less likely to yield useful
results. They suggested that most self-administered paper questionnaires were
between 4 to 12 pages in length. A paper version of this questionnaire was 2
pages long.

xii.

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that timing of distribution of questionnaires
was important in the success of surveys. This questionnaire was distributed in
June 2008. This was near the end of an academic year. This may not have been
the most appropriate time to distribute questionnaires as many teachers may
have been preoccupied with other important events in school calendars' at this
time. More research to identify optimum times for distributing questionnaires to
teachers should have been undertaken.

xiii.

Bourque & Fielder [1995] suggested that the surest method for increasing
response rates was re-contacting respondents to remind them to complete
questionnaires. This should be done within approximately 10 days of original
distribution. Bourque & Fielder [1995] used unique identification numbers that
could be used to track who had responded to invitations and follow-ups. They
suggested that using identifying numbers did not compromise respondents'
anonymity as this information was not used during analysis. This allowed followup attempts to be directed at relevant people.

xiv.

Invitation emails were sent to 43 people and 16 responses were received (37.2%
of invited participants). However, 11 of these (25.6% of invited participants) had
to be discounted from some or all questions because respondents either did not
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teach or had not used the system. This could have been mitigated by more
carefully selecting the sample group. The number of individuals sampled
significantly affected the credibility of surveys [Bourque & Fielder, 1995]. After
discounting respondents who were not teachers or had not used the system, only
5 responses could be analysed for all questions. This was only approximately 10%
of all users. This proportion was too small to make quantitative analysis of this
questionnaire significant. However, one of the purposes of this questionnaire was
to identify new functions and components of assessment that future systems
should provide (see Section 6.5.H). This was still possible through written
responses to questions E, G, H and I.

6.7.Review of Other Systems
A search for existing assessment systems was conducted and the following systems were
identified:

A. Wiley Plus
B. Blackboard Academic Suite

These systems were reviewed to identify new components, which were added to a new
Prototype Generic Assessment model. These systems are shown in a timeline of systems
described in this Dissertation in Appendix F.

A.

Wiley Plus

The Wiley Plus system was a textbook oriented assessment system for North-American
education systems where the content of a subject course was typically based around a
single text book. In this system, students were able to study an online electronic version
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of text book. Teachers then created assignments by selecting from a range of pre-defined
questions or adding their own custom questions. Completed assignments were
automatically graded, and the results were also recorded in an electronic 'gradebook'.
Teachers were able to view gradebook results for individuals or a class of students.

When defining an assessment, teachers were able to decide if and when students had
access to hints, solutions, or answers where appropriate. Teachers could also choose for
questions to be linked to relevant sections of the online textbook for additional help. As
well as defining formal assessments, teachers were able to provide students with practice
tests.

During assessment, students provided answers in the form of multiple-choice question
answers, or simple typed-in text answers. Students were able to view documents, class
presentations, image galleries and interactive simulations provided by teachers for
additional support.

B.

Blackboard Academic Suite

The Blackboard system allowed teachers to create learning content using web-based
tools and facilitated student participation, communication, and collaboration. The
Blackboard system had previously been marketed as 'WebCT' [Hightower, 2008].

Teachers authored content using a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editing tool
that provided a rich text editing interface similar to a word processor.

Teachers could create custom learning paths by determining when students could access
content items, discussions, assessments, aSSignments or other learning activities.
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Teachers could upload an existing syllabus or use the built-in creation functionality to
easily design and develop their own syllabus and lesson plans.

Teachers were able to select content and course materials such as additional readings,
multimedia and question pools from pre-packaged materials.

Teachers could create online assessments that were automatically scored. Assessments
could be created from scratch or sourced from institutional, or commercially-available
"test banks" of questions. A variety of question types (e.g., true/false, mUltiple choice,
calculated) could be used and teachers could create custom marking schemes.

Discussion boards enabled students to participate in threaded, asynchronous discussions.
Instructors could setup multiple forums around different topics and embed these into
appropriate content areas.

Student assessment results were stored in an electronic gradebook. Teachers were able
to view gradebook results for individuals or a class of students. Students and teachers
could assemble ePortfolios to document academic growth, career progression and course
preparation.

6.8.Prototype Generic Assessment Model
A First Assessment Model had been created previously (see Section 3.3). During testing
of Guava, users identified new assessment activities that could be added to the system.
Some administrative tasks were also identified. Other assessment activities were
identified from a review of other systems. A new prototype generic model of assessment
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was created by extending the First Assessment Model to include these newly identified
components.

In the First Assessment Model, all actions involved in assessment were represented in a
'Record & Assess Student Work' activity diagram. However, it was recognised that the
'Record & Assess Student Work' consisted of three smaller use cases. A new use case
diagram was created and is shown in Figure 6.4.

Student Assessment

«us

1+

Teacher

Student

Figure 6.4 - Use Case diagram from the new Prototype Generic Assessment Model
Separate activity diagrams were created for each of the three new use cases. These new
diagrams contained new action components. The following new action components are
described:

A. Teacher Selects Exemplar Material
B. Student Prepares Work

c.

Student Reviews Feedback from Teacher and Reflects on Work
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A.

Teacher Selects Exemplar Material

The Wiley Plus system (see Section 6.7.A) allowed Teachers to provide material to help
students during preparation for assessments. These additional support materials could
be documents, class presentations, image galleries or interactive simulations. Selection
of material could be performed in parallel with other assessment planning tasks. A new
'Teacher Selects Exemplar Material' action and an 'Exemplar Material' class were added
to this model. Figure 6.5 shows these new components in the 'Plan Assessment' activity
diagram .

Teacher

I .Mar'klng schcmG l

Figure 6.5 - 'Plan Assessment' activity diagram showing new exemplar material
components (highlighted in yellow) in the Prototype Generic Assessment Model
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B.

Student Prepares Work

At the beginning of the assessment process, teachers informed students that an
assessment exercise was going to occur and ensured that students were provided with
the learning objectives, evaluation criteria and any relevant exemplar material identified
during assessment planning. Frederiksen and Collins [1989] stressed the importance of
informing students of the evaluation criteria by which their work would be assessed and
used the term 'transparency' to express this idea. In fact, they believed that the features
of excellent performance should be so transparent that students could learn to evaluate
their own work in the same way that their teachers did. A new component ('Student
Prepares Work') was added to this generic model to show that students referred to the
learning objectives, evaluation criteria and exemplar material when preparing for an
assessment. Figure 6.6 shows the modified 'Conduct Assessment' activity diagram in the
Prototype Generic Assessment Model.
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Student

Teacher

Learning ObjectivC$ and Evaluation Criteria

Exemplar Material

-'1

HEvldcnc;c of Student Work

\

f:- - --

I Learning Objectives and Evaluation Crlwrla I
7
/
~-_I,.(,

.J:.

Marking Scheme

[Student Assessment of Work

::Marklng Schcmo

I

I

::Evldcnce of Studenl Work

__ -1 Luamlng Objectives and Evaluation Criteria I

Figure 6.6 - 'Conduct Assessment' activity diagram showing new 'Student Prepares
Work' action (highlighted in yellow) in the Prototype Generic Assessment Model

C.

Student Reviews Feedback from Teacher and Reflects on Work

Guava allowed students to view feedback from teachers for workpieces in their
ePortfolios. However, students were not able to view feedback for work that was not
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included in ePortfolios. Beta testers wanted students to be able to view and reflect on
feedback for all their work. A new 'Student Reviews Feedback from Teacher and Refl ects
on Work' activity component was added to th is model and is shown in Figure 6.7.

Student, Teacher

::Comblned Assessment

7'
/'

Figure 6.7 - 'Review Assessment' activity diagram showing new 'Student Reviews
Feedback from Teacher and Reflects on Work' activity component in the Prototype
Generic Assessment Model

6.9.Chapter Discussion
This Chapter described the methodology and results of testing the Guava system
described in Chapter 5. This system was tested at the collaborating company and beta
tested by teachers at three schools. Modifications were made based on feedback from
beta testers and a final version of the system was tested by teachers at approximately 50
schools . A new questionnaire was created and distributed to teachers. Results were
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obtained and analysed and a review of this questionnaire was conducted. A search for
existing assessment systems was conducted and these systems were reviewed. A new
prototype generic model of assessment that included components identified by beta
testers, questionnaire respondents and other assessment systems was created. The new
model contained components to represent preparation of work by students for
assessment, provision of exemplar to support students during that preparation, and
reflection by students on feedback from teachers.
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Chapter 7

Final Generic Assessment Model

This Chapter describes the creation of a new final generic assessment model.

The previous Chapter described the creation of a new prototype generic assessment
model. A further review of the literature was conducted to identify areas of the
Prototype Generic Assessment Model that could be improved or expanded. From that, a
new (and Final) Generic Assessment model that contained new components of
assessment was created. This was achieved by comparing the prototype model with
assessment systems, practices and ontological models described in the literature.

New components are described in this Chapter and shown in extracts from diagrams. The
complete Final Generic Assessment Model is shown in Appendix D.

7.t.e-Learning Framework Reference Model for Assessment (FREMA)
Howard [2007] described a project that produced an e-Learning Framework Reference
Model for Assessment (FREMA). FREMA was a framework that could be referenced by
other projects that were creating e-Learning systems using web services. FREMA
attempted to identify processes within e-Learning and assessment, extrapolate important
common use cases, and demonstrate how web service oriented systems could be
designed from those use cases.

FREMA was a large model and was represented by many diagrams. An example of one of
those diagrams in given in Figure 7.1, which shows an 'Artefact Assessment' Use Case
diagram.
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Marker (Tulllr as)

Figure 7.1- FREMA Artefact Assessment Use Case diagram
Reproduced from
http://wlkl.frema.ecs.soton.ac.uk/lndex.php1title=Artefact_Assessment
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The model was implemented using a semantic wiki web site where users could navigate
connections between different layers (for example: users could view which projects and
standards contributed to which use case). Each resource was represented by a new wiki
page and the ontological connections were typed wiki links. This wiki system tracked
changes to this model so that an audit trial of modifications could be output. Users could
either search, or use lists (organized by class) to find specific resources. However, users
who were unsure of the area could browse resources using concept maps, and
serendipitously find resources that were related to their topic of interest. This model was
made available for review, correction and extension by "a number of institutions around
the UK". [Howard,2007]

7.2.Goal Setting
Mac Iver and Reuman [1994] suggested that teachers should encourage students to set
goals that were challenging but reachable. In traditional practices, students were not
assigned individual and quantitative goals. These authors suggested that student effort
and performance increased when student achievement was measured by comparing
results of assessments of student work to performance in previous assessments. In this
system, teachers still attributed a mark or grade during assessment. However, before
assessment a base score was calculated. Base scores represented students' average
performance and were calculated from results of previous assessments. For each
assessment, students were awarded improvement points for surpassing their base score.
As students improved, their base scores increased. Students who reached a high level of
performance were awarded improvement points for maintaining that level. Histories of
goals, base scores, marks and grades, and improvement points were recorded in
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performance summaries. Students and teachers viewed performance summaries to
determine goal attainment. Mac Iver and Reuman [1994] suggested that performance
summaries could be stored electronically so that base scores and improvement points
could be calculated automatically.

New components of assessment that could be included in the new assessment model
were identified. These included three new activities:

A. Teacher Calculates Student's Base Score
B. Teacher Updates Performance Summary

C. Student & Teacher View Performance Summary

A.

Teacher Calculates Student's Base Score

During assessment planning, teachers calculated base scores for students from previous
assessments. In practice, this information could be calculated automatically using a
software program (such as a spreadsheet). However, it was still necessary for teachers to
specify parameters for determining which previous assessments should be referenced in
these calculations. In some cases, relevant, previous assessments would not exist so
teachers would need to calculate and enter base scores manually. A new 'Teacher
Calculates Student's Base Score' action was added to the new Final Generic Assessment
Model to represent this process (see Figure 7.2).
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I ':rking SCheme l

Figure 7.2 - Extract from 'Plan Assessment Activity Diagram' showing new 'Teacher
Calculates Student's Base Score' assessment action and 'Base Score' class (highlighted in
yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model

B.

Teacher Updates Performance Summary

Teachers used results of recent assessments to calculate improvement points and
updated performance summaries to include this information. This was identified as a
new task and a 'Teacher Updates Performance Summary' action was added to the final
generic assessment model (see Figure 7.3).
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·· Persona lised Learning Objectives & Evalu..-tion
Criteria

;·Perform,mce Summary

Figure 7.3 - Extract from 'Conduct Assessment Activity Diagram' showing new 'Teacher
Updates Performance Summary' assessment component (highlighted in yellow) in the
Final Generic Assessment Model

C.

Student & Teacher View Performance Summary

Students and teachers viewed performance summaries to monitor student improvement.
A new 'Student & Teacher View Performance Summary' action was added to the Final
Generic Assessment Model to show this .

7.3.Personalised Learning
Personalised learning was a strategy implemented by the UK government that
encouraged teachers to tailor teaching methods to individual students [Becta, 2008] .
Personalised learning was characterised by the implementation of precise individualised
personal targets, rigorous and regular assessment and rapid intervention to maintain
pupil progress. In assessment, teachers were encouraged to give students personal
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advice and actively involve pupils in setting and reviewing their progress towards their
targets. [Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF), UK Government, 2008]

Performance targets could be 'layered'. In this approach, curricular targets were defined
for groups of students. More specific targets for individual students that were based on
these curriculum targets were defined and recorded. Teachers discussed these specific
targets with students. Schools allocated timetabled periods for students to reflect on
their work and receive feedback. Learning objectives and evaluation criteria were made
explicit so that pupils knew not only what they needed to learn but also how they were
required demonstrate their achievement. [Department for Children, Schools and Families
(DCSF), UK Government, 2008]

Teachers were encouraged to provide regular updates to students' parents and carers so
that they could provide additional support & encouragement, if necessary.

New components of assessment were identified and some existing components were
updated.

A new 'Personalised Learning Objectives & Evaluation Criteria' class was added to the
model. The existing 'Learning Objectives' component was renamed to 'General Learning
Objectives' to emphasise the difference between curriculum objectives targeted at
groups of students and learning objectives personalised for individual students. Students
referred to their personalised learning objectives and evaluation criteria while preparing
work, as shown in Figure 7.4.
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Teacher

Student

" Pnr!>oni\Ij!lM LP.lunin9 Objeettves & EVi\luation
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t-- -

General Learrnng Objectlv s

Figure 7.4 - First extract from 'Conduct Assessment Activity Diagram' showing the new
'General Learning Objectives' and 'Personalised Learning Objectives & Evaluation
Criteria' components (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model
Teachers also referred to personalised learning objectives and evaluation criteria whi le
assessing student work (Figure 7.6).

lised leaming Objectives & EvaluatIOn

Criteria

" """,,·,m..,n T of Student Work

Figure 7.5 - Second extract from 'Conduct Assessment Activity Diagram' showing the
new 'General Learning Objectives' and 'Personalised Learning Objectives & Evaluation
Criteria' components (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model
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The 'Student & Teacher View Performance Summary' component was renamed to
'Student & Teacher Review Student's Work and Performance Summary and create
Personalised Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria' to show that the result of this
process was the creation of 'Personalised Learning Objectives & Evaluation Criteria'.

A new 'Inform Parents/Carers About Student Progress' use case was added to show that
students' parents/carers received information about student progress and used this to
provide additional support and encouragement to students. The use case diagram is
shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6 - Use case diagram showing the new 'Inform Parents/Carers About Student
Progress' use case (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model

7.4.Student Portfolios
Some educational institutes and examining bodies required students to compile a
portfolio of work, Stiggins [1994] defined a portfolio as a collection of student work that
demonstrated effort, achievement and improvement.
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7.4.1. Types of Portfolio
The First Assessment Model (Section 3.3) and the prototype Generic Assessment Model
(Section 6.8) included a student portfolio component. A review of the literature revealed
that portfolios were used for different purposes. In the UK, some national portfolio
schemes, such as National Record of Achievement (NRA) and Progress File [Ofsted, 2002]
had been implemented in schools and colleges.

Portfolios could be stored electronically, on paper, or on other media such as audio and
video cassette tape [Barrett, 1998]. All types of portfolio contained student work. Some
types of portfolio included additional information depending on their specific purpose.
Chen

et 01. [2007] suggested that portfolios could contain a wider variety of artefacts

including rough drafts, graded assignments, papers, showcase pieces, critiques, selfassessments, homework assignments, journal entries, peer assessments, graphics and
spreadsheets. Electronic portfolios were popular because they were easy to use and
provided online feedback and search mechanisms [G. Chen

et 01., 2001]. However, the

type of artefacts included in portfolios could be limited by technology available [Barrett,
1998].

Barrett [1998] suggested that the purpose of portfolios was dependent on the audience
and the students' stage of education. Portfolios were often created to fulfil more than
one of these purposes. Table 7.1 shows common uses of portfolios and notable
characteristics of their implementation.
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Purpose

Implementation

Motivating students, developing self-esteem

Only best examples of student work included.

and confidence. [Becta, 2007]
Assisting career development and transition

Work selected to demonstrate skills and

from education to work. Used for supporting

competencies required in an industry or by a

applications for work and further and higher

specific employer.

education. [Becta, 2007]

May include self-assessments and personal
statements from student.

Encouraging student reflection, critical analysis

All student work included.

of own work, self-directed learning. [Becta,

Self-assessments and student goals included.

2007]
Demonstrating 'life wide' learning by

Wide variety of media used and sources used.

integrating work from different subjects and

Many artefacts without teacher assessments.

extra-curricular activities. [Cambridge, 2008]
Informing parents about student progress and

Parents able to view portfolios without direct

facilitating parent-teacher collaboration [H.

teacher or student involvement.

Chen

et 01., 2007]

Evidence for a specific qualification (and

Work from a single subject. Other types of

therefore examining body). Usually for

evidence (such as witness testimonies)

vocational qualifications such as NVQ's.

included.

[Beetham, 2008]

Table 7.1- Types of student portfolio
Barrett [1998] suggested that student portfolios could be:

•

Teacher-centred.
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•

Student-centred.

•

Mixed model.

In a teacher-centred portfolio system, teachers were responsible for all aspects of
electronic portfolios including choosing what work should be included in student
portfolios and capturing this work in a suitable format. In paper-based portfolios, this
involved re-printing or photocopying student work. In an electronic portfolio system this
involved digitising student work by using digital capture devices (such as web cams,
scanners or digital recording devices).

In a student-centred portfolio system, students were responsible for all aspects of their
own portfolios. Students selected what work would be included in their portfolios and
collected work. In electronic portfolios students were responsible for digitizing their own
work.

In a mixed-model portfolio system, teachers and students shared responsibility for
portfolios. In these portfolio systems, different aspects of portfolio compilation were
carried-out by students and teachers. Some aspects could be carried-out collaboratively
(for example: students and teachers may discuss and agree which items of work should
be included in student portfolios together).

In the Prototype Generic Assessment Model (see Section 6.8), teachers selected work
included in student portfolios from a collection. Students were able to view work in their
portfolios but could not add or remove artefacts. However, in student-centred or mixed
model systems, students selected what artefacts were included in their portfolios
[Barrett,1998]. Duffy [1999] suggested that it was beneficial for students to choose
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what artefacts should be included in their portfolios because it promoted self-reflection
and allowed students to become more confident in their self-evaluative skills. The toplevel use case diagram in the Final Generic Assessment Model was updated to show that
teachers or students could select artefacts to be included in student portfolios.

Becta [2007] recognised that students were required to create different portfolios at
different times to satisfy government, examining body, school and departmental
requirements. The Prototype Generic Assessment Model (see Section 6.8) only allowed
students to have one portfolio of work. The Final Generic Assessment Model was
updated to show that students could have more than one portfolio of work. A new
'Collection of Student Portfolios' class that was composed of many 'Student Portfolio'
objects was added to the model and is shown in Figure 7.7.

Student, Teacher

[~-_--.:--.:.-J

1 Combined Assess~

I

\

I.CollectIOn of 1
Student PortfolIOS I

Figure 7.7 - 'Review Assessment' Activity diagram showing the new 'Collection of
Student Portfolios' class (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model
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7.4.2. Portfolio Objectives
Teachers gained knowledge about requirements of student portfolios from their teaching
institution, local government education authorities and examining bodies. Teachers
needed to be able to specify a clear framework [G. Chen et af., 2001] so that student
portfolios met the requirements of their audience. Wade and Yarbrough [1996] (cited in
[H. Chen et af., 2007]) emphasised that it was important for teachers to introduce
portfolios to students by focusing attention on students' initial understanding of
portfolios and their purpose to encourage student ownership and individual expression.
These authors suggested that some structured aspects needed to be provided to balance
the open-ended nature of portfolios.

New components were added to the new Final Generic Assessment model. These were:

A 'Teacher defines Student Portfolio Objectives' action was added. The resulting 'Student
Portfolio Objectives' were referred to by students and teachers when selecting work to be
included in student portfolios. These new components of assessment are shown in Figure

7.8.
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I"'General Learning Obj~tivcs

1" Sludoot Portfolio Objc-ctiv s

I

I

Figure 7.8 - Extract from the 'Plan Assessment' activity diagram showing the new
student portfolio action and class (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic
Assessment Model

7.S.Monitoring Student Activity
Chen et 0/. [2001] suggested that students may have no commitment or responsibility to
complete their portfolios on schedule. Students needed guidance from teachers to learn
how to create and manage their portfolios. Traditionally, this required teachers to
carefully review the content of these portfolios. This was an additional burden, which
required teachers to diligently strive to observe student portfolios [G. Chen et 01., 2001].

Chen et 0/. [2007] created a portfolio system that attempted to enforce student
responsibility. This system recorded tasks that students performed such as writing a selfreflection, reading a teacher's notes or submitting work. Student behaviour was
monitored by analysing these records. Students were notified when significant events
occurred or action by students was required . This system generated decision trees that
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teachers could use to ascertain relationships between student behaviours and
performance. This information triggered intervention from teachers to prompt students
or identify problems that were preventing students from participating in the assessment
process.

New components were added to the new Final Generic Assessment model. These were:

A new 'Inform and Notify Students of Assessment Related Events' use case was added to
the top-level use case diagram.

A new 'Teacher Selects Assessment Events to be Monitored' action was added to show
that teachers created a list of assessment events to be monitored (such as a student
writing a self-assessment). This new action is shown in Figure 7.9 .

\
~

I li$t of Monitored AM

MlJ1Cnt

Events

I

Figure 7.9 - Extract from the 'Plan Assessment' activity diagram showing the new
monitoring components (highlighted in yellow) in the Final Generic Assessment Model
A new 'Notification Agent' actor was added to the top-level use case diagram to
represent an agent system that monitored student activity. A new 'Agent Records
Student Activity and Records Events' action was added to the model to represent this
process. Results of this action were stored as a 'Student Activity Monitoring Records'
class. A separate 'Agent Sends Notification Messages to Students & Teachers' action was
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added to show that teachers and students were notified when significant events occurred
or action by students was required. A new activity diagram was added to the model to
represent these new components and is shown in Figure 7.10.

Notification Agent

I-List or Monltonld As_amant Events
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Figure 7.10· New 'Assessment Event Monitoring' activity diagram in the Final Generic
Assessment Model

7.6.Student Generation of Evaluation Criteria
Boud [1989] suggested that, relative to teachers, students had a less well developed
understanding of the evaluation criteria used to judge their work. This author described a
strategy where groups of students, rather than teachers, generated the criteria that
would be used to evaluate their work. Boud [1989] suggested that this approach was
particularly effective when the criteria generated were endorsed by teachers. Teachers
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validated the generated criteria before students started to prepare work. Teachers were
still responsible for defining the learning objectives of assessment exercises.

New components were added to the new Final Generic Assessment model. These were:

The new Final Generic Assessment Model was modified to include student generation of
evaluation criteria. Figure 7.11 shows a new 'Student Defines and Teacher Validates
Evaluation Criteria' action that was added to the model to show that students could
generate evaluation criteria.

Figure 7.11- Extract from 'Plan Assessment' activity diagram showing new 'Student
Defines and Teacher Validates Evaluation Criteria' action (highlighted in yellow) in the
Final Generic Assessment Model

7.7.Peer Assessment
Peer assessment was a mechanism that assisted students in providing feedback to each
other [Dominick, 1997].

The literature described different types of peer assessment:

A. Students working interactively and interdependently in teams OR students
working independently on the same assessment tasks.
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B. Summative assessment OR formative assessment.

A. Students working interactively and interdependently in teams OR students
working independently on the same assessment tasks.

In a cooperative learning environment, students prepared work for assessment in groups.
Bormann Young & Henquinet [2000] defined a group project as an assignment that
required two or more individuals to come together interactively and interdependently to
achieve specific learning objectives. Most teachers who interacted regularly with their
students knew whether students could work together productively in groups [Van Duzer
& McMartin, 2000]. McGourty [2000] suggested that teachers were able to observe brief,
small samples of behaviour, but not to the degree of student peers working in groups.
Students themselves were often in the best position to provide one another with
meaningful feedback regarding their performance. It was difficult for teachers to assess
individual students' contributions to group projects when they were unable to directly
observe students [Kench

et 01., 2009]. Chang & Chen [2009] suggested this problem was

more acute in e-Iearning environments. Peer assessment aided teacher assessment by
providing information about each member's contribution to group projects [Kench

et 01.,

2009]. When defining assessment Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria, teachers
chose to assess group process, products or both [Bormann Young & Henquinet, 2000].
When products were being assessed, students evaluated their peers' contributions to the
final output. Product types included written papers, project proposals and oral
presentations [Bormann Young & Henquinet, 2000]. When group process was being
assessed, students evaluated their peers' actions and participation in producing the final
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output. Evaluation criteria for group process could include quality and quantity of
participation, preparation for meetings and interpersonal skills [Bormann Young &
Henquinet,2000]. Student groups were self-selecting or selected by teachers. In selfselecting groups, students choose their peers [Kench et 01.,2009]. Students typically
performed a role within their team. In many scenarios described in the literature,
students self-selected members of their teams and assigned roles [Kench et 01., 2009; Van
Duzer & McMartin, 2000]. However, Oakley et al. [2004] suggested that during selfselection, stronger students tended to seek one another out, leaving the weaker ones to
shift for themselves. These authors suggested that increased understanding and
development of teamwork skills only occurred in diverse groups selected by teachers.

Peer assessment could be used for assessment tasks where students worked separately
and independently with common learning objectives and evaluation criteria to create a
final product. These products were assessed by their peers. Unlike group projects, peerassessments could be completed anonymously and by a wider range of students.

B. Summative assessment OR formative assessment.

Formative assessment provided specific and diagnostic feedback to students to improve
learning while it is happening rather than aiming to determine success or failure only
after the event [Topping et 01.,2000]. Topping et al [2000] suggested that formative
assessment was most helpful if it yielded rich and detailed qualitative feedback
information about strengths and weaknesses, not merely a quantitative mark or grade.
Summative assessment was used to record a student's level of achievement at a given
point in time as a grade [Wininger, 2005). Bormann Young & Henquinet [2000) suggested
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that, although the focus of peer assessment was often on summative evaluation, learning
was most influenced by formative assessment.

Bormann Young & Henquinet [2000] suggested that student dissension was a potential
problem if interim feedback was not provided during group projects. Formative peer
feedback during group projects enabled earlier diagnosis of misconception and could
improve the performance of individuals who were initially rated poor performers
[Bormann Young & Henquinet, 2000; Topping, 1998].

Many previous studies of peer-assessment utilized comparison of marks and holistic
grades, rather than of more open-ended, qualitative, formative feedback [Topping et 01.,
2000]. Topping [2000] suggested that this reflected the greater ease of comparing
quantitative indices.

Peer assessment aided teacher summative assessment by providing information about
each member's contribution to group projects [Kench et 01., 2009]. In this method of
assessment it was important that students believed the process was fair [Falchikov, 1995]
and that individual submissions were treated confidentially [lejk & Wyvill, 2001].
Individual student's grade could be altered based on their peer assessment scores.
However, Dochyet al. [1999] suggested peer assessment should not be used as the sole
indicator for summative assessment purposes, but could be used to adjust preceding
assessment scores.

Boud [1989] used summative peer-assessment to moderate self-assessments. In this
method, students effectively marked their own work. However, teachers compared self
and peer assessments and only remarked those where there was a discrepancy greater
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than that expected from the normal error. Random checking was used to encourage
students to take the exercise seriously and to check for marking consistency.

After evidence of work has been captured, students produced a peer assessment for
other team members. During this process, students referred to the pre-defined
evaluation criteria [Dochy et 01., 1999]. Peer assessment required students to reflect
upon the strengths and weaknesses contained in the work they assessed.

Peer assessment was often performed at the same time as self-assessment [Van Duzer &
McMartin, 2000]. Mowl & Pain [1995] suggested that even when students were unwilling
or unable to identify weaknesses immediately in their own work, they could be less
reticent about identifying weaknesses during assessment of their peers' work.
Retrospectively, they were able and willing to evaluate their own work more fully during
self-assessment. These authors also suggested that peer assessment focused students'
attention on specific aspects of their work which they may not have previously
considered and provided feedback with more volume and variety [Mowl & Pain, 1995].

Many studies in the literature used questionnaires to elicit feedback from students.
Falchikov [1995] used paper-based questionnaires. Kench et al [2009] and Chang & Chen
[2009] used a web-based questionnaires to record this information. However, the system
developed by Chang & Chen allowed teacher and students to cooperatively generate
custom questionnaires for each group. In Mowl & Pain [1995] peer assessment took
place in a one-hour workshop, where seating arrangements were carefully planned and
no conversation was permitted once students were in the room.
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Research on the use of peer feedback systems suggested that students were likely to
demonstrate changes in behaviour and skill acquisition simply by providing feedback to
their peers. Dominick et al. [1997] found that individuals who completed a peer
assessment, but did not actually receive feedback from others, were just as likely to
improve their performance as individuals who actually received feedback.

New components were added to the new Final Generic Assessment model. These were:

A new 'Teacher Allocates Student to a Team and Defines Student's Role' component was
added to the Final Generic Assessment model to show the process that teachers carriedout to place students in to teams. During this process teachers specified roles that
students performed in these teams. Another new 'Student Self-Selects Team and
Negotiates Role' component was added to the model to show that students could selfselect teams and negotiate roles with those teams. These processes resulted in a 'List of
Student Team Members & Roles'. These new components of assessment are shown in
Figure 7.12.
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I Marking Scheme I
Figure 7.12 - Extract from 'Plan Assessment' activity showing new peer assessment
components

Students referred to the list of student team members & roles during the 'Student
Prepares Work' process to identify other students in their group. Students also used this
list when identifying the peers whose work they should assess. A 'Student's Work is
Assessed by Peers' action was added to the new Final Generic Assessment Model to
represent the process of students assessing their peers' work. The outcome of this
process was stored in a new 'Peer Assessments of Work' class, shown in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13 - Extract from 'Plan Assessment' activity diagram showing new peer
assessment components (highlighted in yellow) in the new Final Generic Assessment
Model

7.S.Chapter Discussion
This Chapter described the creation of a new and Final Generic Assessment model. A
further review of assessment systems described in the literature was conducted and
areas of the model that could be improved or expanded were identified. The prototype
model was compared with assessment systems, practices and topologies described in the
literature. New assessment components were identified in the areas of Goal Setting,
Personalised Learning, Student Portfolios, Monitoring Student Activity, Student
Generation of Evaluation Criteria and Peer Assessment. A new and Final Generic
Assessment model was created that contained t hese new components of assessment.
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Chapter 8

Kiwi System

This Chapter proposes the design for a new system called Kiwi.

Chapter 5 described the creation of a new assessment system called Guava. Since the
creation of that system, a new and final generic assessment model was created (see
Chapter 7). That model contained new and modified components of assessment, which
were not present in the Guava system. This Chapter proposes how a new system called
Kiwi should be created to implement these new and modified components of assessment.
New database, background service and user interface components are suggested and
described. Areas for further requirements analysis are identified and methods for testing
this new system are also suggested.

S.t.Data Storage
The Final Generic Assessment Model contained new information, so the new system
needed a database that stored data for the following classes:

•

Base Score.

•

Collection of Student Portfolios.

•

List of Monitored Assessment Events.

•

Lists of Student Team Members & Roles.

•

Peer Assessments of Student Work.

•

Performance Summary.

•

Personalised Learning Objectives & Evaluation Criteria.
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8.1.1. Database Analysis & Design
Guava contained two types of database: local databases used by individual teachers (see
Section 2.11.S.A) and a central database that allowed information to be shared between
users (see Section 4.1.A). These new data components needed to be available for access
and update by students and teachers. Therefore, this information needed to be stored in
a new central database. This new database should be based on the structure of Guava's
central database with additional database tables to store the new data.

Further analysis should be conducted to identify new database entities and their
relationships before a new database structure is created.

8.1.2. File Storage
Guava used 'Academic Folder' structures to store audio & video files (see Section
2.11.5.B). These files were referenced from databases. Audio & video files were initially
stored on teacher pes. The main application, on teacher pes, regularly performed a
backup routine that copied these files to a backup storage location on a server. Guava's
web interfaces did not allow students or teachers to modify or add audio and video files
stored on these servers.

This method had worked because new audio and video files were only added using the
main application. An exception to this was that student photo files could be added
through a web interface. These files were stored in a location on a server and then
copied to teacher pes by the Importer Application described in Section 5.1.1.
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In Kiwi, new web interfaces should allow students and teachers to access and add new
audio and video files. These files would be stored on servers and would be accessed by
the main application on teacher pes.

In Guava, teachers were able to work remotely when they were unable to connect to a
server. This was because the main application used a database and audio and video files
. stored on teacher pes.

In order that teachers could still use the main application when disconnected from
servers, it would be necessary for data to be copied from servers to teacher pes. An
importer application that copied this data already existed in Guava (see Section 5.1.1).
This application should be extended to copy audio and video files from servers to teacher
PCs. It was desirable that only a subset of these audio and video files were copied to
teacher PCs because:

i.

teachers would only require access to files relevant to students that they taught.

ii.

copying irrelevant files could require excessive disk usage on teachers PC's.

Further investigation was required to identify exact criteria for identifying files that
should be copied.

8.2.User Interfaces
In Guava, students and teachers used two types of user interfaces: application user
interfaces and web user interfaces.

Guava included a number of application user interfaces. Application interfaces were
provided by utility programs such as the Importer Application (described in Section 5.1.1)
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and the Student Photo Capture Tool (described in Section 5.1.5). However, the primary
application interface was provided by the main application.

Teachers used the main application primarily for assessment related tasks. Many
administrative tasks (such as adding and editing students' personal details) were
performed through web interfaces.

A single web site provided interfaces for students and teachers. The main application
primarily provided interfaces for teachers but also provided a 'Student Recorder'
interface, described in Section 4.4. Students and teachers needed to login before they
were able to use administrative or assessment related functions in the web site or main
application.

Students used the Student Recorder to record video and audio evidence of their work and
optionally submit some comments. This was limiting because students required access to
a teacher Pc. Teachers were unable to use the main application whilst students were
using the student recorder interface. Also, students could accidentally (or maliciously)
submit self-assessments for other students in the same class group and only one student
could use this interface at a time.

In Kiwi, the student web application interface should be extended to provide functions
required by students (for example: an equivalent 'Student Recorder interface for
submitting student self-assessments). Extracting these functions from the main
application would eliminate disruption to teachers and avoid data security problems
caused by self-assessment information being attributed to incorrect students.
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In Kiwi, existing web interfaces used by teachers should be integrated in to the main
application. A rich collection of visual controls that enabled teachers to input data
efficiently would be available in this new application. Teachers would be able to perform
all administrative and assessment related tasks without needing to login twice through
different interfaces.

8.3.New Assessment Processes
New assessment processes had been identified since the creation of Guava. The new
system (Kiwi) should include new interfaces to implement these new processes.
Assessment planning, assessment and feedback & review processes were considered.

8.3.1. Assessment Planning
The following assessment planning processes were considered:

A. Selection of Exemplar Material
B. Definition of Student Portfolios and Objectives
C. Selection of Assessment Events to be Monitored
D. Definition of Evaluation Criteria
E. Calculation of Student Base Scores
F. Allocation of Students to Teams and Role Selection

A.

Selection of Exemplar Material

Teachers provided additional materials to support students while they were preparing
work for assessment. These materials could be documents, presentations, image galleries
or interactive simulations. Kiwi should provide a new interface in the main application
that allowed teachers to store this information. Teachers should be able to add
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information as files or as links to web pages on their school's intranet or the Internet.
Guava contained a 'Resource Manager' interface that allowed teachers to store
information similar to exemplar materials (see Section IV). However, media stored in the
Resource Manager was not directly accessible by students and could not be attributed to
specific assessments. This Resource Manager interface should be extended in Kiwi so that
teachers could store exemplar material and link it to one or more assessments.

B.

Definition of Student Portfolios and Objectives

Teachers gained knowledge about requirements of student portfolios from their teaching
institution, local government education authorities and examining bodies. Teachers
needed to be able to specify a clear framework so that student portfolios met the
requirements of their audience.

New interfaces should be created in Kiwi that would allow teachers to specify a
framework for student portfolios. Teachers would be able to add new portfolios to
students' portfolio collections. These new interfaces should allow Teachers to attribute
additional information to new portfolios. For example:

•

A title (A unique, short text description that could be used by teachers and
students to identify a type of portfolio.)

•

Audience (A short text field used to describe the intended audience. For example:
'Future employer', 'Exam board', etc.)

•

Objectives (A longer text field that could be used to store a list of objectives. These
described the purpose of a portfolio and would be referred to by teachers when
selecting work to be included in a portfolio.)
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Teachers would also be able to delete portfolios from students' portfolio collections.
These new interfaces should allow teachers to add and remove portfolios for groups of
students at a time (for example: a class group or year group).

C.

Selection of Assessment Events to be Monitored

The new system should allow teachers to monitor student behaviour by recording
occurrences of assessment related events (for example: a student's submission of a selfassessment or accessing teacher feedback from a previous assessment). Kiwi needed to
notify teachers and students when particular events, specified by teachers, occurred.
These notifications would remind students to take action or trigger intervention from
teachers to identify problems that were preventing students from participating in
assessment.

New interfaces were required to allow teachers to specify events for which they or their
students should be notified. The new system would send notifications when specified
criteria had been met. It was unclear what forms of criteria teachers would require so
further investigation and user requirements analysis was necessary. These criteria would
be limited by the number and type of assessment related events that could be recorded
by the new system.

Teachers would need to specify how notifications should be delivered. Two possible
methods were:

i.

Embedding notification messages within user interfaces in the system.

ii.

Sending messages using existing email systems.
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Again, further investigation should be conducted to determine what communications
methods should be used.

New interfaces should be created that allowed teachers to specify and customise the text
of messages sent.

D.

Definition of Evaluation Criteria

Teachers could allow teams of students to generate criteria that would be used to
evaluate their work. Students generated criteria that were relevant to the learning
objectives defined by teachers. Teachers approved these criteria before students started
to prepare work.

A new web-application interface needed to be created in the new Kiwi system that
allowed students to enter evaluation criteria. Students prepared these evaluation criteria
in teams. Changes made by students needed to be reviewed by other students in the
same team. A collaborative content system could be embedded in to this new interface
to track contributions and changes made by team members.

A new interface should be created that allowed teachers to view evaluation criteria
generated by groups of students. Teachers would also use this new interface to approve
these criteria or to suggest changes to teams. Once approved, these criteria would be
locked and unchangeable by student team members.

E.

Calculation of Student Base Scores

Student achievement could be measured by comparing results of assessments of student
work to previous performance. Base scores represented students' average performance.
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Teachers calculated students' base scores from previous assessments during assessment
planning. Histories of base scores were stored in students' performance summaries.

The new Kiwi system would be able to calculate these scores automatically. New
interfaces would need to be created that allowed teachers to specify parameters for
determining which previous assessments should be used in these calculations. An
example of typical criteria for selection of previous assessments could be: 'AII
assessments in current academic year where subject is biology'. However, it was unclear
exactly what forms of criteria teachers would require, so further investigation and user
requirements analysis was necessary.

In some cases, relevant, previous assessments would not exist. Therefore, additional new
interfaces should be created to allow teachers to enter base scores manually.

F.

Allocation of Students to Teams and Role Selection

Teachers could allocate students to teams and specified roles that students would
perform in these teams. Alternatively, students could select their fellow team members
and negotiate a role within their team. Both of these processes resulted in a 'List of
Student Team Members & Roles'.

By storing this information in the new Kiwi system, students & teachers would inform
each other of team and role selections. New user interfaces for teachers and students
should be created in Kiwi.

A new main application interface, used by teachers, should allow team groups to be
created, edited and deleted. Teachers would be able to manage a list of roles that could
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be assigned to students across many team groups. Teachers should be able to define
how many teams were required and the number of students in each team. Teams could
be identified by a unique name or number. Alternatively, by initially assigning a single
student to each team, identification could be achieved by these students' names.

When student self-selection was not being used, teachers would select students from a
list, assign them to teams and assign roles. This list of students could be filtered to show
only students from a relevant class group who had not already been assigned to a team.
This interface could use intuitive drag-and-drop functionality to allow teachers to see the
movement of students during allocation. To reduce the time taken for teachers to
allocate students to groups and assign them roles, additional functionality should be
added to automatically assign students to teams. Automatic allocation could be random
or rule based (for example: 'allocate students to groups with an equal male/female
ratio'). Teachers would still be able to make changes after automatic allocations.

A separate, but similar, web-application interface could be created to allow students to
record their self-allocated teams and roles. This interface could prevent students from
assigning themselves to more than one team or to a team where the maximum number
of students had already been reached.

8.3.2. Assessment
The following assessment processes were considered:

A. Student Preparation of Work
B. Peer Assessment
C. Update of Performance Summaries
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A.

Student Preparation of Work

Teachers informed students that an assessment exercise was going to occur at the
beginning of the assessment process.

The new Kiwi system should provide interfaces to convey information prepared during
assessment planning to students to support preparation of their work for assessment.
Information to be conveyed to students included: student team allocations and roles,
relevant exemplar material and general and personalised learning objectives and
evaluation criteria. This web application interface should list current and forthcoming
assessments. By selecting an assessment from this list, students would be able to view
this information and any additional details about the assessment provided by teachers
(for example: deadlines for submission).

B.

Peer Assessment

Peer assessment was a mechanism that assisted students in providing feedback to each
other. Students produced a peer assessment for other team members after evidence of
their work had been captured.

New web application interfaces should be created for the Kiwi system that allowed
students to conduct and record the results of their peer assessment. Peer assessment
was often performed at the same time as self-assessment. The types of information
accessed and stored during peer and self-assessment were also very similar. Therefore,
these new interfaces should be created to fulfil both functions.

A new interface that listed current assessments had already been defined (see Section A).
By selecting an assessment, students would be able to view a list of all team members for
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which they had not submitted a peer assessment (or self assessment, in the case of
themselves). Students would begin a new peer or self-assessment by selecting a team
member from this list. Students would then be able to review captured evidence of work
whilst also viewing the relevant evaluation criteria. Students should be able to submit an
assessment. The type of information contained in this assessment would depend upon
the marking scheme selected by teachers during assessment planning.

C.

Update of Performance Summaries

Student achievement could be measured by comparing results of assessments of student
work to previous performance. Base scores represented students' average performance.
Students could be awarded points for improvement or a high-level of sustained
performance. Histories of marks, base scores, and improvement points could be
recorded in performance summaries.

After submission of teacher assessments, students' performance summaries needed to be
updated to include new marks and improvement points. No new user interfaces were
required to support this process in the Kiwi system. However, changes were required to
the main application so that these performance summaries would be updated
automatically.

8.3.3. Feedback & Review
The following feedback and review processes were considered:

A. Personalised Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria
B. Monitoring and Notification of Assessment Events
C. Student ePortfolios
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D. Parent/Carer Notification of Student Progress

A.

Personalised Learning Objectives and Evaluation Criteria

Teachers gave students individual advice and involved pupils in setting and reviewing
progress towards their targets. Specific targets for individual students that were derived
from broader curriculum targets were discussed by students and teachers.

New interfaces in Kiwi were required to record these agreed targets. Although, students
and teachers were involved, this process was typically initiated by teachers. Therefore,
these new interfaces for recording individual student targets would be created in the
main application used by teachers.

Teachers needed to add and edit individual targets through this new interface. Individual
targets were derived from broader curriculum targets. Therefore, it would be necessary
for this new interface to display existing general objectives and evaluation criteria whilst
teachers added or amended students' personalised learning objectives and evaluation
criteria.

B.

Monitoring and Notification of Assessment Events

The new system should allow teachers to monitor student behaviour by recording
occurrences of assessment-related events (for example: a student's submission of a selfassessment or accessing teacher feedback from a previous assessment). Kiwi should
notify teachers and students when specific assessment events occurred.

A new system component that constantly monitored for assessment-related events was
required. Guava contained similar components that monitored other events (for
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example: the Guava Central Database Synchronizer Service described in Section 5.1.3).
These components had been implemented as background services. A new service should
be created in the new Kiwi system to monitor for these assessment events and send
notifications, when necessary. The types of notifications required were specified by
teachers previously in Section 8.3.1.C and the criteria of these notifications were stored in
the new central database. This new service component would be able to infer a list of
events to be monitored by examining the criteria for all specified notifications.

C.

Student ePortfolios

Guava provided a web interface that allowed students to view a portfolio of their work
(see Section 5.1.4.B).

In the new Kiwi system, students would have a collection of portfolios. Therefore, a new
interface should be created that would allow students to select and view a portfolio from
their collection.

In the Guava system, students were able to able to view their portfolios. However, only
teachers were able to add or remove work from these portfolios.

In the Kiwi system, new interfaces should be created that would allow students and
teachers to view a collection of all individual students' work and select items to be
included in each portfolio. This process was performed by students and teachers.
Therefore, new interfaces would need to be created in the main application (for teachers)
and the web application (for students).
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There may be many items of work in these collections of student work so these new
interfaces should allow this list to be filtered. Students and teachers needed to refer to
portfolio objectives (see Section 8.3.1.8) when selecting work to be included in student
portfolios. Therefore, this portfolio objectives information needed to be displayed in
these new interfaces.

D.

Parent/Carer Notification of Student Progress

Teachers could provide regular updates to parents/carers about student progress.
Students' parents/carers could use information about student progress to provide
additional support and encouragement to students.

The new Kiwi system could provide interfaces for teachers to enter and record student
progress information in the new central database.

Other new web application interfaces that allowed parents/carers to view this
information should also be created in the new system. Parents/carers would be able
access these web application interfaces through the Internet. Secure access to these
interfaces would be required. A login interface had already been created (see Section
5.1.4). This interface allowed students and teachers to identify themselves by entering a
username and to prove this by entering a password. This existing login process should be
modified in Kiwi to also allow parents/carers to authenticate their identity using a
username and password. Additionally, a method of encrypting traffic transmitted across
the Internet should be implemented to prevent eavesdropping.
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New administrative interfaces that allowed parent/carer login information to be added,
edited and deleted should also be created. Schools would need to consider and identify a
secure method for distributing new authorisation credentials to parents/carers.

8.4.Chapter Discussion
This Chapter proposed how a new system called Kiwi should be created to implement
new components of assessment described in the Final Generic Assessment model (see
Chapter 7).

This proposed new system extended the Guava system described in Chapter 5. Kiwi
required the creation of new database, application, service and user interface
components. Prototypes of the new interface components could be created and
feedback sought from users. A prototype system could then be created and functional
testing performed. The new system would contain web interfaces accessible through the
Internet. Therefore, additional testing would be required to ensure that these interfaces
were secure. The prototype system could then tested by teachers, students and
parents/carers. Feedback from these users would be used to improve the system.
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Chapter 9

Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work

This Chapter describes the conclusions and recommendations resulting from the research
presented in this Dissertation.

A prototype system (ESMMS Version 1) was created in 2001 and a basic working
Electronic Student Assessment And data Management System (ESAAMS) existed at the
beginning of the research described in this Dissertation. That system (ESMMS Version 2)
was first mentioned in Lassauniere [2003]. The research described in this Dissertation
began in 2003 and extended and developed that early work, so that new generic
assessment models and then new assessment systems could be created.

A review of assessment software was conducted before the beginning of the research
described in this Dissertation and no existing systems were found at that time; Software
systems were available for recording the results of students' summative assessments and
attendance information [Capita Education Services, n.d.] but there were no software
systems for capturing and storing their audio/visual work. Other, non-software based,
methods of capturing and storing students' audio/visual work were available and
established in classroom practice [Ofsted, 2003].

ESMMS allowed teachers to capture student work using various audio and video capture
devices (such as video cameras and microphones) attached to the teache~s computer.
This system was teaching-centred, suitable for a range of teaching fields, and allowed
quick and efficient management of student work.
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Audio and video captured by this system was stored in files. Associated information
about student work (such as descriptions, grades and comments) was stored in a
relational database.

In addition, a model of assessment in ESAAMS was created and that was described in
Chapter 3.

9.1.First Assessment Model
Feedback from teachers who tested ESAAMS Version 2 suggested that:

•

student involvement and engagement in assessment had increased because of the
introduction of video capture.

•

the system was intuitive, very user-friendly and un-intimidating to use.

•

the system had aided discussions between teachers about best practice because it
was possible to give examples with real video evidence.

Mackrill [2004] created and distributed a questionnaire to teachers who had used the
system and results were collected. Follow-up interviews were conducted with teachers
to gain more detailed information about specific areas.

Requests for new functionality were identified from a bug-tracking system and results of
the questionnaire and interviews. Teachers wanted to be able to:

•

store student work in electronic portfolios.

•

import photographs of students in batches.

•

assign up to three separate marks, from a number of different marking schemes,
for each workpiece.
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•

record verbal commentaries of student work electronically.

•

create workpieces from templates to reduce the need to re-enter identical
information.

•

allow students to record their own work unsupervised and submit selfassessments of their work.

New components of assessment were also identified from these results. A first model of
assessment that contained these new components was created and described in Chapter

3.
It was decided to create a new system that would implement the new components of
assessment.

9.2.Kumquat System
A new assessment system called Kumquat was created. Kumquat had new functionality
that implemented the components of assessment identified during testing of ESAAMS
Version 2 and that were shown in the First Assessment Model. Two versions of Kumquat
were created: a 'Standalone' version for use by one teacher at a time on a single PC, and a
'Multi-user' version.

ESAAMS Version 2 could be installed on many computers within a school. However, each
instance of the software required its own separate database. This caused problems
because these separate databases contained some information that was common to a
whole school (not just a particular teacher) and there was no mechanism for
synchronising changes to this information across these disparate databases. The new
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Kumquat Multi-user software included additional tools & functionality that allowed
different teachers in the same school to share some student information.

A single main executable program was created for both versions of Kumquat. This
program detected when it was running in a Standalone environment and hid toolbar and
menu options that were only relevant to the Multi-user version.

Some components of the new system were stored on a server because they needed to be
accessible to teachers and students.

Sharing of information between users required a new central database to be created as a
single location for storing school-wide information. This new database had the same
structure, field names and equivalent data types as original databases on teacher PCs.

The main application, on teacher PCs, regularly performed a backup routine that copied
local ESAAMS databases to a backup storage location on a server. A new application that
ran on servers and copied data from each backed-up database to the central database
was created.

A new web-based application was created to allow students to view an electronic
portfolio (ePortfolio) of their work from any computer within a school's computer
network. This Intranet ePortfolio (IEP) web application was located on a server and
students interacted with it by using a web browser.

A student account activation process provided students with a quick and secure way to
start using their ePortfolio account. This process was helpful for teachers because it
required minimal time to administer. Teachers only needed to initiate the process;
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distribution of usernames and passwords to students was handled automatically by the
system.

A 'MUSE Client' application was stored and executed on teacher PC's. This application
produced reports that could be viewed by teachers, written to CD or published to a
website. These reports contained details of a student's workpieces from any subject and
any academic year. The format and layout of these reports was consistent with
ePortfolios generated by IEP. This new application was only accessible by teachers. Data
for these reports were sourced from the central database rather than a local database.
Therefore, these reports contained information from different teachers, subjects and
academic years.

Teachers were able to define workpiece templates in the new main application.
Workpiece templates allowed teachers to preset commonly used fields that would
automatically be populated for new workpieces (such as: workpiece title, marking
scheme, skills, subject and year group). Workpiece templates could also contain learning
outcomes and assessment criteria to help teachers during assessment.

An audio commentary feature was added to Kumquat. Teachers were able to record a
verbal commentary instead of, or as well as, a typed commentary using the main
application.

New functionality was created to allow students to capture evidence of their own work
using the main application. All students logged-in to the main application using the same
user name and a password specified by teachers. After logging-in, students were
presented with a reduced GUI so that students could not access or corrupt any
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information. A 'Student Recorder' window was also presented to students. Students
were required to enter a title for their workpiece and were optionally able to enter some
written comments or record an audio comment.

The main program and its associated utility programs were tested before being
distributed to teachers. White box and black box testing methodologies were applied in a
similar way as for ESAAMS Version 2. Alpha testing was performed by consultants who
had initially consulted with teachers to identify the initial requirements of the system.
One user identified an issue with the student account activation process. Additional
functionality was added to overcome this problem and a corrected system was
distributed to teachers who tested it.

Users contacted a support team at the collaborating company and new bugs and
enhancement requests were recorded in a bug-tracking system.

Users reported problems with installation and configuration of the server components.
This process was not simple and each installation required several setup programs to be
run. The look and feel of those programs was inconsistent and the order and the overall
progress of the installation process was unclear to users. Users were still required to
complete some configuration tasks manually after installation had been completed.

A new application copied data from databases backed-up from each teacher PC to the
central database. Users encountered problems because selection of data duplicated in
two or more source databases was arbitrary. Problems also occurred because teachers
did not use unique student registration numbers so unexpected duplicate student records
were created in the central database.
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Users were confused by terminology used to describe the different components of the
system. For example: the term 'ESAAMS' was ambiguous because it referred to the main
application installed and used on teacher PCs and the system (including all applications)
as a whole.

Users were frustrated that additions and changes to student workpiece information were
not immediately apparent in student ePortfolios.

Kumquat used dynamic linking to share executable libraries of program code with other
applications. Complex relationships with other software applications requiring different
versions of these libraries resulted in numerous crashes and bugs on some computers.
This challenge was colloquially known as "DLL hell". Resolving these conflicts could be
lengthy and complex.

It was decided to create a new system that corrected these problems.

9.3.Guava System
A new assessment system, called Guava, was created to correct problems identified
during testing of Kumquat. Some additional functionality was introduced. Two versions
of Guava were created: a 'Standalone' version for use by one teacher at a time on a single
PC, and a 'Network' version for use by many teachers.

Much of the data stored in databases on teachers' PC's was unique. For example: it was
not possible for the same workpiece to be captured on more than one teacher PC.
However, some information was duplicated between databases (for example: students'
personal details). Teachers could import student information from a CSV file. However,
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changes to students' personal details were not automatically updated in databases on
other teacher PCs. Therefore, it was decided to create a single authoritative source for
student & subject information in the central database. All changes to students and
subjects were made in a central database through new user interfaces. This information
was still copied to local databases so that teachers were able to work remotely when they
were disconnected from the server.

New software and database components were created to allow student information to be
administered centrally.

A single main executable program was created for both versions of Guava. This program
detected when it was running in a Standalone environment and hid toolbar and menu
options that were only relevant to the Network version.

A new Importer application was created that regularly updated local databases on
teacher PCs with the most recent student data from the central database. This
application was launched automatically when teacher PCs were started and this
application ran in the background.

A new Central Database Synchronizer Service that copied data from databases backed-up
from teacher pes to the central database was created. This service ran constantly and
monitored a file system location on the server for changes. When this service detected
that one or more new backups had been created, it started a compilation process to
update the central database. This meant that changes were reflected quickly in student
ePortfolios. This new synchronizer service used a new compilation algorithm that
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reduced the time taken for the process to run and minimized disruption to other
components of the system that consumed data from the central database.

A new web-application was created to add, edit and delete student and subject data, and
to allow students to view electronic portfolios (ePortfolios) of their work. A new
'configuration wizard' user interface was also created to simplify configuration of Guava.
Users could access this intranet site from any computer within a school's computer
network. This new web-application replaced Kumquat's Intranet ePortfolio (IEP) webapplication.

New user interfaces were created in the new web-application that allowed administrators
to view and change information that controlled how students logged-in to the webapplication to view their ePortfolios. Administrators were able to generate random
passwords for new students as an alternative to the student account activation.

A new central database was created to overcome limitations with Kumquat's central
database structure. Further systems analysis was conducted and consultants at the
collaborating company gave suggestions. Design of the new database started by
analysing requirements for the new system to determine a suitable database structure. A
list of entities that needed to be represented in the new database was created. These
entities were normalized and entity relationship diagrams were created. This work was
conducted iteratively and was reviewed by other database programmers at the end of
each iteration. Database tables were created in a new SQL database.

A new 'Admin Assistant' software component was created. This software ran in the
background on a server as a Windows service and did not have a GUI. This Admin
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Assistant service periodically deleted redundant log information from the central
database and performed a 'rollover' routine at the beginning of a new academic year.

A new application that could collate diagnostic information and send this data to a
support team at the collaborating company was created. The support team used this
information to diagnose problems reported by users. This application was deployed with
both the Standalone and Network versions of Guava.

New setup programs were created for both versions of Guava. Unlike Kumquat, only one
setup needed to be executed. This simplified the installation process for teachers and
system administrators

9.4.Prototype Generic Assessment Model
Literature about questionnaire design was reviewed and a questionnaire was issued to
users to elicit further feedback about the system. This new questionnaire was distributed
electronically.

A search for existing assessment systems was conducted. Two systems were reviewed to
identify new components, which were added to a new Prototype Generic Assessment
model. The new prototype generic model of assessment included components identified
by beta testers, questionnaire respondents and other assessment systems.

9.S.Final Generic Assessment Model
In order to identify areas of the system that could be improved or expanded, a further
review of assessment systems described in the literature was conducted. From that, a
new and Final Generic Assessment Model was created that contained new components of
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assessment. This was achieved by comparing the prototype model with assessment
systems, practices and topologies described in the literature.

Literature that described 'Goal Setting' practices that allowed students to be assigned
individual and quantitative goals was found. In this practice, students were awarded for
surpassing previous performance and students who reached a high level of performance
were awarded for maintaining that level. New components of assessment were identified
and included in the new final generic assessment model.

Literature that described 'Personalised Learning' practices where teachers tailored their
teaching methods to individual students was found. Teachers were encouraged to give
students personal advice and actively involve pupils in setting and reviewing their
progress towards their targets. New components of assessment were identified and
included in the new final generic assessment model.

This literature review showed that student portfolios were used for different purposes. In
the Prototype Generic Assessment Model, teachers selected work included in student
portfolios from a collection. Students were able to view work in their portfolios but could
not add or remove artefacts. The Final Generic Assessment Model was updated to show
that students could have more than one portfolio of work and that it was possible for
students to add and remove artefacts from these portfolios.

This literature review also showed that components that represented student generation
of evaluation criteria, peer assessment and automatic monitoring of student assessment
activity needed to be added the new final generic assessment model.
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9.6.Kiwi System
The design of a new system called Kiwi that would implement the new final generic model
of assessment was described.

A new database structure was required to store additional information. This new
database could be based on the structure of Guava's central database with additional
database tables to store this new information.

Teachers needed to be able to use the main application when disconnected from servers.
It was identified that a new importer application was required to copy audio and video
files from servers to teacher PC's.

A review of user interfaces was conducted. It was proposed that in Kiwi, a student webapplication interface would provide all functions required by students. Existing functions
used by students in the main application would be extracted from the main application to
eliminate disruption to teachers and avoid data security problems caused by selfassessment information been attributed to incorrect students. It was also proposed that
existing web interfaces used by teachers could be integrated in to the main application.
This would allow teachers to perform all administrative and assessment related tasks
without needing to login twice through different interfaces.

Assessment processes were reviewed and possible methods for implementing new
functions in Kiwi were proposed.

Bugs and enhancements reported by teachers during testing of the Guava system were
reviewed and possible methods of implementation were proposed.
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Areas for further requirements analysis were identified and methods for testing this new
system were also suggested.

Although a theoretical study has been completed, the complete software has not been
completed or tested.

9.7.Resolution of Research Aims and Objectives
The following research aims and objectives were proposed in Chapter 1:

A. Discover and list gaps in existing electronic assessment systems.
B. Discover and list gaps in existing models of assessment.
C. Create new models of the assessment process, culminating in a generic model of
assessment.
D. Create e-portfolio interfaces for Kumquat.
E. Create a new electronic assessment system.
F.

Describe a new electronic assessment system.

A.

Discover and list gaps in existing electronic assessment systems.

An existing electronic assessment system (ESAAMS Version 2) was made available by the
collaborating company at the beginning of the research. This system was described in
Chapter 2. Gaps in this system were identified during testing and listed in Chapter 3.

Other existing electronic assessment systems were identified by:

•

Literature searches

•

Discussion with academics and the collaborating company

•

Conference presentations
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•

Search engines

Systems discovered were described in Chapter 6.

B.

Discover and list gaps in existing models of assessment.

Existing models of assessment were found in the literature. These models were described
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7. Gaps in the models identified in Chapter 2 were listed in that
Chapter.

C.

Create new models of the assessment process, culminating in a
generic model of assessment.

A model of the assessment process in ESAAMS Version 2 was created in Chapter 3.

ESAAMS Version 2 was tested and results were collected. Questionnaires and interviews
with teachers were also conducted by the collaborating company. Results from an initial
literature review were combined with the results from the testing, questionnaires and
interviews to create a first new model of assessment.

A prototype electronic assessment system called Guava that contained new components
of assessment was created. Other assessment systems were reviewed and the first
assessment model was modified and extended to create a prototype generic assessment
model.

Guided by the results from testing the two new electronic assessment systems (Kumquat
and Guava), a more focussed literature review was conducted and, from that, a new and
final generic model of assessment was created.
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D.

Create e-portfolio interfaces for Kumquat.

A new web-based application was created in Kumquat. This new web-based application
allowed students to view electronic portfolios (ePortfolios) of their work from any
computer within a school's computer network. Students interacted with this Intranet
ePortfolio (IEP) web application by using a web browser.

E.

Create a new electronic assessment system.

A new central database and an Intranet ePortfolio (IEP) web application were created and
combined additional tools to create an electronic assessment system called Kumquat.
Kumquat implemented components of assessment identified during testing of ESAAMS
Version 2 and included in the First Assessment Model.

A new electronic assessment system called Guava was created from analysis of feedback
from Kumquat users.

F.

Describe a new electronic assessment system.

A third new electronic assessment system called Kiwi was described using the results
from the literature searches, the new ideas and results from the two new electronic
systems (Kumquat and Guava) and the final generic model of assessment created during
the research. Kiwi would allow peer-assessment and more fluid sharing of student
assessment information between teachers. The Kiwi design was reviewed by teachers to
identify new components that might be added in the future and to suggest future
research work.
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9.8.Key Research Successes and Contribution
A broad base of research was completed and a foundation platform from which further
research and development could be conducted was created. A key contribution to
knowledge was the creation of the new electronic systems and generic models of
assessment. The research work brought the following tangible successes:

Main systems created:

•

Central Database & Intranet ePortfolio Web Application for Kumquat

•

Guava System

The design of a new system called Kiwi was also described.

New models created:

•

Model of Assessment in ESAAMS Version 2

•

First Generic Model of Assessment

•

Prototype Generic Model of Assessment

•

Final Generic Model of Assessment

9.9.Improvements to This Research
A questionnaire survey was conducted in Chapter 6. A review of that questionnaire was
conducted in that same Chapter and 14 areas for improvement were identified.
Implementing these suggestions in a new questionnaire could allow more feedback about
the Guava system to be obtained and reduce bias in results.

A search for existing assessment systems was conducted in Chapter 6. Two systems were
identified and were reviewed to identify new components of assessment, which were
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added to a new Prototype Generic Assessment Model. These systems were selected
because they were deemed to be particularly relevant and widely cited. However, other
systems were available. A detailed review of these systems could identify more
components of assessment that could be added to the generic models.

The systems created were tested by teachers at primary and secondary level. However,
these systems had not been tested at tertiary level, although the focussed literature
review in Chapter 7 included literature concerning assessment in colleges and
universities. Testing by teachers at tertiary level could identify new assessment practices
and components that could be included in future generic models.

9.10.

Suggestions for Future Work

The Final Generic Assessment Model could be extended by implementation in a broader
range of assessment systems and improved by testing by more users.

Chapter 8 described how a new system (called Kiwi) could be created to implement the
final generic model of assessment and feedback received from testers of the Guava
system. That Chapter also described new database, background service and user
interface components. Further requirements analysis could be undertaken to produce a
complete system design. This new system could then be created and tested. Testing
could be performed to identify limitations of this system and new components of
assessment for future models.

An e-learning Framework Reference Model for Assessment (FREMA) was identified
during a focussed literature review in Chapter 7. This model was made available, through
a semantic wiki web site, to a community of people who were involved in managing and
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conducting student assessment and creating assessment software systems [Howard,
2007]. System creators could refer to the FREMA model when designing new systems to
identify functions to be implemented. All community members were able to add
components to the model and make changes and corrections. A similar web site could be
created for the Final Generic Assessment Model. This could allow the model to be tested
more thoroughly and improved further.

Future advancements in hardware and software technologies in the next ten to twenty
years will present opportunities for new systems to be created.

Portable devices such as mobile phones and personal digital music players are already
prevalent in the UK and typically contain cameras and microphones that allow audio and
video data to be captured and recorded. Improvements in the fidelity of data captured
and new software interfaces that allowed students to submit work recorded using these
devices could make it feasible for students to capture work autonomously and more
often.

Traditionally, computers have used a limited range of input devices, such as keyboards
and mice. New technologies such as surface computing radically depart from those
traditional devices and have led to computers in new forms that are more natural in their
users' environment, such as surface computing. Surface computers have horizontal
tabletop screens, which are the sole interface for direct user input. Unlike traditional
computers, surface computers allow groups of people to collaborate by viewing and
interacting with these computers simultaneously [Wobbrock, 2009]. New assessment
systems that could run on surface computers could be created. These new systems
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would suit the natural environment of classrooms, which typically had many tabletop
surfaces and host collaboration between groups of students and teachers.

Research into Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCls) has allowed computers to receive limited
input from humans without need for traditional HCI devices such as keyboards and mice.
In one experiment, simple neural interfaces were implanted in a human and interfaced
directly with the subject's nervous system. The subject was able to control a robotic arm,
which mimicked the movements of his physical arm. A lack of understanding of the
human nervous system currently limits the control available using BCls. Future research
could lead to the creation of new BCls that allow computers to capture audio and visual
information directly from humans. Such devices could replace the audio and video input
devices used with some of the new systems described in this Dissertation.

9.11.

Thesis Conclusion

Research was undertaken in the area of electronic assessment systems and models of
student assessment. The research led to the creation of new and novel electronic
assessment systems that recorded audio and visual data with student records as a
resource for monitoring progress and assisting students.

The new Guava & Kumquat systems were designed in collaboration with Counterpoint
MTC ltd. These systems were marketed by the collaborating company as commercial
products.

New generic models of assessment were created. Limitations with these models and
improvements were identified and described.
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A new system that implemented a final generic model of assessment was described.
After some further analysis and design, this system could be created and marketed as a
new electronic assessment system product.
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Chapter 10 Appendices
A.

Administrative Processes for ESAAMS Version 2

It was necessary to create and update information in the database that was used during
assessment processes. These tasks were administrative tasks, rather than assessment
tasks. Five main areas of administrative tasks were identified:

I.

Student Administration

II.

Class Group Administration

III.

Teacher Login Administration

IV.

Resource Administration

V.

Reporting

I.

Student Administration

Teachers needed to be able to create, edit and delete students. Students could be
created and edited using the Student Editor, also called Student Card. Two tabs enabled
students' personal details and workpiece information to be edited separately: 'Details'
and 'Work'.

Under the 'Details' tab (Figure 10.1), general information, such as name, date of birth,
etc., could be entered. Furthermore, a photograph of the student could be captured
using a webcam attached to the teacher's computer. This made it quicker for teachers to
identify students.
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DANiEl , Philip

---

.

Please Choose an Option

I

-

-

Details
'Wo;.:.;
rk~_--,

Details
Picture
Surname
DANIEL
First Names
Philip
NickName ( nown as)
IPhilip
Female

• Male

Date of Birth 127/09/1990
Registration 043410

Picture

~

Confidential Information (Student's Notes)

Edit Notes

.J

Done

Figure 10.1- Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Student Editor, Details Tab
Under the 'Work' tab (Figure 10.2), all workpieces associated with the student could be
listed, edited and played back.
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DANiEl , Philip
-

-

---~

Please Choose an Option

-

.

Details
Work

-1

\\fork

Skill

Show All Workpieces

Show All Fields

Comments on the Workpiece

Play

Eleport Workpiece

Group comments

Import External Work

Re ort

J

Send to editor

Find File
Done

Figure 10.2 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Student Editor, Work Tab
Student details could be retrieved from the database for amendment or deletion using
the Student Manager (Figure 10.3). Queries could be performed to search and filter a list
of students by name or the class they were in.
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Please Choose Student to EDIT
---------

-

Selected Students:

Filtered Students:

Students
BENWELL. Michelle
GREEN, MIChelle
MARCHANT , Jamie

Stud nts

Class
YEAR 07· DEMO
YEAR 07· DEMO
YEAR 07 · DEMO

Class

<

Filter:
From

Search for:

Whole Database
Students Not A signed to a Class ONLY
Students In Active Classes 0 NLY
• Students In Loaded Class ONLY
Students Not In Edited Class ONLY

Cancel

Done

Figure 10.3 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Student Manager
Students could be created individually and 'imported' to classes, or be automatically
created and added to classes using an import routine from the school database. Schools
generally used SIMS database [Capita Education Services, n.d.], where classes, student
marks and other information were stored. Teachers could export relevant information as
a CSV (Comma Separated Variable) file and import it into the ESAAMS database. The
process took just 5 minutes to create around 20 classes, whereas typing-in this
information manually for each individual student could take half a day.
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II.

Class Group Administration

Students were usually taught in groups known as classes. Teachers needed to be able to
create, edit and delete classes. Furthermore, teachers needed to be able to add and
remove students from a class.

Classes could be created, managed and loaded using the Class Manager (Figure 10.4).
Classes were defined by their name, year group and academic year.

Classes
Clanes

About Selected Clan: YEAR 07 - DEMO

=s!.

Students belonging to this class

2007·2008

- .J Year 07
-

" DD:m
.J Ye 108
"

MUSIC (SET 1)

- ..J Yeal 09
' " MUSIC (SET 2)
' " DRAMA (SET 1)

~

AZIZE . Abdul
BAILEY. Peter
BENWELL MicheUe
BROWN. Emma
BROWN . Jane
CLOAK. Tlacey
CROWN. Sarah
DANIEL. Philip
GRANT . Amanda
GREEN. Michelle
HANCOX. Nicholas
HA"'KINS. Andrea

Add New Student

ImpOlt 5tudents

I

Generate
Nlckn~

Notes'

111111 0810412008' 41440
These notes are speclfc to the demo class.

111111 ' 110312008 13:22:55
These are some relevant notes about this current class.

RegrstJ atron

Repolt--.J

Class Workpleces

Done

Figure 10.4 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Class Manager
The class name was an arbitrary value determined by the teacher, based on the subject
taught or another identifier for a group of students, such as a form or tutor group name.

Classes could be renamed, moved to another year group or deleted using the manager.
Deleting a class did not delete students but just removed their link with the class.
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A student could only belong to one class group. Adding a student to a new class group
automatically removed them from any other class group.

ESAAMS allowed teachers to create a visual representation of the area in which they
taught called a Classroom layout. A Classroom layout contained numbered desks. The
placement and orientation of each desk could be set so that the Classroom layout
represented a plan view of the classroom.

Many different layouts could be created and stored in the database, although only one
Classroom layout could be loaded at a time. Each Classroom layout could be given a
name so that it could be quickly identified by teachers. Teachers could specify a default
Classroom layout to be loaded when the ESAAMS program was started.

Teachers could load a class of students into a Classroom layout. Each student was
represented by a single icon. This representation included their name (or nickname, as
chosen by the teacher) and their gender for easier recognition.

Initially, students were not assigned to a desk and were shown in a blank area in the topleft corner of the Classroom layout. Students could be placed on any desk by dragging
and dropping them onto a desk. Up to two students could be placed at a desk.

When a class was loaded, students were automatically assigned to the desks they were
placed at during the previous lesson. Otherwise, they were left unplaced. If a desk as
removed from the Classroom layout then any students to it were automatically unplaced.

Teachers could register the attendance of students during a lesson. The process was
achieved in the Registration window (Figure 10.5).
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RegistratIon
Displa, Schetlles:
Toda,: Tuesday 22Ap1d 2008. 1442
Clan:

•Last 4 Regstered Lessons

YEAR 07 · DEMO

Studenb belonging to this class:
Studoflts
AZIZE . Abdul

r

v'
v'

v'
v'
v'

x

v'

BAILEY. Peter
BEtfYlELL. Nichele

v'
v'

66% (0/3 late)
100% (0/3 late)

CROWN . Sarah
GRANT . Amanda
GREEN . Michelle

100% (0/3 late)

100% (0/3 late)

CLOAK. Tracey
DANIEL. Philip

100% (0/3 late)
100% (0/3 late)

BROWN . Emma
BROWN. Jane

p

r

J22/04 15104 08/04 IAttenciance ('(TO)

v'
v'
v'

v'
v'

100% (0/3 lale)

v'

100% (0/3 late)

v'

100% 10/3 late)

yI'

100% (1/3 late)

v'

100% (0/3 late)

100% (013 late)

G)

HANCOX. Nicholas
HAWKINS. Andrea
HELLO . Christian

(i)

HOOPER. Karl

v'

100% (0/3 late)

v'
v'

100% 11/3 late)

.J
tJew

Done

Figure 10.5 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Registration Window
Students could be registered as present, absent or late by clicking on checkboxes next to
each student's name. To increase the speed of data input by the user, teachers were
alternatively able to use just the keyboard by pressing the 'enter' key for present or the
'space' key for absent.

Teachers could view a history of student registration information from the same window.
A summary of each student's attendance was displayed at the end of each row.

III.

Teacher Login Administration

Two types of user were defined:
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•

An Administrator: with administrative rights to manage students, classes and
other users.

•

Standard users: with no administrative rights.

If the Administrator password was forgotten, users could call a support team at the
collaborating company to obtain an unlock key to enter into the main application. The
key was a character-encrypted string of 16 characters using a simple XOR combination
between 2 keys: the administrator password and another key. A customer support
representative at the company would pass the administrator's key to another program to
generate the unlock key to enter. After validation, the administrator could enter a new
password. This method was selected to prevent students from getting the key and for its
simplicity. If the company went bankrupt, the company would have to give the key
generator to administrators so that they still could use ESAAMS should they need to reset
their password.

IV.

Resource Administration

The Resource Manager (Figure 10.6) provided users with a quick way to store and access
media files during a lesson. Resources were added to the resource manager by copying
them into a 'Resources' folder in the ESAAMS program directory.
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.9., Ql.

NotePad

Browser

Resources

Resources

Filename
~

Filename

- -!I E
~ Even Better Than the Real

- .J I
~ Is That.A.lL.mp3

- -!I M
~ Miss Saraievowma

- :J 0

~ October mp3
~ One.wma

- .J S
~
~
~
~

Scarlet rnp3
Stay (Faraway. So Close! 1If>
Stranger In A Strange Land
Stuck In a Moment You Cal

- .J T
~ Tomolrow.mp3
....,j 'W
~ 'W,th A Shout (Jerusalem).m

-

<

>

Not Set

Play~ t

t

D

New Playlist

~ Scarletmp3
~ Onewma
~ Slue In a Moment You C..

Figure 10.6 - Screenshot of ESAAMS Version 2 Resources Manager
Resources could be viewed in these different categories:

•

File name

•
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•

Author/Composer

•

Year/Period

•

Artist/Performer Instrument

•

Media Type

•

Genre

A drop-down menu at the top of the resources window allowed users to select a category
to view resources by. New sub-folders could be created using the 'New Folder' icon for
all categories except 'File name' and 'Title'. For these categories, resources were
automatically grouped into sub-folders based on the first letter of their name.

If a new resource file was copied or moved to the 'Resources' folder whilst the ESAAMS
application was running then it was not automatically displayed in the Resources
Manager. The 'Refresh' button could be clicked to update the display.

Playlists could be created, saved and existing ones opened and sent to the ESAAMS player
by clicking the 'Play' icon.

v.

Reporting

During the Validation of Concept and Initial Requirements, teachers had requested a
facility to generate reports on students' work. This was achieved using Crystal Reports 9
technology from Crystal Decisions. Crystal Reports [n.d.] allowed users to graphically
design reports that could include data from diverse data sources. Reports used
information from the ESAAMS database.

A single example report was supplied that listed personal details, workpiece and
attendance information for students. A screenshot of an example report is shown in
Figure 10.7.
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A report template was also supplied that allowed teachers with Crystal Reports authoring
software to create their own customised reports for their specific requirements.

~~ (,,,tal /{ePOII (10' sludent. CKUWN . S.rch) (/{epo,\. /{epo,tSludentDet.ilsj

r

I of 1

r-J©J~

crystal - •

CROWN. Sarah (Known as: Sarah)
CURRENT CLASS: YEAR 1. DEMO
DETAILS:

OENDER Female
DATE OF BIRTH 19A1$n991
RroiSTAAT10N o.,,.,g

IIOTES
WORK:
TITLE
Bittersweet Sy"..,hony
Blu •• I"..,rovlsatiOn

DATE

GRADE

0810412008

B (60 " .)

SKIlLS
COMMENTS
P.dOmwrct
Imp""",,"oon

REGISTRAnON:
DATE
2210412009141846

ST ... TUS

"
Figure 10.7 - Screenshot of an ESAAMS Version 2 Student Report
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B.

Option
Code

Table of Results of Guava Questionnaire

Option

Total

Respondents: R3 R7
Valid
%
Responses

R8 R13 R15 Rl

R6 R10 Rll R14 R16 R2 R4

RS R12 R9

(A) Which of the following describes your organisation(s)? (Please tick at least one option)
Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

Primary School
Secondary School
Local Education Authority
(LEA)
Junior/Middle School
Further Education/Sixth
Form College
Other

0
14

16
16

0.00
87.50

I

16

6.25

0

16

0.00

0

16

0.00

2

16

12.50

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(8) What are your roles in your organisation? (Please tick at least one option)
81
82
83
84
B5

Teacher
Head of Department
Other: (Please specify)
Teaching Assistant
IT Co-ordinator

15
11
4
0
0

16
16
16
16
16

93.75
68.75
25.00
0.00
0.00

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1 _ 1 - =
1111
111

(C) Which version(s) of ESAAMS have you used? (Please tick at least one option)
C1

C2
C3
C4

ESAAMS Version 2
ESAAMS Version 3 Standalone Edition
ESAAMS Version 3 - Multiuser Edition
ESAAMS Version 3 Unknown Edition

3

15

20.00

1

3

15

20.00

1

0

15

0.00

1

15

6.67

1

I

1
1

1
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Respondents: R3 R7
(5
(6

C7
C8
C9

ESAAMS Version 4 Standalone Edition
ESAAMS Version 4 Network Edition
ESAAMS Version 4 Unknown Edition
Unknown version(s)
None

8

15

53.33

1

5

15

33.33

1

1

15

6.67

2
1

15
15

13.33
6.67

R8 R13 RlS Rl
1

1

1

1

1

R6 RlO Rll Rl4 Rl6 R2 R4 RS Rl2 R9
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

(0) Have you used any other software to capture and assess student work? (Please tick at least one option)
D1
D2
D3
D4
05
06

SIMS
WebCT
I do not use any other
assessment software
Classroom Monitor

KAAN
Other(s): (Please specify)

4
1

15
15

26.67
6.67

10

15

66.67

0
2
0

15
15
15

0.00
13.33
0.00

1

1

'. ' '. . '

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(E) If so, what are the key features that you have used in this software?
(Text)

1

4

1

1

1

(F) Which of the following assessment practices have you used without ESAAMS?

F1
F2

F3
F4
FS

Capturing audio or video
evidence of students' work
Allowing students to record
audio or video evidence of
their own work
Handwritten feedback to
students
Student Portfolios (Paper)
Typed feedback to students

5

5

100.00

1

3

5

60.00

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
4

5

80.00

3
3

5

60.00
60.00

5

1
1

1
1
1
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Respondents: R3 R7
F6
F7
F8

Student Portfolios
(Electronic)
Verbal feedback to
students
None of the above

2

5

40.00

5

5

100.00

0

5

0.00

R8 Rl3 Rl5 Rl

1

1

1

1

1
1

R6 RlO Rll Rl4 R16 R2 R4 R5 R12 R9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

(G) Which assessment tasks have you used ESAAMS for? (Please tick at least one option)
Gl
G2
G3
G4

G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
GI0
G11

Creating, changing or
deleting marking schemes
Recording students
working individually
Recording audio clips of
student work
Recording students
working in a group
Recording video clips of
student work
Creating or using
workpiece templates
Recording still pictures of
student work
Importing work captured or
recorded with other
software applications
Marking student work
during recording
Allowing students to login
to ESAAMS to record their
own work
Marking student wo!k

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

60.00

1

1

5

80.00

1

1

3

5

60.00

1

1

3

5

60.00

2

5

40.00

1

4

5

80.00

1

3

5

60.00

4

5

80.00

3

5

4

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

5

20.00

0

5

0.00

1

5

20.00

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
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Respondents: R3 R7

G12

G13

G14
GI5
GIG
617
G18
619

immediately after
recording
Allowing students to view
their ePortfolios through
ESAAMS Intranet
Reviewing and marking
student work after
recording
Recording more than one
version of the same piece
of work
Adding typed-in comments
on students work
Others: (Please specify)
Adding handwritten
comments (Tablet PC only)
Adding spoken comments
as an audio recording
None ofthe above

2

5

40.00

2

5

40.00

R8 Rl3 Rl5 Rl

R6 RlO Rll Rl4 Rl6 R2 R4 R5 Rl2 R9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

1
I

5

20.00

1

4

5

80.00

I

2

5

40.00

0

5

0.00

1

5

20.00

1

5

20.00

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I
1

1
1

1

(H) Have you encountered any barriers that have inhibited your use of ESAAMS?
HI
H2
H3

H4

Yes, the software is not
intuitive
Yes, the software is too
slow
Yes, the software is not
reliable
No, I have not encountered
any barriers to using
ESAAMS

I

5

20.00

1

5

20.00

3

5

60.00

0

5

0.00

I
1
1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
-- - -
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Respondents: R3 R7

HS
H6

Yes, the software does not
provide the features I need
Others: (Please specify)

1

5

20.00

4

5

80.00

R8 R13 R15 R1

R6 R10 Rll R14 R16 R2 R4 R5 R12 R9

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(I) Are there any features or assessment practises you think ESAAMS should support? If so, what are they?

1

(Text)

1

1

1

1

1

(J) Would you be happy for me to contact you to ask a few additional questions, if necessary (and at a time convenient to you)?

J1
J2

Yes
INo

I

12
4

1

75.00
16
1~ ~25.00

1

1
1

(Grey background indicates corrected data)
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1

1
1

1

1
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1

1

I
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C.

Guava Questionnaire

,.~
~

e SAAMS

Customer Feedback Questionnaire
July 2008

A Which of the following describes your organisation(s)? (Please tick at least one option)

o

Primary School

LJ

Secondary School

LJ

Junior/Middle School

D

Further Education/Sixth
Form College

o
o

Local Education Authority (LEA)
Other

B What are your roles in your organisation? (Please tick at least one option)

o

o

o
o

Teacher
Teaching Assistant

Head of Department

o

Other: (Please specify)

IT Co-ordinator

C Which verslon(s) of ESAAMS have you used? (Please tick at least one option)

o

ESAAMS Version 2

-

ESAAMS Version 3

_

-

ESAAMS Version 4

-

0

Standalone Edition

0

Multi-user Edition

0
iJ
0

I don't know

[]

I don't know

Standalone Edition
Network Edition

;:]

I have used ESAAMS but I don't know which version(s)

LJ

I have not used ESAAMS

D Have you used any other software to capture and assess student work? (Please tick at least one option)

0

SIMS

0

WebCT

0

0

Classroom Monitor

0

KAAN

0

I do not use any other assessment software
Other(s): (Please specify)

E If so, what are the key features that you have used in this software?

F Which of the following assessment practices have you used without ESAAMS?

0

Capturing audio orvideo evidence of
students' work

0

Allowing students to record audio or video
evidence of their own work

0
0
0

Handwritten feedback to students

0
0
0

Student Portfolios (Paper)

Typed feedback to students
Verbal feedback to students
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G Which assessment tasks have you used ESAAMS for? (Please tick at least one option)

0
0
0
0

Creating, changing or deleting marking schemes

0

0
0
0
0

Recording students working Individually

Marking student work during recording

0

Allowing students to login to ESAAMS
to record their own work

0

Marking student work immediately after recording

0

Allowing students to lIiew their
ePortfolios through ESAAMS Intranet

0

Relliewing and marking student work after
recording

0

Recording more than one lIersion of the
same piece of work

0

Adding typed-in comments on students work

0

Others: (Please specify)

0

Adding handwritten comments (Tablet PC only)

o

Adding spoken comments as an audio recording

o

None ofthe abolle

Recording audio clips of student work
Recording lIideo clips of student work
Recording still pictures of student work

Recording students working in a group
Creating or using workpiece templates
Importing work captured or recorded
with other software applications (such
as Microsoft Word, Cubase, etc)

H Have you encountered any barriers that have Inhibited your use of ESAAMS?

o
o
o

Yes, the software is not intuitive
Yes, the software is not reliable
Yes, the software does not provide the
features I need

o
o
o

Yes, the software is too slow
No, I have not encountered any barriers to using
ESAAMS
Others: (Please specify)

I Are there any features or assessment practises you think ESAAMS should support? If so, what are they?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire, Would you be happy for me to contact you
additional questions, If necessary (and at a time convenient to you)?

0

DYes
If so, please complete the following details:
Your Name:
Contact Telephone Number or
Email Address:
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D.

Final Generic Assessment Model

The Final Generic Assessment Model was represented in 7 diagrams:

I.

Use Case Diagram

II.

'Student Portfolios' Class Diagram

III.

'Record & Assess Student Work' Activity Diagram

IV.

'Plan Assessment' Activity Diagram

V.

'Conduct Assessment' Activity Diagram

VI.

'Review Assessment' Activity Diagram

VII.

'Assessment Event Monitoring' Activity Diagram
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VI.

Use Case Diagram

Student Assessment

Inform and Notify
Students of Assessment Related

Events

Notification Agent

ParentJCarer
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VII.

'Student Portfolios' Class Diagram
IEvldence of Student Work

.

I
1

1

I Student Workpiece

I

.

1

Combined Assessment

1

1

Student Assessment of Work

I

Peer Asaeasments of Work

I

1

1

ICollection of Student Workpiec:asl
1
1

.

I

1

1

IStudent Portfolio

Teacher Assessment of Work

1

Student Portfolio Objectives

.

1

1
ICoilectlon of S1udent Portfolios

I
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VIII.

'Record & Assess Student Work' Activity Diagram

Plan Assessment
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IX.

'Plan Assessment' Activity Diagram
Teacher

I:.Go,..,,81 Learning Objoctl_ jL

Student

,,-

1·:Student Portfolio ~ I

\
~

I:Lia' of Monllonlcl MHnmenl Ewnts I

1·.fIIIng 8chenw I

I::... ac-I
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X.

'Conduct Assessment' Activity Diagram
Teacher

Student

I: 'Evalullllon crltltriaj
./
.-~-

'/

S!ud8r,! Records
Evidaf\l:8 II Work

--

~:;Evlde_ of StucMnI ~ ~--

,List of Stuclont Te_ Members & Role.

\
):EWllluallon criteria"

\

,,\

/
__- -__J~/

"
-{:Marklng IIchemo

r./

::Studont ~ ofWorIc

......

<'

./

::Evidel'Ql of Studelll Work
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XI.

'Review Assessment' Activity Diagram
Student, Teacher

I::Perfotmanc.t Summary I
/

7

"

"

I:: Collection of student Portfolios I

-Personalised learning Objectives & Evaluation
Criteria
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XII.

'Assessment Event Monitoring' Activity Diagram
Notification Agent

I:List of Monitored Assessment Events I--

'" "- "-

"-

"/

"'-~: :Notif\r:lllion Ma•••ges I
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E.

Feedback from Teachers on Final Generic Model of Assessment

Two teachers were asked to independently give feedback on the Final Generic Model of
Assessment. These teachers were shown the Final Generic Model of Assessment and
asked to give feedback on the model. These teachers were not familiar with UML so a
brief explanation of the symbols used in the notation was given to both teachers.
Targeted questions were used as prompts for soliciting feedback. These questions were:

About Activity Components

1. How many of the activities in the diagram do you recognise as being part of your
assessment practice?
2. Are there any activities that you don't recognise or understand?
3. Can you think of any assessment activities that are not represented in the
diagram?
About Information Components

4. How many of the information components in the diagram do you recognise as
being part of your assessment practice?
S. Are there any information components that you don't recognise or understand?
6. Can you think of any information components that are not represented in the
diagram?
7. Are the information components used in the correct activities?
General

8. Did you understand the diagram? Are there any parts that could be presented
more clearly?
9. Would this diagram be useful to you when planning or reviewing your assessment
procedures?

I.

Feedback from Teacher 1

Teacher 1 was a senior lecturer in a university.
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Teacher 1 recognised all the assessment activities shown in the final assessment model
apart from the 'Student Defines And Teacher Validates Evaluation Criteria' assessment
activity. An explanation of this activity was given to Teacher 1 who then understood its
purpose but still did not believe that students performed this activity in their own
assessment practice.

Teacher 1 expressed some confusion between the terms 'Learning Objectives',
'Evaluation Criteria' and 'Marking Scheme'. These areas were discussed and an
explanation of these terms was given. Teacher 1 thought these terms needed to be more
obvious.

Teacher l's initial impression was that the model was more oriented towards formative
assessment, rather than summative assessment, with which he was more familiar. Some
areas of the model were discussed and Teacher 1 agreed that the activity and information
components shown were equally applicable for both types of assessment.

II.

Feedback from Teacher 2

Teacher 2 was a teacher in a secondary school.

Teacher 2 was unsure of what 'Exemplar Material' represented. An explanation was
given and Teacher 2 was then able to recognise this information component in her
assessment practice.

Teacher 2 commented that assessment was often iterative and opined that this was not
obviously represented in the model.
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F.

Timeline of Assessment Systems Described in this Dissertation
1995

1999

Questionmark Perception

KAAN

1997

1998

2001
ESAAMS Version 1

2003
Maple TA

2004
Kumquat

2006
Guava

1999

2007

1995

2008

2008

WebeT (renamed
to Blackboard Academic Suite in 2005)

ESAAMS Version 2
2002

Wiley Plus
2006

1996
Beginning of the research described in this Dissertation
2003

Figure 10.8 - TimeJine of Assessment Systems described in this Dissertation
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